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FUNDAMENTAL LIMITATIONS ON V/STOL TEEMINAL GUIDANCE
DUE TO AIRCRAFT CHARACTERISTICS
By Julian Wolkovitch, Charles W. LaMont, and D. William Lochtie
Mechanics Research, Inc.
SUMMARY
For V/STOL aircraft, the possible terminal flight paths and
the accuracy with which these flight paths can be followed are limited.
A review is given of the limitations on possible flight paths, and it is
shown that a principal cause of these limitations is the inability to
generate sufficient drag at high lift coefficients. The reasons for
this limitation on drag/lift ratio are explained, and a new method is
presented for calculating the maximum drag/lift ratio of tilt-wing and
deflected-slipstream configurations. The method uses momentum theory
and requires power-off stall characteristics. The predictions of the
method are shown to be in reasonable agreement with measured steep
descent buffet boundaries for the XC-1H2A tilt-wing aircraft.
Stability derivatives and transfer functions for the CL-8U
tilt-wing aircraft and for the X-22A .tilt-duct aircraft are presented
for low-speed level and descending flight. For the tilt-wing aircraft,
a significant effect of descent angle occurs in the transfer function
relating flight path angle to thrust. In steep low speed descents, a right
half-plane zero appears which causes the response to move in the
wrong direction a few seconds after the input is applied. Optimal
control theory is used to calculate the minimum achievable r.m. s.
deviation from the flight path due to random gusts. It is shown that,
when the above right-half-plane zero approaches the gust break frequency,
the accuracy with which the aircraft can follow the desired flight
path is seriously degraded..
Page intentionally left blank 
CHAPTER I
PURPOSE AND SCOPE OF THIS REPORT
The Purpose of This Report'
V/STOL aircraft must be able to operate in confined air spaces
if full advantage is to be taken of their capability for zero or small
ground roll distance. This implies the capability to descend at steep
angles and low speeds. It has been found that for almost all V/STOL
aircraft, severe limitations exist on the steepness of the flight path
that can be achieved at low speeds. These limitations stem from two
causes
(1) inability .to generate the steady aerodynamic forces required
to follow the desired flight path, due to limits.such as
stall and buffet, and insufficient drag.
(2) poor accuracy of following the desired flight path, due to
unsatisfactory response of the aircraft to gusts and to
command control inputs, inadequate pilot displays, .etc.
The purpose of this report is to investigate the above limitations
for typical V/STOL aircraft, to indicate their importance, and to describe
feasible methods of removing or relaxing the limitations.
The report concentrates on limitations which are "fundamental"
for a given aircraft. A "fundamental" limitation is defined as one
that can only be removed by changing the overall vehicle 'geometric,
aerodynamic, or control system characteristics. For example, at typical
approach speeds, the steepness of the approach of tilt-wing aircraft is
restricted by inability to generate sufficient steady drag from the wing-
propeller combination. This is regarded as a "fundamental" limitation of
this type of aircraft, since it can only be relieved by a major modification
such as increased leading edge droop, or a more effective flap system.
Limitations such as poor pilot vision of his touchdown point in VFR
flight, inadequate or badly-arranged displays for IFR flight, etc.,
can "be relieved without major modifications to the vehicle and are.
therefore not regarded as "fundamental."
The scope of this report embraces all types of V/STOL aircraft
other than helicopters. A study on the characteristics of helicopters
in steep approaches was performed in parallel with the research reported
herej the results are presented in Reference 1. In this report the term
"V/STOL aircraft" specifically excludes helicopters.
The contents of the report are summarized below; however, before
this summary it is necessary to explain some terms used throughout the
report. These are "nominal flight profile", "nominal flight path"
and "nonminimum phase system".
A nominal flight profile is defined here as a time history of a
combination of vehicle state variables such as airspeed, descent angle,
normal acceleration, etc., which is feasible in that the required aero-
dynamic forces can be generated by the aircraft, regarding it as a point
mass. For example, an approach consisting of a turn, followed by a
level deceleration transisting to a constant-speed descent would
constitute a nominal flight profile, provided the aircraft could pull
the 'g's required for the turn, and could produce the drag required for
deceleration and steady descent without exceeding stall or buffet
boundaries. A nominal flight path is a nominal flight profile which
involves no change in airspeed.
A nonminimum phase system is one having a relevant transfer
function containing one or more right-half plane zeros. As shown in
standard references in control theory (e.g., Reference 2), such zeros
limit the precision with which the desired flight path .can be followed,
in the presence of disturbances such as gusts.
Contents of the Report
Chapter II presents a review of the nominal flight profile
capabilities of current V/STOL aircraft configurations. The equivalence
of descent capability and deceleration capability is explained. Examples
of the limits on nominal flight profiles for various types of V/STOL
aircraft are presented. This chapter contains nothing new, but it
collects together some hitherto scattered data, and sets the stage for the
detailed technical analyses that follow, by explaining their relevance
to practical problems.
Chapter III presents a new method for calculating descent/
deceleration capabilities of tilt-wing and deflected-slipstream con-
figurations. The method uses momentum theory to predict the power-on
descent/deceleration boundaries in terms of the power-off stall
characteristics of the configuration. A worked example is given for the
XC-1^2, showing that the method gives fair agreement with experimental data
for descent angle buffet boundaries.
Chapter IV discusses the dynamics of representative tilt-wing
and tilt-duct aircraft in small-perturbations from constant-speed
approaches. The flight path angles considered cover the range from
level flight to the steep descent buffet boundary. Stability derivatives
for the Canadair CL-8i<- tilt-wing aircraft were calculated using the
MOSTAB modular stability derivative program described in Reference 1.
The accuracy of the derivatives is verified by using them to calculate
time histories of the response to pilot control inputs. It is shown
that these time histories agree closely with time histories obtained
from flight test data. Chapter IV also presents transfer functions
for the Bell X-22A tilt-duct aircraft in low-speed level and
descending flight. These transfer functions were calculated using
derivatives supplied by the manufacturer. The significance of the
above transfer functions in determining limits on the accuracy of
flight path control ie described in Chapter V.
In Chapter V, optimal control theory is applied to determine the
minimum achievable r.m.s deviation from a nominal flight path, for
any given stationary random gust environment. It is shown that, for
the tilt-wing aircraft considered, significant increase in the minimum
achievable r.m.s. deviation occurs when the descent angle becomes steep.
This loss in accuracy of flight path control is shown to be caused by the
appearance of a right-half-plane zero in the transfer function relating
flight path angle to collective propeller pitch, (which is the primary
means of flight path control at low speeds). Methods of alleviating this
nonminimum phase effect are discussed. It is shown that the right-half
plane zero can be removed through feedbacks of pitch attitude and rate
to the pitch attitude control. In contrast to the tilt-wing configura-
tion, the tilt-duct aircraft is free of critical nonminimum phase
effects, and is predicted to be capable of following relatively steep
nominal flight paths with good accuracy.
Chapter VI states the major conclusions of the report and lists
some recommendations for further research.
Appendix A contains tables of derivatives and transfer functions
for the CL-84. Appendix B contains derivatives for the X-22A.
Acknowledgement
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CHAPTER II
LIMITS ON NOMINAL FLIGHT PROFILES .FOR V/STOL AIRCRAFT AT LOW SPEEDS
The Requirement for High
Drag/Lift Ratio
Initially, consider straight-line flight in calm air. This
represents the simplest case for analysis. The combinations of airspeed,
descent angle, and deceleration which are feasible for a given aircraft
configuration are determined by the balance of aerodynamic, inertial and
gravitational forces as shown in .Figure 1. The key aerodynamic .parameter
is the drag/lift ratio,, which from Figure 1 is related to flight path angle
and deceleration by
dV
? = tan (-7) - dt / v (1)L . /; g cos (-7) v '
In most instances (D/L) max is limited, for reasons discussed
below, and the steepest descent angle is given by
(-7.) = tan"1 (D/L) (2)
''max ' 'max
At this descent angle the deceleration capability is zero.
It is advantageous to have a high (D/L) for the following
ffl&X.
reasons
(1) to permit approaches to confined areas, e.g., in city-
centers ,
(2) to facilitate downwind approaches and to cope with wind
shears
(3) to minimize the time required to decelerate from cruise
to touchdown
mg
Figure 1. Forces Acting on an Aircraft Flying a 'Straight -
Line Accelerating Descent
-y Deg.
10 20 30 <0 50
-X , Deg. -
A * -'
Descent: Angle In Calm Air
Figure. 2. Effect of Head and Tail Winds on Descent Angle
8
A brief explanation of items (2) and (3) is given below.
/
Consider an airplane descending at an angle -7. and speed V.
J\ A.
relative to the wind, which is blowing with horizontal velocity VT ,
positive for headwind. Assuming steady conditions, the descent angle
relative to inertial space is -7 where
-7T = tan"
tan (-7A)
V
w
cos -
(3)
VwFor V/STOL aircraft —— is much larger than for conventional
A
aircraft, and 7 is also increased in most cases. Both these factors
combine to increase the difference between 7T and 7. ( = (D/L) )'.
"I 'A max
This is beneficial for headwinds but correspondingly adverse for tail-
winds , as shown in Figure 2 which graphs Eq.. 3. The implications for
wind-shears are obvious, from Figure 2.
The time occupied in decelerating and descending from cruise
speed and altitude to touchdown is less productive than the time
spent in cruise, because of the lower average speed. For efficient
operation this unproductive time should be minimized. Considering
the contribution of the approach to this unproductive time leads to
the conclusion that the highest possible value of (D/L) should be
niEuX.
used to minimize the time spent on the approach. However, it is not
readily apparent how this (D/L) should be applied, i.e., whether it
should be used for increasing deceleration or to increase descent
angle. The problem is illustrated by the following simple example,
taken from Reference 3.
Figure 3 compares two alternative approach profiles. One is a
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straight- line 10 degree descent with a constant deceleration of
O.o88 g's. The other approach consists of two straight- line segments,
the first at 14.8 degrees with no deceleration and the second at 0
degrees with 0.26U g's deceleration. Both approaches require the
aircraft to fly at (D/L) = 0.264 continuously. The two-segment
niclX
approach requires only 61 seconds, compared to 91 seconds for the
"straight- in" approach. Undoubtedly, further savings can be achieved
through more complicated approach profiles. Several references have
studied the optimization of approach flight paths within given
constraints as (D/L) . It is certainly interesting to determine
the optimum approach profile for a given (D/L) : however, the time
IUEL3C
required for such an approach can always be reduced by increasing
(D/L) . Thus, in studying fundamental limitations on V/STOL
max
terminal guidance, it is more relevant to consider the aerodynamic
factors limiting (D/L) for various configurations. Only when these
H18L2C
have been satisfactorily determined is it worthwhile to perform
optimization calculations of the type described above.
The above discussions explain the emphasis of this report on
(D/L) as a fundamental limiting parameter for V/STOL approaches.
max
Later sections of this report discuss the factors limiting (D/L)
max
and indicate how the limits may be alleviated.
Drag /Lift Ratio of
"Passive-Lift" Configurations
Most STOL aircraft in current commercial, service are 'of the
category which we shall call "passive-lift" in which the powerplant
makes no substantial contribution to the lift. The DeHavilland Twin-
Otter is a well-known example of this type.
The drag/lift characteristics of a passive-lift aircraft can be
expressed in coefficient form as
11
where CD is the coefficient of parasite drag (i.e., drag not induced
by lift)?
For a typical passive-lift configuration of the Twin-Otter
category CD = 0.0^ 5, e = 0.78, A = 10, giving C =0.0^5 + O.O^I/ s 2 o\CT) . The resulting descent angle and airspeed are graphed onLi
Figure Ma)- The airspeed was calculated from the standard formula:
v
min ( 2 WT ' ~S" '
As Figure Ma) demonstrates, a substantially slower and steeper
descent results from increasing C . The possibilities forijmax
accomplishing this will now be discussed.
Passive-lift aircraft using leading edge slots and double-
slotted flaps are usually limited to lift coefficients of 2.8 to 2.9.
In part this is due to the necessity to maintain adequate margin of
thrust over drag to permit go-around following a balked landing (see
Reference 4). However, an additional factor is the mechanical
complexity involved in constructing a flap system that will permit
^L > 3.0 when extended without excessive cruise drag in the
max
retracted position. This can be appreciated by considering Figure
Mb) which shows two-dimensional test data taken from Reference 5.
Note that much of the advantage of slots and flaps stems from
the increased wing area they provide through increasing the projected
chord, c , (a sliding doubled-slotted flap + slat can extend c by
0^ percent). Again mechanical complexity limits the percentage
12
NOTE. ALL Cjs ARE REFERRED TO THE PROJECTED CHORD, C
C = 1.7Lmax
C =2.6
Lmax
C. = 3.0Lmax
C. = 3.9Lmax
Figure (^b) - Maximum Lift Coefficient Comparison
extension of c that is possible, but recent tests (Reference 6) of
spanwise extension of the wing tips indicate that this may "be a
practical alternative to .the customary chordwise extension. The increase
in wing area obtained by tip extension can reduce the approach speed, but
does not necessarily yield a steeper approach, since the increase in
aspect ratio tends to reduce the induced drag.
It is by no means certain that the ultimate lift capabilities
of passive-lift configurations have been approached. The maximum lift
coefficient of wings of moderate aspect ratio is substantially less than
that the maximum two-dimensional section lift coefficient. This is made
clear in Reference 7> which summarizes the existing theories for predicting
C for general wings, specified only by their.planform. All the theories
max
predict
CL = kA (6)
max
where k varies from 0.85 to 1.9 according to the particular theory. None
of the theories predicts the leveling-off of CT that actually occursL
due to wing-stalling for A greater than about 7, as two-dimensional
conditions are approached.*
Hancock (Reference 8) concludes that k in Eq.. 6 should be 0.85,
but admits that his theory does not agree with experimental data,
which indicate a value of k of about 1.9. Hancock shows that the
published theories which give k = 1.9 are based on unsound arguments,
and that any agreement between these theories and experiment is
fortuitous. ;
*Note that this discussion does not include STOL aircraft with
active boundary layer control (B.L.C.) using blowing and/or sucking to
delay stall. Such aircraft are discussed later in this chapter.
This gap between theory and experiment is disturbing. Until
it is resolved, it is prudent to use experimental data on specific
configurations to predict CT of passive-lift-aircraft. From
max.
Figure k(a), it is apparent that the attainment of high-lift coefficients
does not produce sufficient induced drag to achieve a very steep
flight path.
Returning to Eq.. k, we see that an alternative method of
increasing -7 is to increase the parasite drag coefficient C^  or
o
decrease the induced drag factor e. It is difficult to change the
latter while still retaining high CT , so the most practical
- jj max
alternative is to increase C . There are several ways in which
this can be accomplished.
(.1) .direct increase of parasite drag(through spoilers or
dive-brakes
(2) reverse-thrusting propellers (sometimes called "Beta"
control) .
(3) reverse thrusting jet engines
Each of these alternatives .will now be discussed.
Direct increase of parasite drag. - Parasite drag devices such
as spoilers and * dive-brakes are not well suited to low-speed conditions
because their drag varies as (l/2)pV\ Thus for the' example aircraft
of Figure 3, from Eq.. (^) at CL = 3-0
CD = 0.0^ 5 + 0.37 = O.VI5 (7)
parasite induced total
To double the descent angle by increasing parasite drag would demand
raising the parasite drag coefficient to 0.^ 6.
CD = 0.83 - 0.37 = 0.^ 6 (8)
o
The ratio of the area of the required dive-brake to the wing area, is
given by
A CD = o.46 - o.o45 = 0.415 = (sdive_brake/s) (c, dive_brake/o.o45)
o
(9)
Taking C_ dive-brake as 0.90, this gives the ratio of dive-brake araa
to wing area as
Sspoiler/S - °
It is difficult to find a location for dive-brakes of such a
size where they will neither cause an appreciable loss of lift nor
interfere with controllability by causing buffeting at the tail. For
.higher lift coefficients (i.e., "active" lift configurations) the
required dive-brake area increases, and these disadvantages become
even more severe. The net conclusion follows that dive-brakes offer
only small benefits for STOL aircraft.
Reverse-thrust propellers. - To appreciate the problems and
potential advantages of reverse thrust propellers (sometimes called
"Beta-control") it is necessary to understand that a propeller
thrusting in the opposite direction to which it is moving may have
several states of operation, some steady, others very unsteady. These
states are defined by reference to a quantity v, , defined in terms of
propeller radius, R, and air density, p, as:
V Thrust of one propeller / -.2puR2
The parameter v, has the dimensions of velocity and is known as the
"thrust velocity" or the "hover induced velocity at the propeller
disc". The behavior of any reverse-thrust propeller is determined
16
"by the ratio V/v, as shown in Table T.
TABLE 1.
OPERATING STATES OF REVERSE-THRUST PROPELLERS
Operating State Characteristics
0 to = 0.7
= 0.7 to = 1.5.
= 1.5 to = 1.8
> = 1.8
"Powered 'Descent"
'Vortex-Ring"
1
'Autorotative"
"Windmill-Brake"
Thrust fairly steady,
propeller takes power
from engine.
Thrust fluctuations
occur, (as high as
+ 50 percent of mean
thrust). Takes power
from engine.
Thrust steady, propeller
windmills with no power
required from, engine.
Thrust steady, propeller
requires braking action
from engine to maintain
a given thrust.
The vortex-ring state is analyzed in Reference 1, where it is shown
that the unsteady condition is caused by a breakdown in the protective
sheath of vorticity which surrounds the slipstream. This vorticity
takes up the shear velocity differential between the flow inside the
slipstream and the free-stream flow. In the region 0.7 < V/\ < 1«5
a steady sheath of vorticity cannot be produced, and the slipstream
forms, collapses, and reforms in a cyclic manner. These characteristics
are only slightly dependent on the geometry of the particular propeller
employed.
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To see how this affects descent angle at a given speed, consider
the example aircraft of Figure (^a) at C = 3, V = 70 fps. A propeller
L
diameter is 0.17 of the span is assumed. The power-off drag/lift
ratio: is 0.138, giving 7 = -tan" (D/L)=-7»9 degrees. The required
drag increment to attain a steeper 7 is AD/L = -tan 7 - 0;138 where
AD is to be supplied by the reverse thrust of two propellers.
Manipulating Eq. 11 yields
V(AD/L) (1/2)PV2 S CTV = W ^- (12)h
 * 2(2 p.nR2)
which simplifies to
\ t/WD t- CL (13)
V
Combining Eq. (13) with the data of Reference 1, summarized
in Table 1, yields a method for assessing the feasibility of obtaining
steep nominal flight paths through the use of reverse-thrust propellers.
This is illustrated in Figure 5 f°r the example airplane. The descent
angle can be increased from 7-9 degrees to 22 degrees without bringing
the propeller into the vortex-ring state. This is a worthwhile improve-
ment, especially considering the relatively minor airframe modifications
required and the negligble weight penalty.
Little has been reported in the literature on this form of flight
path control and it appears worthy of further investigation. This
should include theoretical and wind-tunnel studies of the effects of
the reversed propellers on buffet and tail effectiveness.
18
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Reverse thrust jet engines. - References k and 9 describe a
method of drag augmentation in which a passive-lift STOL aircraft
is fitted with two small jet engines located at the sides of the
fuselage near the tail. These engines face "backwards" and provide
thrust in the decelerating sense. The engines must be positioned
carefully to avoid impingement of the jets on the wing with consequent
loss of lift. However with proper engine location the wing lift
actually increases, and the system was liked by pilots in simulator
tests.
The weight penalty is about 1 Ib per 8 Ibs of thrust. Thus,
for the example airplane of Figure 3 the descent could be steepened
from 7-9 to 16 degrees at a cost of 1.8 percent of the gross weight.
Typically this implies reducing the payload by about 8 percent.
Reference 4 states that the system was not incorporated in a
production aircraft because of natural customer resistance to "mixed"
powerplants. Weight and noise may also be objectionable. These
factors appear to be the major disadvantages of this concept. There
is no "V./V" limitation corresponding to the vortex-ring region for
the reverse-thrust.propeller because the jet engines need never be
idled since the net thrust balance can be adjusted using both the
jets and the propellers. Further, the system is applicable to
"active-lift" types which depend on propeller slipstream for lift or
control.
Apart from the short description in Reference ^  and 9 little
has been published on this concept. It appears to merit further
investigation. A systematic series of wind-tunnel tests should be
performed to explore the effects of jet engine location. These tests
should include flow vizualization to aid the optimum location of the
reverse-thrust engines.
20
Tilt-rotor configurations. - The descent/deceleration limita-
tions for tilt-rotor aircraft and "free-floating tilt-wing" configura-
tions (as described in Reference 10) are similar to those for helicopters
when expressed in terms of v. This parameter increases because of
the higher disc-loading of these types, ranging from 5 Ibs/ft for the
P
XV-3 to 25 Ibs/ft for the X-19A. Thus, in general, the boundaries on
descent rate will be less stringent than for competitive helicopters.
The boundaries are set by the vortex-ring state and by autorotation.
Reference 1 presents a discussion of these boundaries for helicopters,
which is also applicable to tilt-rotor aircraft. Hence only one
typical result will be shown here.
• Figure 6 shows boundaries for helicopter or tilt-rotor
p
aircraft with a disc-loading of 6.2 Ib/ft . The outer boundary of the
vortex-ring state corresponds to r.m.s. mean-to-peak thrust fluctuations
of 15 percent of the gross weight. The inner boundary corresponds to
fluctuations of approximately double this intensity. To extend Figure 6
to other aircraft, the vortex-ring boundary may be scaled
proportionately to the square root of disc loading. The autorotation
boundary depends more critically upon the parasite drag and rotor
profile drag, and should be calculated for each configuration.
Autorotation is commonly used in military operations and as a
civil emergency procedure. The objections to autorotation as a standard
procedure for routine I.L.S. approaches are as follows.
(1) To steepen the nominal flight path beyond the autorotation
boundary (e.g., to cope with wind-shears) would require
a braking action to be applied to the rotor. Such braking
could, in principle, be provided by variable turbine inlet
stators as used in some industrial gas turbines. However
current FAA helicopter regulations preclude engine braking,
as they require an override or free-wheel device to prevent
stoppage of the rotor following engine failure.
21
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(2) The rate of descent in autorotation may be too high to
permit descent to be arrested following breakout from
low cloud.
(3) At low speeds, recovery from autorotation to level flight
may cause the aircraft to enter the vortex-ring state.
Slipstreamed-Wing Configurations
The term "slipstreamed-wing" is used to denote tilt-wing and
deflected slipstream configurations.
Deflected slipstream and tilt-wing types both suffer severe
limitations on their descent/deceleration capability. A simplified
explanation of the cause of these limitations is given in Reference 11.
This explanation is illustrated in Figure 7- By adding the free-
stream and slipstream velocities vectorially the velocity vector at
the wing can be deduced. If the inclination of this vector to the
wing is too large the wing stalls, the onset of stall being marked
by considerable buffeting. This stalled condition occurs when
attempting steep descents.
Figure 7 suggests the possibility of predicting the max D/L
of slipstreamed-wing aircraft from a knowledge of its power-off stall
characteristics. This possibility is explored in Chapter III, where
a theory is developed for calculating (D/L) of slipstreamed-wing
nicix
configurations.
Flight test results indicate that, although the condition for
(D/L) determines the maximum descent angle attainable at a given
max
airspeed, this limit may not in fact be practical, because of require-
ments for maneuvering, go-around, control effectiveness, and control
following engine failure. These considerations may dictate that descents
shall be limited to angles less than those achievable from (D/L)
23
VA AIRPLANE VELOCITY
V SLIPSTREAM VELOCITY
o
V RESULTANT VELOCITY OVER WING
M
0. EFFECTIVE WING ANGLE OF ATTACKW
LEVEL FLIGHT-HIGH POWER
HIGH SLIPSTREAM VELOCITY
MODERATE WING ANGLE OF ATTACK
WING UNSTALLED
STEEP DESCENT-LOW POWER
LOW SLIPSTREAM VELOCITY
HI.GH WING ANGLE OF ATTACK
WING STALLED
THE PROPELLER SLIPSTREAM CAN KEEP A PROPERLY DESIGNED WING FROM
STALLING IN LEVEL TRANSITION FLIGHT, BUT THE STALLING PROBLEM
BECOMES MORE SEVERE IN STEEP DESCENTS WITH LOW POWER.
Figure 7. - Explanation of Descent Boundaries for Tilt-Wing and
Deflected Slipstream Configurations (from Ref. 11)
considerations alone. In the following section, descent characteristics,
of some typical slipstreamed-wing configurations are reviewed, and the
relationships between boundaries based on (D/L) and practical
operational boundaries are indicated.
References 12 and 13 describe flight tests on the Breguet 9*1-1.
deflected slipstream aircraft (also known as the McDonnell-Douglas
188), and Reference 1^ presents similar data on the XC-1i)-2 tilt-wing
aircraft. The measured descent boundaries for the Breguet 9^1
are shown in Figures 8 and 9> and for the XC-I^SA tilt-wing aircraft
in Figure 10. Both these aircraft are highly developed "second-
generation" representatives of their classes and considerable efforts
have been made to give these aircraft good descent capabilities. Thus
Figures 8, 9> and 10 illustrate the present state-of-the art in this
area. A detailed discussion of the boundaries for each type now
follows.
The following observations on Figures 8 and 9 apply to any
deflected slipstream aircraft:
1. It is not possible to reduce thrust to zero at the lower
velocities because slipstream is required to provide
sufficient flow over control surfaces to maintain effective
control.
2. The stall boundary is optimistic for two reasons: (1) some
An must remain for maneuvering, and (2) minimum control
Zr
effectiveness considerations may dictate higher speeds
than stall speed.
3. From considerations of the altitude loss during the process
of arresting a descent rate following "breakout" at 200 ft.
ceilings, a maximum descent rate of 1000 f.p.m. is recommended
in Reference 13 durins the latter portions of the descent.
A 'Q33dS TVOI1U3A
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As can be seen from Figure 8, this limits the maximum
descent angle to less than 12 degrees at minimum speed,
•--..and to less than 8 degrees at the flap limit speed of 75
knots.
k. It is important to note that in the approach and landing
configuration (98 degree flap) there is no wave-off
capability (positive 7) should a single engine failure
occur. This is not a desirable situation for commercial
operation, nor is it permitted by FAA regulations. There-
fore, it is necessary to use a "less draggy" configuration
during approach or demonstrate that conversion to this
state, following single engine failure, can be made
sufficiently quickly that positive climb angles can be
attained before the aircraft strikes the ground. The
"pre-approach and wave-off" configuration of the Breguet
is shown in Figure 8 and corresponds to a reference flap
setting of 72 degrees. This configuration permits single-
engine climbs up to + 8 degrees. Thus, the wave-off require
ment may dictate flap configurations which limit the descent
angle to values considerably below the maximum capability
of the vehicle.
Because of the considerable effort that has already been devoted
to the "double-slotted flap and slat" wing system of the Breguet 9^1
similar aircraft it is hard to discern any opportunity for significant
increases in descent angle capability. However, fitting high power
engines would improve the "wave-off" capability, thus permitting full
benefit to be derived from the existing flap system.
28
The Breguet 9^1 has a capability called "transparency" whereby
the inboard and outboard propeller blade angles can be varied
independently, resulting in a warped lift distribution along the wing.
This lift distribution is accompanied by higher induced drags. Thus,
at a given airspeed, steeper descent angles are possible if transparency
±s used, as indicated by Figure 9- The limits of this technique are
not presently known. However it might be possible to predict the effect
of transparency on (D/L) „„ using the theory presented in Chapter III.
TQ.3+X.
Tilt-wing descent boundaries. - For tilt-wing aircraft there
exist two boundaries, as shown on Figure 10, corresponding to different
types of buffet. High frequency, small amplitude, buffet occurs at
the upper boundary. This is believed to be due to stalling of the
tilted center-section of the wing which cannot be immersed in the
slipstream of the four propellers. The buffet becomes more pronounced
and of lower frequency as the lower boundary is approached. Military
pilots state that the lower boundary is the practical limit to human
tolerance for prolonged periods (Reference 1^ ). For commercial
passenger operation it is sensible to assume a more restrictive
boundary. Note that despite a complete hover capability, and control
of thrust vector rotation through 90 degree, descents along a 12
degree glide path at 50 knots are still impractical.
The theory of Chapter III relates the low frequency buffet
boundary to the power-off stall characteristics of the wing, modified
by the induced flow effects of the propellers. However these induced
effects do not influence the portions of the wing not immersed in the
slipstream. For example, Figure 10 shows that for the XC-1^2A at
30 knots, an 11 degree glide slope is attainable with 35 degrees of
wing tilt. For a level fuselage condition, this means that the
portions of the wing not immersed in the slipstream are experiencing
local angles of attack.of 11 + 35 = k6 degrees, well above the stall,
with accompanying buffet.
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Some of the methods of obtaining steep descent for passive-lift
aircraft are also applicable to tilt-wing and deflected slipstream
aircraft. Again, dive-brakes are ineffective due to the low airspeed,
and reverse-thrusting propellers do not appear to be compatible with
the slipstrearned-wing concept. However, reverse jet engines may provide
a feasible method of increasing descent capabilities, at the cost of a
loss in payload to make up for the added engine weight.
Jet Lift and Ducted Fan V/STOL Aircraft
Ducted fan V/STOL aircraft such as the Bell X-22 and Doak VZ-k
experience limits on descent/deceleration capability due to flow
separation around the lip of the duct. For the X-22 the phenomenon
was noted (Reference 15) as the cause of "duct buzz", an unpleasant
high-frequency vibration which permeated the entire aircraft. Little
information is available on steep descent flight tests of the X-22 but
from References 15 and \6 it appears that the descent angle may be
limited to about 10 degrees at low speeds. More complete data is
available on the Doak VZ-4 and Figure 11 (from Reference 17) shows the
descent limits recorded in flight. Note that at 60 knots, the limiting
angle of descent is only 6 degrees, beyond which severe buffet occurs.
Part of the buffet problem with the VZ-H- stems from its large
wing which operates at an angle of attack, a, equal to the descent
angle, -7, when the fuselage altitude is level. Thus a moderate 7
suffices to stall the wing, if the fuselage is kept approximately
horizontal during descent.
Similar stall limitations to those discussed above apply to
any vehicle in the portion of its flight regime where partially wing-
supported flight is desired. For example, Reference 18 notes that
XV-^B Hummingbird (a dual propulsion pure jet VTOL research aircraft)
had many combinations of speed and descent angle which were unattainable
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Figure 11 . - Descent Boundaries for a Tilt-Duct Aircraft (DOAK VZ-4)
due to wing stall and/or buffet effects associated with flow
separation over the wing at high angles of attack. Thus, despite
the Hummingbird's hovering and high speed flight capabilities, it
could not descend in equilibrium flight at 50 knots along a 12-degree
glide slope.
Fan-in-wing aircraft such as the Ryan XV-5A also suffer from
wing-stall limitations (Reference 19) and lip stall may also be severe
because of the small duct lip radius imposed by the geometric constraints
of the wing.
The prospects for improving descent boundaries for jet lift and
ducted fan aircraft appear fairly good although they have yet to be
demonstrated. Where wing stall is the culprit some increase of descent
angle (assuming a level fuselage attitude) can be. obtained by stall
delaying devices such as slats and flaps. For some ducted fan
configurations it may be possible to increase the duct inlet radius
("bell-mouth" effect) to delay lip separation. However, the phenomenon
of flow separation for ducted fans is not well understood, and analytic
prediction of descent capabilities appears to be beyond the current
state-of-the-art.
Jet Flap and "Blown Flap" Aircraft
Under this heading we discuss descent limitations of two classes
of STOL aircraft, both of which derive some of their lift through down-
ward-directed jet sheets emanating near the wing trailing edge. The
distinction between blown-flap and jet-flap types is one of degree. In
the former, the jet extends over only a small fraction (e.g., 1/3) of
the wing span, whereas the true jet-flap aircraft uses a full-span jet
sheet, with approximately constant momentum per unit span.
Operationally, the blown flap is suited for "moderate STOL"
where the CL requirements are easily achieved by a part-span jet
max
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sheet with thrust/weight ratios about 0.3. The benefits of the
increased CT on descent angle are similar to the "passive- lift"L
example of Figure U(a) with the added bonus that the non-uniform spanwise
lift distribution decreases the induced drag efficiency factor e. For
small thrust/weight ratios, the practical limits on descent capability
may be set by wave-off requirements as discussed for the Breguet
The jet flap is suited for "extreme £>TOL" where the maximum
possible lift coefficient of the wing must be realized, and higher
thrust/weight ratios can be afforded (e.g., T/W of about 0.6).
Unfortunately, the jet flap suffers from a serious disadvantage as
regards induced drag. Firstly, the uniform span-loading gives a
high induced drag efficiency factor e, thus reducing CL. . More
important, the thin jet sheet tends to bend backwards parallel to the
flight path considerably reducing the drag. This "thrust recovery"
phenomenon (Reference 20) substantially reduces descent angle capability.
In summary, part-span blowing is a good way of extending the
low speed capability of CTOL aircraft to yield "moderate" STOL perfor-
mance. Full span blowing, as in the jet flap, gives lower air speed,
but suffers from fundamental limits on descent capability. Probably
the simplest way of overcoming these is through the use of reverse-jet
engines as discussed previously.
Limitations on Climb-out Performance
The limitations on descent/deceleration capability discussed in
the preceding sections are "fundamental" in that they cannot be
alleviated merely by adding power. For example, adding power does
nothing to improve the descent capabilities of a tilt-wing configuration,
which are intrinsically limited by the stalling characteristics of the
wing and the propeller diameter and location. By contrast, climb-out
;
capability can always be improved by the addition of power. Climb
restrictions are thus of less importance to the present study and
hence only a brief discussion is given below.
A steep climb angle at low air speeds is essential to V/STOL
operation in urban environments. Helicopters, and other VTOL aircraft
with thrust-to-weight ratios greater than unity plus the capability of
vectoring that thrust vertically while maintaining a level fuselage,
clearly have the greatest versatility in this respect. STOL aircraft
on the other hand, especially passive-lift configurations, experience
definite limits in maximum achievable angle of climb. For steady
climbing flight;
sin 7 -= T/W - D/W (14)
where it is assumed that the thrust vector is essentially aligned with
the flight path. For small 7, this expression differs from the
expression for the glide descent angle (Eg.. 1), by the positive term
T/W. Thus, using the Twin-Otter example illustrated in Figure 5 , we
can easily construct a similar maximum climb angle chart by simply
adding the T/W increment. For example, for T/W = 0.5, we have:
sin 7 =0.5-7 descent (15)
Using Figure 3, for V = 100 fps, C = 2 and 7, = -6 degrees
(-0.105 radians)
7
 climb = sin" (0.5 - 0.105) = 22.7 degrees (16)
Reference 4, in reviewing the state-of-the-art for large passive
lift STOL's, suggests that climb angles in the order of 6 to 12 degrees
are readily attained, while Reference 13 indicates that the Breguet
achieves 14 degrees in the take-off configuration. The certification
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requirement for positive climb angles with one engine inoperative
places severe demands on twin engine STOL aircraft. For the reasons
explained above, this aspect of STOL nominal flight path capability
falls beyond the scope of this report. However, it is important as a
practical operational consideration.
Limitations on Constant-Acceleration Flight
Paths in the Vertical Plane
Considering flight in the vertical plane, it can be shown that
the rate of change of the flight path angle is given by
= (nz - cos 7) i (17)
where n is the normal acceleration capability (load factor) of the
z
aircraft, (n = L/W) , and V is the inertial speed. The geometry of
Z JL •
landing and take-off flare maneuvers is determined by -— , where xdx
is the horizontal coordinate. Substituting dx/dt = VT cos 7 in Eq..
(17), gives:
_
cos Y
p
The 1/VT factor in Eq.. (18) indicates that, for a given n , a STOLJ_ z
aircraft can obtain much more curvature of the flight path than its
CTOL counterpart. For a given V , the maximum curvature of the flight
path is determined by n , which in turn is limited by one or more
z m£LX
of the following considerations.
(1) stalling of lifting surfaces
(2) structural load limits
(3) limited normal force generation capability due to factors
other than stall
(k) passenger comfort
Each of these factors will now be discussed.
Stalling of Lifting Surfaces: For passive-lift aircraft a
typical approach speed is 1.3 V , giving n = 1.69. Thus, from
s z max
Eq. (18), at an approach speed of 80 knots the flare curvature is
restricted to 7 degrees per 100 feet. This is quite a mild restriction.
It implies that a flare from a 15 degree approach would require 1.69 g's
to be held at 200 feet from the touchdown point, at a height of
approximately 25 feet.
Structural Load Limits :^ These are typically + 3g, and -1g for
large commercial aircraft, and are less restrictive than the other
considerations discussed here for determining nominal flight paths.
Normal Force Generation Capability: For VTOL aircraft in very
low speed flight at maximum design gross weight* the n is typically
ZI
limited to 1.2 g, due to installed power limitations. This does not
greatly restrict the curvature of the nominal flight path (determined
fron Eq. 18) because very low values of V can be obtained.
Passenger Comfort: There is a dearth of reliable data on the
'g' tolerance of the average fare-paying passenger. For some passengers
the threshold of discomfort is approached during the landing roll of
a large commer.cial jet. This involves deceleration from 110 knots to
ko knots in approximately 3000 feet, corresponding to a mean decelera-
tion of 0.16 'g' over a period of 22 seconds. It is probable that a
similar deceleration occuring in flight would be objectionable, due to
the added effects of buffeting and gusts. In addition, psychological
factors associated with fear of flying and loss of visual reference
to the ground may further reduce passenger 'g' tolerance. Tentatively,
37
based on the author's experience, we suggest that'maneuvers should be
such that the acceleration experienced by any passenger are less than
1.0 incremental 'g1 in the "eyeballs down" sense, and 0.5 'g' in all
other directions.
Limitations on Lateral Curvature of the flight Path
A given load factor capability, n , can be used to produce
z
curvature of the flight path in the horizontal plane by banking the
aircraft. For a given n , with 7 small, so that cos 7 = 1 , the hori-
zontal and vertical accelerations can be traded according to the
following equation.
g n = ["(Vx)2 + (g + VT1)2"]1/2 (19)
z
 L J
The required bank angle is given by
o
cot 0 = g t Vy- (20)
Vx .
These relationships are graphed on Figure 12, which demonstrates
that the extra n required to maneuver laterally is quite small. Thus
V/STOL aircraft can maneuver laterally without sacrificing much 7
capability. This facilitates sidestep maneuvers required to align the
aircraft with the runway following breakout from cloud. For a given
sidestep flight path, the excess 'g' required is generally small for
V/STOL aircraft because of the lower speed.
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CHAPTER III
ANALYTIC PREDICTION OF DESCENT BOUNDARIES FOR
TILT-WING AND DEFLECTED SLIPSTREAM AIRCRAFT
Introduction
Considerable experimental evidence exists to show that the
descent boundary of tilt-wing and deflected slipstream aircraft is
associated with wing stalling. The mechanism whereby stalling sets a
limit on (D/L)max is indicated in Figure 7» and there have been
numerous qualitative descriptions of this phenomenon. It therefore
seems plausible that the (D/L)max boundary of a general slipstreamed-
wing configuration could be calculated from a knowledge of the power-
off stall characteristics of the wing. This chapter describes a new
method for calculating the lift and drag of a general wing-propeller
combination. It is shown that the observed descent boundaries can be
predicted with fair, accuracy. The method requires data on the power-
off characteristics of the wing, and uses momentum theory to correct
these characteristics for power-induced effects. In this chapter,
the method is used only to calculate the (D/L)max boundary of the
XC-1U2A. In subsequent chapters, the method is applied to calculate
stability derivatives for the CL-8U tilt-wing aircraft in level and
descending flight. For the XC-1^2A, wind-tunnel model results were
used as the source of power-off data. The predicted boundaries are
of the same general form as the experimental boundaries .observed in
model and full scale tests, but give a limiting descent angle which
at a given forward speed is about 8 degrees shallower than that
obtained in full-scale flight tests. The discrepancy can be removed
by introducing an arbitrary scale effect correction, increasing the
angle of attack for power-off stall by 10 degrees to correct model
results to full-scale. This scale correction is believed to be valid
and reasonable, but cannot be fully justified until full-scale power-off
data become available.
The predicted boundaries are very sensitive to the power-off
stall characteristics, which in turn depend critically upon Reynolds
number and wind-tunnel wall interference. This sensitivity limits the
usefulness of the method for prediction of descent boundaries; however,
it reflects important physical factors, and emphasizes the value of
stall-delaying devices such as slats and slotted flaps, or boundary-
layer control. Because of the sensitivity to stall effects, the
theory is probably most useful as a basis for comparative (rather than
absolute) predictions. It provides a method for assessing the rela-
tive effectiveness of alternative stall-delaying devices. The fact
that theory predicts the correct general shape of the boundaries
confirms the value of simple momentum concepts in the analysis of the
complex flows around slipstreamed wings.
Description of the Method
The technical approach is generally similar to that emploved
by Kuhn (Reference 21). There are, nowever, numerous differences
between details of Kuhn's method and the method presented here. These
differences will be noted as they arise in the discussion. In both
methods, the lift and drag of the wing are computed as the sum of two
parts.
(l) The 'outer' flow: a part due to deflection of the free-
stream by the wing. The mass flow that is deflected is assumed to
PF Xo fr3 " N(D ) -J' where V^ = free-stream velocity, p = density,
b = wingspan, N = number of propellers, and D = diameter.*
J
 r p O-|
* Kuhn chooses an 'outer' mass flow equal to Pj-Y L13 - N(D ) J
where Ds is the diameter of the fully-developed slipstream. For
most flight conditions of practical interest, the difference in
the total lift and drag due to replacing D by DS is slight. Neither
choice is rigorous, and using D leads to much simpler mathematical
expressions.
(2) The 'inner' flow: a.part due to deflection of the slip-
streams by the wing. This flow is assumed to be deflected parallel
•x-
to the section zero lift-line.
To compute the 'inner' flow, the slipstream mean
airspeed at the wing must be known. This is derived using momentum
theory, as explained below. Note that it is not assumed that the slip-
stream is parallel to the propeller axis, except at zero forward speed,
or when the propeller axis is parallel to the direction of flight, as
-*•*
in cruise. •
Computation of Isolated Propeller Wet Thrust,
Gross Thrust, and Normal Force
Inviscid incompressible flow is assumed, with the fully
developed slipstream static pressure equal to the free-stream static
pressure. As shown in Figure 13? the mean induced velocity at the
propeller disc, V., is assumed to be parallel to the shaft axis. The
mean induced velocity in the fully developed slipstream is assumed to
be 2V, , in the same direction. The resultant velocities at the disc
and in the fully developed slipstream are obtained by summing the
free-stream and the appropriate induced velocities, as indicated in
Figure 13-
This assumption has been verified by plotting flow deflec-
tion data from several tests on wing-propeller-flap combinations at
zero forward speed. Kuhn assumed that this "static" flow deflection
angle, 9? remains unchanged with forward speed; however, he did not
correlate 8 with the angle between the propeller axis and the zero
lift-line, 9ZLL.
•** This is another point of .difference between the present
theory and that of Kuhn, in which it is assumed that the slipstream
is always parallel to the propeller shaft.
Figure 13. - Induced Velocities and Total Velocities
in the Slipstream
Gross Thrust
(isolated Propeller)
iTL
Gross Thrust
(Wing Present )
Net Thrust
(Isolated Propeller)
Figure ll+. - Propeller-Wing-Slipstream Force Vectors
at Forward Speed
The foregoing assumptions are standard in the nomentum theory
of propellers. It is also assumed that the mass flow through the
propeller is proportional to the local resultant velocity V^ = V. + V
and an area equal to S cos a , where CL is the angle of
V_. to the shaft axis, i. e. :
Mass Flow = p V S cos a^ (21)
This assumption is different from the standard assumption of momentum
theory which replaces the above "area of capture" S cos (X by S .
However, it has been found that Eq_. (21) gives better agreement with
•x-
experiment.
From Figure 13 and Eq. (21), the thrust, T, is given by
T = RSp cos aD VD 2V± = p Sp 2V.. (V± + V^ cos a^ (22)
p
Defining a thrust coefficient T - 2T/p V S , and manipulating
Eq. (22) j yields the following relationship for induced velocity, as
a function of thrust coefficient, and of the inclination of the
thrust line to the. free stream, a
 r
vi r 2 x/2 "i
oo
The inclination of the fully developed slipstream to the free-stream,
a , is given from Figure 13 as
S S
VooSlnQTL
2V,
The choice of the area of capture is arbitrary, as long
as momentum-type theory is employed. Kuhn (Reference 21) used Sp
as the area of capture, but did not correct for the inclination of
the slipstream from the shaft axis.
It is convenient to rewrite .Eq. (2^ ) in terms of Tc , using Eq. (23).
sin a
 T
tan a = o n lo (25)
(T H
Eq. (25) provides the basis for calculating the lift and drag developed
by the portions of the wing which are immersed in the slipstream as
described in the next subsection.
In calculating the descent boundaries, the propeller normal
force (i.e., the force normal to the shaft axis) was assumed negligible.
The validity of this assumption was checked during the subsequent
calculations of stability derivatives, described in Chapter IV. In
general, it appears that propeller normal force will not be a signi-
ficant fraction of the thrust during low speed level flight and
descending conditions.
For purposes of computing the forces on the wing, the isolated
propeller gross thrust is required. This is defined as the vector
sum of the net thrust and the reversed ram drag (See Figure l4). The
magnitude of the ram drag is simply mV^ , where m is the mass flow.
Resolving the ram drag into components normal and parallel to the pro-
peller shaft yields a convenient expression for the magnitude of the
gross thrust, F , as indicated below.
2-, 1/2
sin a )2J , (26)
J_ I i j
]/ (27)
1/2
(28)
Combining Eq. (22) and Eq. (28) yields the following simple result:
1/2"I
J
The inclination of the gross thrust to the propeller axis is
given from Eq. (29) and Figure 1^ as
sin a
 T
tan x = - p - - (30)SS
 (T. + cos2 a
Computation of Wing Forces
It is assumed that the portion- of the wing immersed in the
slipstream produces lift and drag solely by turning the total 'inner'
slipstream mass flow and does not influence the lift and drag
associated with the 'outer' flow. This assumption implies a flow
model in which the protective sheath of vorticity surrounding the
slipstream isolates the velocities inside the slipstream from those
outside. This is physically plausible, and corresponds to an assump-
tion usually made in analyses of propeller and helicopter rotor wakes,
where it is shown that the assumed distributions of shed vorticity
are such that no velocities are induced outside the wakes. A con-
sequence of this assumption is that the flow model for downwash
behind a slipstreamed-wing is non-uniform.
The gross thrust is assumed to be rotated through an angle
X + 8.7TT' The angle x is determined from Eq. (2U), andS S -^iJ-j-Li s g
can be found either from standard airfoil data or power-on tests at
zero forward speed, as explained below.
It is convenient to express 6 „,-, in terms of quantities
illustrated in Figures 1^ and. 15, as :
ZLL
Figure 15. - Angular Relationships of Wing-Propeller Configuration
and Slipstream Reaction Forces (Static Case)
The angle (imT +G'nT) represents the incidence of the zero-lift lineTL OL
to the shaft axis, at zero flap deflection. By the usual convention,
imT and a T^ are negative for the typical arrangement shown inlli OL
Figure 15. It has been found empirically that, for typical chord/
diameter ratios, the flow turning angle at zero forward speed, 0, can
"be closely approximated by the angle 6ZLL as Determined from power-off
tests. The theory presented here assumes that the slipstream is
turned parallel to the zero lift line at all flight conditions, from
hover to cruise.
To obtain the lift and drag due to the slip stream- wing
interaction, the initial gross thrust and the final gross thrust are
resolved with components normal and parallel to the free-stream
direction and the appropriate components are subtracted. Figure 16
shows the required geometric relationships. The result is:
LFG = FG Lkl Sin («TL + - Sln - *> (32)
DFG = FG L-kl COS < «TL + Q> + C°S < « ~ (55)
The factor k, allows for turning losses in F_,. These have been ob-
-L . G
served in power-on tests at zero forward speed, where it is found
that for extreme flap deflections the resultant force is approxi-
mately 90$ of the isolated propeller thrust.
Eqs. (32) and (33) express the portion of the wing lift and
drag due to the flow within the slipstream. The flow outside the
slipstream provides a lift and drag which can be estimated by
standard methods for power-off conditions; however, a correction
factor must be applied to allow for the part of the total power-off
lift and drag that is included in Eqs. (32) and (33), since these
equations do not equal zero for zero thrust (because F 4 0G
for T = 0) .

The correction factor is:
1 - total disc area
r- x (effective span)'
The effective span is the span of an elliptic wing having the same
lift and induced drag as the actual wing, i.e., b V~e , where b is
the actual span and e is the span-efficiency factor. Applying this
correction yields
p A[! - | ( a C (3k)
outer
flow
power-off
D
 + = 1/2 pouter ' ¥
flow
- I ( g ]
 c
'e \ b /
+ 1/2 p V2SCD
o power -off
**power-off
(35)
Note that the induced drag is subject to the interference correction
factor, whereas the profile drag is not, since the total wetted area
is relevant for CD . In.Eqs. (3k) and (35), the power-off coeffi-
cients may be estimated by standard 'handbook' methods or directly
from power-off wind-tunnel tests.
Computation of Total Lift and Drag
The contribution of the propeller tnrust to the total lift and
drag is
= T sin
DT = -T cos
(36)
(37)
The total lift and drag can be written by summing Eqs. (36),
and (32), and Eqs. (37), (35), and (33), thus:
L =
power -of f
+ T sinaTL (38)
D = FQ -kl cos (aTL H- eZLL) + cos («TL - ass)]
-/2 P v2s [i - I (jf] CD_
i power- off
+ 1/2 p V2s CD - T cosaTL (39)
o power -off
To solve these equations for a given T and a'
 T , use Eq.. (22) to
- *- » *
determine V. , solve Eq. (2U) for a > determine V as V + V. , solve
1 S S Jj 00 1
Eq. (21) for m, then solve Eq. (28) for F and substitute a , and
VJT S S
F in Eqs. (38) and (39)- The remaining quantities can be estimated
from standard aerodynamic handbooks or other appropriate data sources.
Correlation with Experiment
within the Uhstalled Region
The lift and drag equations given above have been checked
against widely different configurations with good correlation.
Examples of correlation with the experimental data of Reference 22
are shown in Figure l?(a) and 1? (b) . The airfoils used were symmetrical
with double plain flaps. Figures l?(a) and l?(b) show results obtained
with the rear flap deflected 30 degrees. Figure l?(a) and l?(b) indicate that
the theory predicts the lift and drag with good accuracy in the un-
s tailed region. Further verification of the accuracy of the theory
is given in Chapter IV, where calculated stability derivatives for the
CL-8U tilt-wing aircraft are shown to give fair agreement with flight
test results.
Estimated buffet boundaries may be compared to buffet indica-
tions in the experimental data. The estimated buffet boundaries in
Figures 17 (a) and l?(b) were obtained by using a
 tall -o- (as indicated
by the power-off data for the configuration) as the value of x
ss
and solving for T versus a . To be consistent with the notation
C _Llj
of Reference 22. the data a
'
in Figures 1?(a)- and 1?(b) .
_
re presented in terms of T " (=2T /PV S },
 c ' K ss p
Calculation of Descent Boundaries
for the XC-142A
This section applies the theory developed in the preceding
sections to calculate the limiting angle of descent of the XC-1U2A
tilt-wing aircraft at air speeds from 30 to 80 knots. As explained
in Chapter I, the problem is equivalent to predicting (D/L) The
ITLcUX •
general procedure is described below; the aerodynamic and geometric
data used for the XC-142A are then summarized, and finally the calcu-
lated descent boundary is compared with boundaries obtained from
wind-tunnel and flight test results.
O.71
D.91
O Props. Off Voo
•91
Estimated
Buffet Onset
DEG
Correlation of Lift and Estimated Buffet Onset
with Figure 16, Ref. 22.
•c
A.50
0.71
D .91
/ o g °
-1.0-
-1.5
-20 0
Figure 17(b). - Correlation of Longitudinal Force and Estimated
Buffet Onset with Figure 16, Ref. 22.
General Procedure
for Calculating Descent Boundaries
In calculating the descent boundaries, the flight condition
(V,v , and W) and an initial value of T were assumed; Eq. (25) was* c*
then solved iteratively to find a T that satisfied either of the
following limiting conditions, plus the appropriate overall aircraft
lift-drag weight equilibrium relationship of Figure 1.
(1) tan (a - i\j) equals the stall angle of the wing,
where i is the incidence of the reference wing chord relative to the
propeller shaft.
(2) T equals the T that can be produced by the propeller
c* c
operating at maximum power, under the given flight conditions. To
calculate the power, an efficiency of 87$ was assumed. This assump-
tion was not critical, since the descent boundaries were, in fact,
set by condition (l).
If the selected flight condition did not produce a T satisfying
C
either of the above conditions, it was assumed that the flight condi-
tion did not lie on the nominal flight path boundaries. Thus, by a
trial-and-error process, the descent boundaries were established.
Geometric and Aerodynamic Characteristics
of the XC-1^2A
The XC-1^ 2A airplane is a turbine-engined, tractor propeller,
flapped, tilt-wing'design for vertical and short takeoff and landing.
It has four propellers of diameter and spacing such that the wing is
nearly totally immersed in the slipstream. The wing has slight sweep
and double-slotted Fowler-type flaps, plus slats. Figure 18 illus-
trates the general appearance of the aircraft.
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General dimensional data required for calculation of the
transition descent boundary were taken from References 23 and 2k and
are shown on Table 2. Required configuration parameters derived from
this data are shown on Table 3-
In addition to the dimensional data, four items of basic
aerodynamic data are required for use in calculation of the transition
descent boundary. These are the power-off angle of attack of the wing
reference chord line at zero lift, Of ; power-off zero lift drag
coefficient; flap effectiveness*} and variation of section maximum
unstalled angle of attack with flap deflection. The value of aQ is
found to be -1.7 degrees, from Figure 7 of Reference 25.
Zero lift drag coefficient data versus thrust coefficient for
several model configurations were taken from Figure 12 through Ik of
Reference 23 and are shown on Table k. These data are plotted on
Figure 19. Based upon Figure 19, a power-off CDO = 0.15 was taken
as representative of the configuration. This value is also in
general agreement with Figure 7 of Reference 25.
Data from Reference 23 showing the total angle of attack-.-of the
wing, Qfm = (<X + i ), at maximum lift coefficient as a function of-,;
flap deflection and thrust coefficient are shown in Table 5- Data
are shown for flap deflection of kO° and 60° only. Although data
for zero flap deflection were available, these did not show a clear
CT , and indicated values of a- at CT from 20 to beyond 40 .
Tnax *• Lmax
*Flap effectiveness is defined here as the variation of the
angle of attack for zero lift with flap deflection. The significance
of this parameter is explained later in this chapter.
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TABLE 2
XC-1U2A BASIC DIMENSIONAL DATA
Wing Span .................................... 6?. 5 ft2
2
Wing Area .................................... 53^ . 0 ft
Number of Propellers ......................... h
2
Propeller Diameter ....................... .... 15-5 ft
Engines ...................................... (k) GE T64-GE-1
Maximum Power (S.L. Std.) per engine ........ 3080./H.P.
Gross Weight ...... . .......................... 37, ^90 Ik
Empty Weight ................................. 23,016 Ib
Angle of Prop. Shaft to Wing Reference Chord.. 0 degree
Flap : Double Slotted, Fowler Type
Flap to Chord Ratio (at 6 = 60°) .............. ~ .28
Airfoil ...... .. ................................ NACA 63-318
TABLE 3
XC-1U2A CONFIGURATION 'PARAMETERS
2
Wing Area 53^ .0 ft
Aspect Ratio 8.5
o
Propeller Disc Area • 188.7 ft /prop
2
Wing Loading 70.2 Ib/ft
Disc Loading 1*9.5 Ib/ft2
TABLE 4
ZERO LIFT DRAG COEFFICIENT DATA, XC-142A
Data from 1/11 Scale Model of Reference 23
(NASA-TW-D-3217)
Figure No.
in Ref . 23
12
13a
13b
l4a
l4b
5F
(deg)
0
0
0
0
4o
4o
4o
4o
4o
4o
4o
60
60
60
60
60
60
cTs
(nominal)
A9
.26
.03
-.32
.59
.41
.18
-.04
.82
.64
.48
.60
• 39
.20
.80
.60
.42
Slat
none
none
none
none
Sl
Sl
a
1
Sl
Sl
Sl
Sl
Sl
Sl
Sl
s
s
sl
i .
w
(deg)
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
20
20
20
0
0
0
10
10
10
CD
(L=0)
-.46
-.21
.12
.42
-.67
-.35'
-.08
.20
-.93
-.62
-.31
-.60
-.30
-.05
-.75
-.46
-.17
(deg)
tail
off
off
off
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
Symbol
0
0
0
0
a
a
a
D
cf
ET
Ef
A
A
A
A
A
A
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-rfi-
.6-
SCALE MODEL
O -<5p = 0, no slat, iw= 0
D-«F=40°slatS1 , iw=0
C/-3p=40° slatS r iw=200
A-dF=60°, slatS], iw=0
A-«F = 60°.slatSviw=20°
Figure'--19. - Zero Lift Drag Data, XC-1i)-2A
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TABLE 5
ANGLE OF ATTACK AT MAXIMUM LIFT - XC-142A
(Data from" Reference 23')
Figure No.
in Ref . 23
13a
13b
l4a
l4b
15a
1513
15c
5F
(cleg)
4o
to
4o
4o
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
Slat
Sl
Sl
Sl
Sl
Sl
Sl
Sl
Sl
Sl
Sl
Sl
Sl
Sl
Sl
Sl
Sl
Sl
Sl
Sl
Sl
Sl
\
nominal
all
.82
.6k
.48
.60
• 39
.20
1.00
.80
.60
.42
.40
.40
.60
.60
.60
.60
.80
.80
.80
.60
CTS
.83
.66
..51-
.62
.42
.21
.81
.62
.44
.42
.44
.61
.61
.62
.62
.80
.82
.81
.80
V
(<leg)
0
20
20
20
0
0
0
10
10
10
10
0
10
0
10
20
30
10
20
30
to
^ "Vmax
(cleg)
20
35
25
25
18
15
10
25
16
15
15
15
18
17
20
20
26
26
27
30
1T
(aeg)
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
61
The data of Table 5 are plotted in Figure 20(a). This figure indi-
cates the experimental ranges of possible oty at C,
 f power-off, for
UO° and 60 flap deflections. From this and the trends of other
airfoil data, the curve of a* at ^T versus flap deflection 6V>J- max r
power-off, of Figure 20(b) is estimated as representative of the
XC-1^ 2A as indicated by the data of Reference 23. Since this angle
is to be used as the angle X or buffet-limiting local angle of
HlclX
attack of the fully developed slipstream with respect to the wing
reference -line, it is so indicated on the ordinate of Figure 20(b).
Note that data with slat S, were used for this curve, and that only
power-off data are required.for use in the descent boundary calcula-
tion.
A dashed line representing an arbitrary increment of 10 degrees
added to the experimental angles at maximum lift will be noted on
Figure 20(b). This was used in a calculation to demonstrate the
effect of leading edge devices, as discussed later.
Data showing wing angle of zero lift, a _ versus, flap
_L ^  J_i — U
deflection and thrust coefficient, taken from Reference 23 are shown
on Table 6. These data-are plotted on Figure 2l(a), in order to
determine the flap effectiveness (power-off), defined as the
variation of zero lift angle of attack with flap deflection. The
estimated curve of this variation based on the experimental data is
shown as the solid line in Figure 21(b). The initial slope of this
curve at small 6^  is known from various airfoil tests, as in
Figure 96 of Reference 26. However, the experimental data shows
the flap to be less effective than expected at high flap deflections;
the change in ex is very small from 5= 4o degrees to &„ = 60l,L = u F . F
degrees. The ineffectiveness is unexpected, and may perhaps be
ascribed to scale or tunnel wall..effects.
62
01—A
10
AT MAX CL
Figure 20(a). - XC-1^ 2A 1/11 Scale Model Local Angle of Attack
at Maximum Lift
30
O 20
LLJ
O
X
E
0
10 Increment Added Representative Curve
0 10 6020 30 40 50
FLAP DEFLECTION, 5p~ DEC.
Figure 20(b) - Flap Effectiveness for XC-1U2A 1/11 Scale
Model
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TABLE 6
FLAP EFFECTIVENESS DATA - 'XC-142A
1/11 Scale Model of Reference 23
(NASA TN-D-3217)
Figure No.
of Ref . 23
12
13a
13b
lite
l4b
15a
15b
&F
(deg)
0
0
o •
0
4o
Uo
4o
4o
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
%
nominal
.49
.26
.03
-.32
all
.82
.64
.48
.60
• 39
.20
.80
.60
.42
.40
.40
.60
.60
.60
Slat
none
none
none
none
Sl
Sl
Sl
Sl
Sl
Sl
Sl
Sl
Sl
Sl
Sl
Sl
Sl
Sl- -
sl
*w
(deg)
0
0
0
0
0
20
20
20
0
0
0
10
10
10
0
10
0
10
20
V+i¥L=0)
(deg)
-.50
-.75
-1.30
-1.00
-11.5
-11.0
-9.0
-8.5
-15.3
-i4.o
-14.2
-16.4
-14.8
-13.2
-15.0
-13-5
-16.0
-15.0
-14.2 .
\
.49
.26
• 03
-.32
All
.81
.62
.44
.62
.42
.26
.81
.62
.45
.43
-45
.61
.61
.61
"T
(deg)
Tail
Off
Off
Off
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20.
20
20
20
20
20
20
Comments
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TABLE 6
(Continued)
Figure Wo.
of Ref . 23
17a
17b
l8a
•v
(deg)
0
0
0
0
0
60
60
60
60
ko
ho
ho
CT
nominal
prop ' s
off
off
off
off
off
off
off
off
off
off
off
Slat
none
none
none
none
none
Sl
Sl
Sl
Sl
Sl
Sl
Sl
iw
(deg)
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
>HW^>
(deg)
0.0
0.0
0.0
-1.5
-5.0
-12.5
-10.5
-11.0
-12.5
-10.0
-11.0
-11.5
CTS
prop ' s
off
off
off
off
off
off
off
off
off
off
off
i
(deg)
tail
off
-5
0
10
20
off
-5
0
10
off
10
20
Comments
Trim at
about
i_ = 2.0T ,deg.
Trim at
about
i = -1.50
deg.
No trim
(D
Experimental Data
Of Ref.23
Shaded Bands
Correspond To
Flap Deflections
Indicated
-25 -20 -15
a AT ZERO LIFT- DEG.
I Figure 21(a). - XC-1U2A Zero Lift Angle Characteristics
020i , 1 1 . . 1
£ 15
O
a:LU
N
felO
O
LU
O
<
O
Derived From
Ref.26
From Exp't'l. Data Of
Ref. 23 Above
Representative Curves
( Power Off )
10 20 30 40 50 60
FLAP DEFLECTION, 6f~ DEG.
Figure 21(t>). - Flap Effectiveness, X
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It is believed that the flap effectiveness of the full scale
is greater than indicated by the experimental data of
Reference 23. Therefore, the dashed curve on Figure 2l(b) was
estimated from section test data of Reference 26, and the flap effec-
tiveness data at low flap deflections of Figure 96, Reference 26. •
This curve indicates the degree of flap effectiveness which could be
expected under full scale conditions.
The data of Reference 25 offer flap effectiveness for a single
deflection, 6^=? 60°, as shown on Figure 21 (b).. The tests of Reference
25 used surface roughness treatment for control of boundary layer
transition. The curve of effectiveness versus deflection shown on
Figure 21(b) as based on Reference 25 used the single point at 6^ = 60 ,
faired into the curve based on Reference 26 at lower flap deflections.
The curve was used to calculate the descent boundaries.
Calculated and Experimental
Descent Boundaries
Descent boundaries taken from the wind tunnel test data of
References 23 and 25, and the flight test data of Reference ik are
shown on Figure 22. The wind tunnel boundaries are shown for two
values of flap deflection. These show the flight path angle corres-
ponding to the lift to drag ratio measured at the value of wing
incidence (with fuselage level) at which flow breakdown on the wing
was indicated by observation of tufts. These curves are based on
untrimmed data.
Boundaries based on the flight test data of Reference ih are
shown as the solid curves on Figure 22. These data were obtained by
flying a configuration having constant wing incidence and flap deflec-
tion, gradually reducing power to increase rate of sink, and control-
ling air speed by fuselage incidence. The boundaries correspond to
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the low frequency buffet characteristics. These boundaries are the
same as those shown in Figure 10.
Descent boundaries calculated by the analytic method are also
shown on Figure 22. The dotted line represents results using best
estimates' of basic aerodynamic data from Reference 23, 25, and 26.
The dashed curve was calculated using the curve of slightly higher
flap effectiveness derived from Reference 26, but other basic aero-
dynamic data from Reference 23, i.e.,, a lift curve slope of U.30
instead of U.91 as from Reference 25., and an angle of zero lift of
-1.0 at zero flap deflection.
Steeper descent angles are realized in flight testing than are
predictable by the theoretical method. The theoretical method indi-
cates that the boundary should be very sensitive to the angle of
attack at maximum CT , as this angle, X-g,,.* is the index to the maximum
deflection of the slipstream by the wing. Leading edge devices are
especially effective in extending the value of this angle. To define
the effect of X- on the descent boundary, the boundary was calcu-
lated for speeds in the vicinity of minimum allowable angle of descent,
using values of XmQV from Reference 23 to which an arbitrary increment
of 10 had been added. The curve of (y 4- 10 ) is shown on Figure
20 (b). The resulting segment of descent boundary is shown as the solid
curve of Figure 22. Although the increase of X „ without accounting
max
for accompanying losses is to some extent arbitrary, the results
indicate the power of this parameter in affecting the descent boundary.
The angles of descent resulting from the extension of x
max
are in reasonable agreement with those obtained in flight testing.
This result indicates the probable importance of scale effects and
tunnel wall corrections at the limiting flow deflection conditions,
especially regarding the effectiveness of leading edge devices.
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CHAPTER IV
EFFECT OF DESCENT ON TRANSFER FUNCTIONS OF TILT-WING
AND TILT-DUCT V/STOL AIRCRAFT
Introduction
The preceding chapters have discussed the restrictions imposed
on descent capabilities of V/STOL aircraft by (D/L) . This restric-
tion is an important one for establishing nominal flight paths.
However, it does not necessarily follow that a nominal flight path is
flyable. Factors such as poor handling qualities, unsatisfactory gust
response, improper coupling to ground-based guidance equipment, etc.,
may render a given nominal flight path impractical. These factors are
associated with the small-perturbation dynamics of the aircraft.
Accordingly it is desirable to study the effect of descent on the small-
perturbation dynamics of typical V/STOL aircraft, in order to detect any
trends that may limit the accuracy with which the aircraft can follow a
given nominal flight path. Particular interest centers on character-
istics which are innocuous in level flight but which become adverse in
descent.
To achieve this objective, transfer functions have been calcu-
lated for the Canadair CL-84 tilt-wing aircraft, and for the Bell X-22A
tilt-duct aircraft, for a range of low speed conditions, including level
flight, shallow descents, and descents as steep as the aircraft's (D/L)
max
limitations will permit. This chapter is mainly concerned with the
calculation and verification of the transfer functions, and the air-
craft response to step control inputs. It is shown that for the tilt-
wing configuration, with stability augmenter system off (S.A.S.-off) a
marked deterioration in the height response to throttle or collective
pitch occurs in steep low-speed descents. This change is associated
with the appearance of a right-half-plane zero in the appropriate
transfer function.
TO
In Chapter V the consequences of this change in the transfer
function
 on the accuracy of terminal guidance are calculated. It is
shown that, even with optimum control, the ability of the aircraft to
follow a given nominal flight path is severely degraded when the
magnitude of the right-half-plane zero lies within a certain critical
region.
Calculation and Validation of CL-&+ Stability Derivatives
The CL-8U is shown in Figure 23, which is based on data
from Reference 27. This reference describes flight tests on the CL-84,
and contains the basic dimensional data used in the calculation of
stability derivatives. Accordingly, the dimensional data is not
repeated here. Reference 27 does not present inertial dataj manufac-
turers' estimates were therefore used.
The CL-84 is equipped with a three-axis stability augmentation
system (S.A.S.). This produces additional rate damping of 1.8, 2.4,
P
and 3.6 rad/sec per rad/sec about the yaw, roll, and pitch axes, plus
P
an artificial pitch attitude stiffness of 1.8 rad/sec per rad. The
term "S.A.S.-on" is used here to denote conditions where all of. the
above augmentation functions are operating.
The stability and control derivatives were calculated by the
MOSTAB modular stability derivative program described in Reference 1,
for the nineteen flight conditions listed in Table 7» These flight
conditions cover the airspeed range from hover to 100 knots, with rates
of descent varying from level flight to the descent buffet boundary, as
estimated in Reference 28. Because the forward speed tests of Reference
27 were performed at 85 percent of nominal RPM, this was used for
derivative calculations, to facilitate comparisons between flight test
data and the predicted aircraft response characteristics. Some cases
were re-run at 95 percent RPM to detect any significant effects of
propeller speed on the derivatives.
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TABLE 7.
FLIGHT CONDITIONS STUDIED FOR CL-84
Case
1.
2.
3.
4.
5-
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
n.
12.
13.
14.
15-
16.
17.
18.
19.
Airspeed
Hover
Vertical Descent
20 Knots
20 Knots
20 Knots
42 Knots
42 Knots
' 42 Knots
42 Knots
60 Knots
60 Knots
60 Knots
80 Knots
80 Knots
80 Knots
100 Knots
100 Knots
100 Knots
100 Knots
Rate of Descent
Ft/Se.c
0
10
0
5
10
0
16
8
16
0
12
24
0
15
30
0
30
15
30
RPM % Max .-
95
95
85
85
85
85
95
85
85
85
85 .'
85 !
85
85
85
85
95
85
85
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Derivatives were calculated for all the flight conditions listed
in Table 7> and the derivatives for Cases 1, 6, 9, 13 and 15 are pre-
sented in Appendix A together with appropriate inertias. To check the
accuracy of these derivatives they were used to compute time histories
of responses to specified control inputs. The calculated responses
were then compared with flight test responses given in Reference 2.J.
A typical comparison of longitudinal responses is shown in Figure 2k.
The calculated response was obtained by direct integration-of the equa-
tions of motion using the derivatives given in Appendix A, and the same
stick deflection time history as recorded in flight. It will be seen
from Figure 2k that the agreement between the calculated and actual
longitudinal responses is very good, for the flight conditions examined
in Figure 2k ( k2 knots level flight attitude S.A.S. off). Similar compari-
sons of lateral responses were made for the following level flight
conditions; 100 knots, roll S.A.S. on; k2 knots, yaw S.A.S. off; and
k2 knots, roll S.A.S. off. All of these comparisons showed satisfactory
agreement between the calculated and actual flight test time histories.
Thus, the derivatives and the calculated transfer functions discussed
below appear to be of good accuracy.
The Effect of Descent Angle on the CL-84
Longitudinal Transfer Functions
Appendix A presents longitudinal and lateral transfer functions
for each of the cases listed in Table 7, both with S.A.S. on and with
S.A.S. off. In general, the effect of descent angle on the transfer
function is slight; however, there are some important exceptions to
this generalization, as noted below. A brief summary of the major
effects of descent on each transfer function is given below. Appendix
A presents the transfer functions which form the basis- for this
summary.
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Longitudinal transfer function denominators. - With S.A.S. off
the CL-84 displays typical characteristics of tilt-wing V/STOL aircraft
as summarized in Reference 29• At hover there exist two stable
aperiodic roots and one markedly unstable oscillation. As forward
speed is increased to 100 knots these roots merge to form the conven-
tional phugoid and short-period roots, as described in Reference 29.
At a given airspeed, the effect of descent angle on these, root's is
generally negligible. In most cases the change in the: roots from level
flight to maximum descenttis less than 10 percent..
With S.A.S. on, there is a marked;, increase in the stability of
the hovering oscillation (the roots change'from+0.156 +0.5263 to
-0.33^  +0.2l4j). This increase in stability is maintained throughout
transition, and at 100 knots the S.A.S. almost doubles the phugoid damping
ratio and increases the short-period damping ratio by approximately 25
percent. As in the 'S.A.S. Off case, the effect of descent angle on
the roots at a given airspeed is generally negligible.
Fitch attitude/longitudinal stick deflection transfer function. -
At a given flight condition the numerators of these transfer functions
are the same 'S.A.S. on' and 'S.A.S. off.' There is very little change
with descent angle, at a given airspeed. As noted above, the denominator
change is negligible; therefore, pilot opinion of attitude control should
be unaffected by descent.
Speed/longitudinal stick deflection transfer function. - The
control of stability-axis speed perturbations (u) is of importance for
stationkeeping and for establishing the desired approach speed. The
numerator of this transfer function is virtually unchanged by the
S.A.S. Descent angle does induce some change at speeds below 100 knots.
For example, at U2 knots the relevant transfer functions for the S.A.S.
off, 85 percent RPM condition, are:
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u_ 1.0? (s + .24) (;s- 9.94) (s + 9.81)
&E (s + .0122 + .21TJ) (s + .525 ± .9563)
Level Flight
u_ _ 2.09 (s + .182) (s - 6.25) (s + 6.58)
&E ~ (s + .0177 + .244j) (s + .504 + .941J)
960 fpm
Descent
This change is probably not significant for human or automatic control,
since the B.C. gain of the transfer function remains unchanged and the
right-half-plane zero is too large to be critical, as will be explained
in Chapter V.
Height error/longitudinal stick deflection transfer function. -
First it is necessary to define the term "height error" as used in this
report. The definition is illustrated in Figure 25. The height error,
h , is defined as the distance of the airplane e.g. above the :
unperturbed flight path, measured normal to the unperturbed flight path.
Thus, if the nominal flight path is level, the height error is simply
the altitude of the aircraft above the datum altitude, i.e., h =h.
' e
If the aircraft is descending at an angle 7 in the unperturbed state,
the height error, h , equals the altitude perturbation multiplied by
cosine 7 . The quantity h is used here, in preference to altitude,
because it is more directly related to the pilot's control task in
attempting to follow a steep flight path. For example, perturbations
o
in speed, (u). could induce an altitude rate (h) error with the aircraft
continuing to follow the desired spatial flight path. It is felt that
the problem of controlling speed along the desired flight path should
be treated separately from the problem of controlling the aircraft to
follow the desired flight path. Thus, the r.m.s. deviation of h is a
significant measure of the accuracy of a given guidance system. In
terms of stability axis quantities, -h , can be obtained from:
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dh
-rr£ = - W + "Udt IQ f q. dt (40)
It is well-known that for conventional aircraft below the
minimum drag speed, it becomes difficult to control height (h) by
elevator alone in small perturbations from level flight. In Reference
30 the cause is traced to a right-half-plane zero in the h/5E transfer
function.* .The zero is in the left-half-plane at speeds above the
minimum airspeed. This characteristic appears in the CL-84 level
flight h/5_ numerators which are:
At 100 knots; 9.43 (s + .011) (s + 7.47) (s - 7.39)
At 60 knots; 8.85 (s - .080) (s + U .15) (s - 3.77)
It is interesting to see how the right-half-plane zero at
s = + .080 is affected by descent. We, therefore, compare the above
transfer function numerators with the corresponding h /& numerators
for descent. For the maximum descent rates, at the above airspeeds,
the h /§„ numerators are:
e E
At 100 knots; 9.77 (s - .02k) (s + 7.1*0 (s - 7.05)
1800 f.p.m. descent
At 60 knots; 7.98 (s - .361) (s + 3.3) (s - 2.16)
1440 f.p.m. descent
The above examples show that descent angle produces a signifi-
cant increase in the magnitude of the smaller right-half-plane zero,
and a decrease in the magnitude of the larger right-half-plane zero.
*The h/6 transfer function normally contains one large right-
half-plane zero. This zero causes the initial 'drop1 of the e.g. in
response to up-elevator. This drop is, of course, of very short duration
and causes no control problems. The zero discussed here is additional.
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As explained in Chapter V, both these effects are adverse, since they
tend to move the zeros, into a critical region. Thus, the difficulties
experienced in controlling the flight path by elevator will worsen in
steep descents.
Height error /collective transfer function. - Because of the
above-mentioned difficulties experienced in controlling height with
elevator, it is usual to control height by thrust in low-speed flight.
The h /9 transfer functions tabulated in Appendix A describe the
G O
response of the CL-84 to changes in collective propeller pitch, 6 , at
constant r.p.m. These transfer functions show some significant changes
between level flight and descent for the S.A.S. off condition. For
example, at ^ 2 knots and 85 percent rpm the h /6 numerators are:
In level flight: - 107.8 (s + .015) (s + -^3 + 1.09j)
At 960 fpm descent: - 112.0 (s - .092) (s + .V/7 + I.OJj)
The appearance of the right-half-plane zero causes a drastic change in
the nature of the response to a collective step input. This is
illustrated in Figure 26.. In level flight the response is always in
the "right" direction, i.e., an increase of collective causes 'the
aircraft to climb. By contrast, in descent h increases only for the
first 9 seconds, and actually reverses sign after l6 seconds.
The sign reversal is a direct consequence of the change in the
small zero from s =+ .015 to s = - .092. It can be shown by the
Laplace Transform Final Value Theorem that a stable transfer function
with one right -half -plane zero has a step response which initially is
of the opposite sign to the final response. This "wrong-way" character-
istic may explain a control deficiency noted in Reference 27 (p. 16)
which describes difficulties experienced in establishing a steady 300
fpm descent rate at k2 knots. In Reference 27 it is suggested that low
plunge damping, -Z , may have been the cause; however, the calculated
derivatives given in Appendix A do not show a significant decrease inlz \I wi
with increase in rate of descent. Further, it is noted in Reference 27
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that 'an indicated rate of descent could be maintained between 300 and
700 fpm if frequent adjustments to the power lever were made.' This
would be expected from the step response characteristics shown in
Figure 26.
The S.A.S. removes the offending zero and thus eliminates the
wrong-way final step response. This is illustrated in Figure 27(a). The
appropriate h /8 transfer function numerators, with S.A.S. on, are:
In level flight: - 107.8 (s + .124) (s + 1M + -798j)
At 960 fpm descent: - 112.0 (s + .050) (s + 1.37 + .802j)
Although the descent case transfer function is free of right-
half-plane zeros, the tendency for the response to be smaller than the
level flight case remains. It is possible that the rather low magni-
tude of the h /6 step response in descending flight (compared to the
level flight response) might be objectionable to the pilot. An
extensive discussion of the effect of right-half-plane zeros on the
minimum possible r.m.s. tracking error, with special reference to
CL-84 height error control, is given in Chapter V.
The pitch responses associated with the height error responses
of Figures 26 and 27(a) were calculated to check whether the "wrong-way"
characteristic appears in the pitch attitude response. These responses
are shown in Figure 27(b). This figure shows that there is not much
effect of descent angle on the pitch attitude response to collective,
both with S.A.S. on and with S.A.S. off. The S.A.S. reduces the
magnitude of the pitch response to collective but the peak response
remains relatively large, even with S.A.S. on.
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The Effect of Descent Angle on the CL-84
Lateral Transfer Functions
Appendix A presents transfer functions relating roll control,
(6.) to bank angle and also relating roll and yaw control (5^ ) toA K
lateral deviation from the unperturbed flight path. This quantity,
denoted as y, is a measure of the lateral drift of the e.g. from the
desired position, and is significant for terminal guidance since it
equals the offset from the center of the runway. In general, there
are few significant effects of descent on the lateral transfer functions,
and hence only a brief summary is given below.
Lateral transfer function denominators. - With S.A.S. off the
CL-S^ displays typical tilt-wing characteristics, changing from an
unstable hover oscillation plus two stable subsidences at hover, to the
usual dutch roll, spiral, roll subsidence combination at 100 knots.
The roll subsidence root is unusually small, being of the same magnitude
as the dutch roll root, because of the high roll inertia/damping of the
CL-84. In the speed range 0 to TOO knots the effect of descent angle
upon the denominator roots is negligible.
With S.A.S. on, the hovering oscillation becomes slightly-stable,
and there is a marked increase in the stability of the hovering roll-
subsidence root. At higher speeds these trends continue: the dutch
roll becomes well stabilized and the roll-subsidence root increases
from approximately -1.5 S.A.S. off, to approximately -6.6. These
characteristics are only very slightly affected by descent angle for
all the speeds considered.
Bank angle/lateral stick deflection transfer function
numerators. These' are the same S.A.S. on and S.A.S. off. The effect of
descent angle is negligible.
Lateral ground velocity/pedal deflection transfer function
numerators. - With S.A.S. off, in level flight this numerator is
characterized by a moderately large right-half-plane root, a left-half-
plane root of about 50 "to 100 percent of the magnitude of the first
root, and a stable complex pair. Some changes do occur between level
flight and descent, however, the general character of the roots remains
the same. For example, at 80 knots, the y/5R numerator is:
Level flight: - 3.^ 3 (s - 3.1?) (s + 1.3?) (s + .059 ±3.9^ )
1800 fpm descent: - 3.^ (s - k.Ql) (s + 2.73) (s + -522 + 2.26,-j)
No adverse effects are apparent in this change. The behavior with S.A.S.
on is generally similar except that the oscillatory roots become more
stable.
Lateral ground velocity/lateral stick deflection transfer
function numerators. - With S.A.S. off this important transfer function
is characterized by a numerator with four roots. Two of these form an
oscillatory pair which is approximately cancelled by the dutch roll
pair in the denominator. This cancellation occurs in both level flight
and descent; it assures a non-oscillatory step response, which is
desirable for good handling qualities. The remaining roots comprise
one which is of either sign but very small, and can be regarded as zero,
and one which is exceedingly large ( >100 rad/sec) which has no influence
on handling qualities. The above characteristics are unchanged by
descent. One would expect, therefore, that the lateral positioning of
the aircraft would be no more difficult in descent than in level flight.
With S.A.S. on, the very-small root becomes large (>30 rad/sec)
and stable. The other characteristics remain as described above, and
no significant effect of descent on handling qualities related to the
y/6 transfer function is indicated.
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Calculation and Validation of X-22A
Derivatives and Transfer Functions
The Bell X-22A is a V/STOL research aircraft equipped with four
ducted fans. Figure 28, taken from Reference 15, illustrates the
general arrangement of the vehicle. Manufacturer's estimates of
stability ^ derivatives for the X-22A are given in Reference 31 for
various level flight conditions, mostly with a deceleration a 'g's.
X
These are equivalent to the derivatives for steady descent at an angle
7o = sin ax. Interpreting the derivatives in this fashion yields
derivatives for the flight conditions listed in Table 8. These
descending cases correspond to the buffet boundary of the X-22A as
estimated in Reference 31. The derivatives are tabulated in Appendix
B. For reasons explained below, only lateral data are included in
Appendix B.
TABLE 8.
FLIGHT CONDITIONS STUDIED FOR THE X-22A
Run No,
1
3
5
7
9
12
Airspeed
fps
10
67.5
101.2
168.9
219-5
0
Flight Path Angle
deg
-12.1
- 7-1
-10.0
-13-5
0
0
S.A.S.
ON and OFF
u 11
ii ti
it u
u u
ii u
SCALE IN
FEET
Figure 28 . - Three-View Drawing of Bell X-22A
Tilt-Duct V/STOL Aircraft
Reference 15 presents data on the pitch roll and yaw rate
damping provided by the S.A.S. As indicated in Appendix B, for the
'S.A.S. on' cases, the derivatives were augmented by factors proportional
to the rate feedbacks so that the calculated transfer functions include
the effects of the S.A.S. Appendix B presents derivatives for
'S.A.S. on1 and 'S.A.S. off conditions.
To validate the derivatives, the measured periods, damping, and
dutch roll 9/£ ratio given in the flight test data of Reference 15 were
compared with the values obtained from the transfer functions. The
results are indicated in Figure 29, which shows reasonable agreement
between the predicted and measured characteristics. It would have been
preferable to compare the predicted and measured characteristics at
identical flight conditions. This was not possible, because Reference
15 only includes data for perturbations from steady level flight, whereas
the derivatives of Reference 31 are applicable to steady descent, except
at 1JO knots and hover. A further difference between References 15 and
31 is that the data of Reference 31 are calculated for sea level,
whereas the flight tests of Reference 15 were 'made at altitudes between
3,800 and 5,000 feet. Longitudinal periods and damping ratios computed
using the data of Reference 31 did not agree with the flight test data
of Reference 15. It is possible that this discrepancy is merely the
result of the difference in flight conditions) however, it was decided
not to include the longitudinal data in Appendix B because of the .possi-
bility that these data may be inaccurate..
Reference 31 does not present derivatives for level flight at
the same airspeeds used in descent, and such data were not available
from other sources. Hence, no systematic comparison of the effect of
descent on the transfer functions was made. The implications of the
X-22A transfer functions for terminal guidance are described in the
next chapter.
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CHAPTER V
I-REDICTION OF THE BEST ACCURACY ACHIEVABLE
FOR V/STOL TERMINAL GUIDANCE
Introduction and Summary
The problem of controlling an aircraft to fly as closely as
possible to some desired flight path, in the presence of gusts, is
analogous to the problem of designing a filter network which reproduces
a signal as closely as possible in the presence of noise. The latter
problem was solved by N. Wiener (Reference 32) for the case of station-
any random signal and noise, with subsequent extensions by J. F. Newton
and R. E. Kalman for deterministic inputs, and time-varying signal and
noise (References 33, 3^ ). In this section, we apply Wiener's results
to the V/STOL terminal guidance problem. We show that a key factor
governing the accuracy with which a given nominal flight profile can
be followed is the presence of right-half-plane zeros in the numerator
of the appropriate transfer function. Such "nonminimum phase11 zeros
can seriously degrade the accuracy of the vehicle-plus-guidance system.
With a pilot in the loop, additional nonminimum phase effects
are introduced by the pilot1s effective time delay T , which can be
\2
approximated by a nonminimum phase Fade' expression, (-s + 2/T )/
(s + 2/T ), in the Laplace transform domain.
In this Chapter we first present some results derived from
optimal control theory. These are:
(1) a formula for the optimum controller transfer function, for
a given airplane and given gust characteristics
(2) a simple expression for the mean square gust response of
the airplane-plus-optimum controller combination. This
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is the minimum possible gust response achievable with the
given airplane in the specified gust environment.
Next a simple example is given to illustrate the use of these
formulas. The applicability of optimal control theory to a typical
V/STOL aircraft terminal guidance situation is then discussed. Some
examples of the optimum gust response obtainable with the CL-84 and
X-22A are then presented to illustrate the effects of nonminimum phase
and time delay characteristics on the accuracy obtainable in various gust
environments. It is shown that, unless special precautions are taken in
S.A.S. design, the accuracy obtainable in V/STOL terminal guidance
systems may be unsatisfactory.
Transfer Function and Mean Square Error
of an Optimal Regulator
Figure 30 illustrates the regulator* configuration considered
here. In Figure 30, a "plant" or "vehicle" having a transfer function
PQ, is controlled by a single control, 8. The plant transfer function
is assumed to be stable, and P includes the gain, all the numerator
factors with left-half-plane roots, and all the denominator factors.
Q, is the product of all the numerator factors with right-half-plane
roots. For a minimum phase plant, Q = 1. For example, for a plant
with a transfer function PQ = 5( s - 1)( s + 5)/( s + 2) ( s + k) ( s + 7),
the factors P and Q are: Q = .s - 1, T = 5 ( s + 3)/( s + 2) ( s + k) (s + 7) •
- .
"Regulator" is standard control system terminology for a
system in which the only inputs are 'unwanted' inputs, such as gusts.
If a command input were added, as in tracking a maneuvering target,
the system would be called a 'tracking' or 'following' system.
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In Figure 30 the system is forced by a noise n, and responds by
producing an output c, which sums with n to give a total system "error"
m. This quantity is called the "error" because it represents the
deviation of the system from the desired unperturbed state. The problem
is to find the transfer function of the feedback controller F which
c
will produce a 6 yielding the minimum value of some specified performance
index, which is a function of m. Here we shall assume that n is a
stationary random noise, and the appropriate quantity to be minimized
is the mean square value of m, denoted by m .
It is important to note that the performance criterion chosen
here places no penalty on the magnitude of the controller deflection, 6.
This is in contrast to previous studies of the application of optimal
regulator theory to aircraft, e.g., References 31, 36 and 37. These
references employ a performance criterion of the form: minimum
2 2(m + k& ), where k is a positive weighting constant. It is frequently
asserted that k must be included to obtain a meaningful optimum system,
i.e., if k is allowed to go to zero the optimum regulator will be an
ultra-fast-responding system with infinite feedback gain, requiring
infinitely large control deflections, and producing zero error. This
assertion is true only if the plant contains no nonminimum phase or time
delay elements. For V/STOL aircraft such elements are always present,
either in the aircraft transfer function or in the dynamics of the
control j3y_stem. As will be shown, the simpler performance criterion,
minimum m , gives meaningful results and, by definition, yields a system
which has a smaller mean square error then any other system.
•
The solution for a deterministic n can be obtained simply from
the solution presented here, through the use of the "transient analog"
(Reference 35) . For the deterministic case the performance index is
o
/
m2dt.
M(JCD)
N(jtu) - 1 -ftQ '
1
nn
Q * +
For the system of Figure J50j from Reference 2, the transfer
"2"function giving minimum mean square response m to a stationary random
noise, n, is:
(in)
where M( JCJD)/W(JCD) denotes the transfer function written as a function of
JCD rather than the more general Laplace transform complex variable s = a
s = a + joo.
$ is the noise power spectrum
$ is the factor of $ containing all the left-half
plane complex poles and zeros
denotes the expansion in partial fractions of the quantity
within the braces omitting partial fractions with right-half
plane poles
Q, is the complex conjugate of Q, the product of the nonminimum
phase factors of the plant transfer function.
Example of calculation of optimum regulator transfer function.
For the system of Figure 30, let the noise power spectrum be
1
nn 1 + co
Let the nonminimum phase factor be
(1 + jcu) (1 -
= a - jco
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where, for the purpose of this example, a is variable. From Eq. (42)
the left-half plane factor of $ is;
nn 1 + joo
Combining Eqs. (4-3) and
Q $ + a + jo) _ a - 1 1 2a 1
§ nn ~ (1 + joi)(a - JCD) a + 1 ' 1 + JCD 1 + a * a - 303
Expanding into partial fractions and retaining only the left-half-plane
factors
ff C] a + 1 1 + jo (1,6)
Substituting from Eqs. (45) and (46) in Eq. ( 4 l ) the optimum transfer
function reduces to
M(joi)
 = , a - 1 . a - 310 ,. .
N(jo>) a + 1 a + JCJD v u
It is of interest to interpret Eq. (47), the overall system transfer
function, in terms of F the optimum controller. From Figure JO, the
system output, c, is related to the error, m by:
Hence the optimum controller transfer function is:
FC = 4
In practice, P must have more poles than zeros. To make F
\*
satisfy this practical requirement it is necessary to introduce
arbitrary high frequency poles. Provided these are located beyond the
noise bandwidth, the increase in mean square error is negligible.
Thus Eq. (V7) can be used to find a lower bound on system mean square
error which can be very closely approached by practical systems.
Example of calculation of mean square error. - It is instructive
to calculate the performance of the optimum system, varying the non-
minimum phase characteristics of the plant. The mean square error is
given by the integral of the error power spectrum as:
„£ 1 I , , . i f i vu jcu; FIV—JCLH » / \ , . /,-r\\m — I S> fl im = I —)V f— —\ V i x, m f / i i ) n n/n (SO)
~ r*rr* I fORi "^ Orr-; I HT^-!, . .N T\T7 57|S\ ^v,^^"-1/ ^J00 \ x'^ /
For the above example, from Eq.
.2M(jco) M(-joo)
 = T + 1 •- a I a - jco + a + jco f + (l - a)
N(jco) N(-jco) l + a j a + j o o a - j c u j - ( 1 + a ) 2
. 2 2 2
a + 4 a CD
(1 + a)2 (a2 + oo2) (5D
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Hence,
j°°
(52)/
Integrals of the above kind can be readily evaluated from, the tables
given in Appendix E of Reference 33, or by summing the left-half-plane
residues of $ . Hie result is:
mm
m-2 2a
(1 + a)2
(53)
Eq. (53) is graphed in Figure 3L 'Note the remarkable degradation in
performance that occurs as the magnitude of the nonminimum phase zero
approaches the input break frequency. By contrast, when the zero is
either very 'close-in' or very 'far-out' the performance loss is less
significant.
The mechanism of the performance loss can be understood by
considering Figure 32. This illustrates the step response of a simple
system with a nonminimum phase zero compared with the same system
with the sign of the zero switched, (i.e., made minimum phase). The
transfer function of the system is
—
+ SL where X = + 1, or - 1 (5^ )
For the nonminimum phase condition \ - - 1, and the transient response
moves in the "wrong" direction for the first 1.5 seconds. One can
see intuitively that a random signal made up of a series of steps of
equal magnitude, but switching sign with an average frequency of
about 1.5 seconds, would be difficult to follow because of the non-
minimum phase zero causing the initial response to be "wrong-way" .
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Figure 32. - Effect of Nonminimum Phase Characteristics
on Step Response of a Second Order System
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The above reasoning explains the "worst case" situation in
Figure 31, where, with a = 1 , the mean square error is equal to the
mean square noise. This implies that the optimum feedback, is zerol
This astonishing result can be explained as follows. For low frequency
noise, the optimum F has positive DC gain. For high frequency noise,
c*
the optimum F has negative DC gain because of the initial "wrong- way"
response (e.g., Figure 32). For some intermediate noise, the optimum
F gain is zero.
(*
A Simple Formula for the Mean Square
Error of an Optimal Regulator
The calculation of the mean square error of optimal regulator
systems becomes very simple through the use of the formula derived
below. As will be shown later, the formula indicates how the minimum
achievable mean square error is affected by aircraft characteristics
V
such as short-period and phugoid frequency and damping, dutch roll
root locations, etc.
From Eqs. (M) and (50), the ratio of error and noise power
spectra is :
Q ~| 1JJ
(55)
where denotes the expansion in partial fractions of the term
within the braces omitting partial fractions with left- half- plane
poles. Note that in Eq. (55) > the second term in -I > is merely the
complex conjugate of the first.
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Rearranging Eq. (5*0,
\ /
I <£) I
! nn. J-
Q
Q
[t *~ ] I HI *<*>"]L Xf J ™ \ /*-^> J
nn
Writing $ = $ $ " Q Q, and integrating Eq. (56) yields the
m
 ^ ^ Q Q
desired formula
/" rdr' * + i r-1 I i_  FQ $ 1  Q
>nj J mm JCD ~ 2Ffj J [^~ nn J- LQ
2 _
m
 ~ 2   "mm
'-J»
(57)
In most applications Q consists of only a single nonminimum
To +1phase factor, hence the evaluation of ^  0 | requires only theLtj nn _,_
calculation of a single residue.
Example of the use of Eq. (67).- To swiftly calculate the
mean square error of the simple example given atove, note that in
Eq. (^ 5),
i \ T " Q lr\\ ' 5w
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Hence the error power spectrum is immediately found as :
h a2 1
a)2 = (a - d<») (a + Jcb)
The mean square error can be found. as before from the integral tables
of Reference 33 or by summing left- half- plane residues of
mm
Applicability of Wiener Regulator
Theory to V/STOL Control
From the above discussion, it appears plausible that nonminimum
phase may cause significant inaccuracy in V/STOL aircraft control.
To explore this in more detail, it is necessary to check that the
underlying assumptions of Wiener optimization are valid for the V/STOL
control problem. Let us therefore review the points of difference
between the regulator and an actual aircraft.
It is immediately apparent that a number of features distinguish
the V/STOL airplane in a gust environment from the Wiener optimum
regulator outlined above. These include
(1) The aircraft transfer function and the gust input
spectra may be time-varying as the aircraft-decelerates
through transition.
(2) The aircraft may be unstable.
(3) The aircraft dynamics may contain nonlinearities.
(U) More than one noise may be applied (e.g., horizontal
and vertical gust components).
(5) The aircraft has several degrees of freedom and two or
more lateral and longitudinal controls.
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As will be shown below, none of these features invalidates the
use of Wiener theory, though some mathematical complications may arise.
Nonstationary inputs and aircraft dynamics. - Nonstationary
inputs can be handled by an extension of Wiener's theory due to Kalman
(Reference 3*0 . For the stationary case, with constant airplane
dynamics, the Kalman optimal system is equivalent to the Wiener system.
Here, we shall consider stationary conditions only, assuming that the
gust spectra are not functions of time. Furthermore, the " frozen- point"
representations of aircraft dynamics will be employed. To justify
these assumptions, note that
(1) The forms of gust spectrum commonly used have frequency
characteristics which depend on the ratio of h /V. Thus,
O
as height and speed are lost during an approach, the
frequency characteristics of the spectrum remain approxi-
mately constant.
(2) The frozen-point (constant coefficient) approximation to
time-varying airplane dynamics is valid provided the
deceleration is small. For V/STOL aircraft, the combined
descent plus deceleration capability is limited to small
values by limits on drag, since, from Eq. (1)
= g sin(-7) - - g cosC-y) (60)
Typically, for V/STOL approach conditions, (D/L) =0.25
m£l3C
Thus, particularly for descending flight, the available deceleration
is small, and it is legitimate to use the frozen- point approximation.
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Instability of the aircraft. - At low speeds most V/STOL
aircraft are unstable without stability augmentation. To apply Wiener
theory to either a human or an automatic controller, one must assume
that the controller is capable of stabilizing the aircraft. Note however,
that although the controller stabilizes the aircraft, it may also
degrade the performance of the overall, system through the introduction
of nonminimum phase effects or transportation lags in the controller.
Nonlinearities. - For stationary Gaussian inputs, the Wiener
system gives a closer approximation to. the desired response than any
other system, linear or nonlinear* Therefore, no advantage is gained
by deliberately introducing nonlinearities. Linear representation of
the basic airframe dynamics is standard practice for V/STOL aircraft,
though it can only be strictly justified by appealing to test data on
the specific configuration under consideration. An examination of the
validity of linear representation for the Vertol VZ-2 tilt-wing
aircraft and the Doak VZ-k tilt-duct aircraft is given in Reference 7.
For the CL-84 and X-22A considered here, the flight test correlations
presented in Chapter TV indicate that the linear representations are of
adequate accuracy for small perturbations.
Different points of application of signal and noise. - The
system block diagram used in Figure J2 was intentionally simple, in
order to present the Wiener formulas clearly. "Real-life" flight
control systems require more complicated block diagrams, but the Wiener
formulas can still be applied, after-performing suitable block diagram
algebra. In many instances, this has already been done in the literature
(e.g., Reference 2). With such manipulations one could consider
internal system noise, such as human pilot remnant, in addition to
u-gusts and w-gusts.
For a proof of this, see Reference 35-
Multiloop control. - Historically, 'Wiener optimization has been
used for single- loop control, with Kalman optimization reserved for
multi-loop situations. The two approaches are compared in Reference 38,
where it is shown that the Kalman and Wiener systems ..are identical for
stationary inputs. Whitbeck (Reference 37) has shown that the Wiener
formulation can readily be extended to the multiloop case. This
approach is attractive for our purposes, since it uses aircraft transfer
functions rather than the state-variable equations required by the Kalman
formulation hence, nonminimum phase effects can be more readily detected.
Optimal Control of the CL-84
This section presents calculations of the minimum achievable
mean square height error of the CL-84. performing a steep approach under
gusty conditions. The purpose of these calculations is:
(1) to demonstrate the application of the Wiener optimal
regulator theory to a practical situation
(2) to determine the best performance obtainable with single-
axis control
(3) to explore possible improvements through multiloop control
The assumed gust spectrum consists of u and w components, un-
correlated with each other, each having a power spectrum of the form
suggested in Reference 39, slightly modified to remove steady- state gust
components.
(61)
gg (joi + o)(-ja> + u (jo) + .001)(-jcu +.001)
2
where w is the mean square gust intensity
o
01 is the gust break frequency in rad/sec.
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The choice of w is arbitrary here, since the mean square height error,
~"~o" g . -~v'"rj*
h , will be normalized by division by w . The gust break frequency
e g 2
o> will be varied parametrically to show the effect of ox on h . Note,
however, that Reference 39 suggests that CD, = (3/2) (V- /h ) where h is
D j\. g> o
the altitude. . This relationship is graphed in Figure 33 to illustrate
the tendency for ov to remain relatively constant during the approach,
as speed and height are both lost.
Initially, choose a r.m.s. gust intensity of 3.0 fps, V = 42
XT
knots, and a gust break frequency of 0.204 rad/sec, which corresponds
to an altitude of approximately 500 feet. The CL-84 gust response
transfer function at 42 knots "and ~9tkTfprrate of'descent, with S.AvS.
off, is
he _ -.202 (s + .0965 + .70l4j) (s + .6751)
 1  t(ir>\
.0177 ± .2Wj) (s + .504 + .9407J) ^ 'w, s(s
The transfer function relating height error to collective pitch
is tabulated in Appendix A as
\_ _. -112.0 (s .- .0916) (s + .477± 1.033)
+ .504 + .9407.1:eQ s(s + .0177 ± .244j) (s 073)
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Substituting in Eq,. (57)?
Q_ $ + _ /jco + .0916 \ / 3 V .*K)8 \ / 1 \
1131
 " I jco - .0916 / I Jto + .204 7 t jco + .0017\ / \ / \ i
(-.202) (Jo) + .0965 ± .701 Uj) (jo) + 6751)
(joj + .0177 + .2ij4j) (Joi + .50^ + .9^07j)
[Q, * + I -.^85 (jq> + 0916) (jtu 4- .0965 j:..701^3) (jco + -6751)^ nn J_ (3"> + •^°J+) ( 0 ^ + -0177+ .2^j) (jo> + .5o4 + .9/*07jKoU) + -.001)
evaluated at jco =
jco - .0916
(65)
It is instructive to evaluate Eq.. (65) graphically by drawing vectors
from each pole and zero to the Q, zero, as shown in Figure 5 k. This
indicates the relative contribution of each pole and zero to the total
response.
TQ
 A +1 (.385) (.72*02 (.768) (.183)
[3 *nn J. (.0926;) (.27)2(1.11)2(.2956) (JGD-.C9l6) (jo> - .0916)
(66)
The mean square height error is evaluated either from the integral
tables of Reference 53, or by calculating the sum of the left-half-plane
residues of the height error spectrum.
* _,
h h (JCJD - .0916) (-OGO - .0916) jo* + .0916
C
+ (n.8)2/(2)(.09i.6)
-JOD + .0916
(67)
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hg2 = (11.8)2/(2)(.0916) = 768 ft2 (68)
The above optimum response calculation has been reworked for a
range of gust break frequencies, keeping the same r.m.s. gust amplitude,
3.0 fps, and the results are shown in Figure 35- This figure shows that
for the expected range of gust break frequencies, the r.m.s. height error
cannot be reduced much below 25 feet. Thus, even the optimal control is
relatively ineffective, because of the nonminimum phase aircraft transfer
function.
It is instructive to compare the optimum gust response with
that of the uncontrolled aircraft. The latter can be calculated from
Equations 61 and 62, and is also graphed in Figure 35• Because of the
large low frequency component of the gust spectrum, the height error
response is very large. It would be infinite, if the spectrum did not
include the terms enclosed in M in Equation (61). Thus, comparison of
the height error responses of the optimum and uncontrolled systems is not
too meaningful. It is better to compare the corresponding r.m.s. values
of dh /dt, the height error rate. This is done in the lower half of
Figure 35- Note that (dh /dt) for the optimum system is typically
e r *m.s.
about ko percent of the control-fixed (dh /dt) This percentage
e r.m.s.
shows that only limited improvement in the gust response is possible
through the use of collective pitch alone.
It is of interest to compare the effects of u-gusts with the
w-gust effects calculated above. The transfer function relating height-
error to u-gusts for the CL-84 at h-2 knots and 9^0 f.p.m. descent is:
h
_e_
 = -.2*f39 (s + .292? ± .7577.1)
ue (s + .0177 + .2^ j) (s + .50^  +,.9^ 073)o ~~
(69)
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With zero feedback, and a u-gust spectrum identical to the w-gust
spectrum, the r.m.s. height error is 15.2 feet, as compared with 211.0
feet due to w-gusts of the same 5-0 fps r.m.s. intensity. With optimal
feedback the r.m.s. height error reduces to 5.^ feet. These numbers
apply for a gust break frequency of 0.20^  rad/sec. With this break
frequency the aircraft, therefore, responds less to u-gusts than w-gusts.
Alternative control techniques. - The height error levels
indicated above may be unacceptable for approaches in a gusty
environment, i.e., large r.m.s. values of u-gust and w-gusts. Hence,
consideration must be given to alternative methods of control. Two
possible alternatives are
(1) control of height error through feedbacks to pitch
attitude control
(2) multiloop feedbacks involving pitch attitude and collective
propeller pitch control.
The first alternative appears unattractive because of the
presence of some badly placed right-half-plane zeros in the h/8
"
transfer function. These zeros are present even in level flight,
because the aircraft is flying below its minimum drag speed.
For example, at ^2 knots in level flight, from Appendix A
he _ 7.28 (s -0.219) ( s - 2.25) (s + 5.12)
s(s + .0122 + .2173) (s + .525 ±
t
The zero at 0.219 rad/sec is virtually coincident with the assumed gust
break frequency at 0.20^  rad/sec. As shown in Figures 51 and 55 this
represents the worst possible situation.
Turning to multiloop control, one. would expect that, since the
excessive height error stems from the right-half-plane zero in the
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h /8 transfer function, it would be advantageous to use a S.A.S.
e' o
feedback to pitch attitude control that would remove this zero. This
can be done with the CL-84 S.A.S. system, which incorporates both
attitude and rate feedback to the pitch attitude control (which is
comprised of elevator and horizontal tail propeller collective pitch).
At kS. knots and 960 fpm descent, the height error/collective transfer
function with S.A.S. on is:
he
 = -112.0 (s + .05) (s + 1.57 ± .802j) (71)
e s(s + .095 + .aooj) (s + 1.35 + .
Since this is minimum phase it might appear that the height
error of the optimum system would be zero. In practice, this is not
so, since some allowance must be made for sensor and actuator lags,
plus the time delay of the human pilot, if he is in the loop. For
example, adding a 'system' delay of 0.5 seconds, would require the
above transfer function to be multiplied by the Pade approximation
(6.67 - s)(6.67 + s). This would induce appreciable height error for
high frequency gust inputs (e.g., self-induced turbulence due to
buffeting). However the system performance will be improved over the
single-loop case.
Gust Models. - In this chapter, atmospheric turbulence has been
assumed to be stationary and random. The theory developed here shows
that the minimum achievable error in following the desired flight path
depends as much upon the turbulence spectrum as upon the dynamic
characteristics of the aircraft. This indicates the importance of
obtaining an accurate model of low altitude turbulence. Data are
also needed on self-induced turbulence, due to buffeting, which may
be significant in steep descents, and on vortices trailing from nearby
aircraft.
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The situation regarding available low altitude turbulence data and
analytic models is far from satisfactory. The power spectrum in this
report is taken from Reference 34, and dates back to the early 1960*8. It
was hoped to use a more up-to-date representation of atmospheric
turbulence including nonstationary effects. However, the review of
recent low altitude turbulence data given in Reference 1 indicates a
dearth of reliable experimental data to substantiate more sophisticated
models. Until more data are gathered it seems advisable to use one of
the older analytic representations of turbulence, such as that of Reference
34, varying the break frequency parametrically to cover a reasonable range
of atmospheric conditions. Random wind-shears can be approximated by
allowing the break frequency to become small.
Optimal Control of the X-22A Tilt-Duct Aircraft
As has been demonstrated for the CL-84, optimal control theory
can be used to pinpoint flight conditions which will pose difficulties
for human or automatic control. A right-half-plane zero of similar
magnitude to the gust input break frequency, or close to the frequency
or inverse time constant of one of the aircraft's characteristic modes,
causes an increase in the mean square deviation from the desired flight
path. The corollary follows that nonminimum phase zeros that are
distant from these critical regions are innocuous. This is well
exemplified by the Bell X-22A. The calculated longitudinal and lateral
transfer functions are remarkably free of critically located right-
half-plane zeros.
For example, at an airspeed of 67.5 fps and a descent angle
of 7.1 degrees, the transfer function relating lateral stick deflection
to lateral deviation from the unperturbed flight path is:
-2.626 (s + .153) (s + 1.915) (s - 25.05)
s (s + .167 + .659j) (s + 1.916) (s +
(72)
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Although this contains a right-half-plane zero, it is located well
beyond the break frequency of any plausible atmospheric turbulence.
From this consideration one would predict that the X-22A would, be
capable of accurate lateral tracking, despite the high gust sensitivity
due to its large Y • This is confirmed by the pilot comments reported
in Reference 15-
The reason for the general absence of right-half-plane zeros
appears to be connected with the "pure moment" controls used on the
X-22A. Because it is supported by four ducts symmetrically located
about the e.g., moments can be generated without associated net forces.
For example the X-22A. can be pitched-up without requiring a net down-
load acting on the tail of the aircraft. Thus there is no 'wrong-way'
response in controlling height error with longitudinal stick deflection.
Implications of Optimal Control Theory
for Other V/STOL Configurations
It has been shown in Reference ^ 0, that aircraft with aft-
mounted elevators, flying below the minimum drag speed must have a
height/elevator transfer function \rith two right-half-plane zeros.
One zero is of relatively high frequency and does not cause difficulties
of control. The other is of low frequency and may be in a critical
region, as discussed previously. For V/STOL aircraft it is usual,
therefore,to control height by thrust. If the thrust line acts
above the e.g., a nose-down pitching moment will occur which may cause
a response which ultimately goes in the wrong direction. The
demonstrates this, as described. This also occurs on the E^eguet
when the "transparency" method of flight path control is used,
whereby the pitch of the outer propellers is decreased to steepen the
flight path. The flight tests described in Reference 15 show that, for
a few seconds after application of transparency, the flight path angle
of the Breguet 9^1 becomes less steep.
Other nonminiam phase effects  have been noted in Reference 1 on 
single-rotor helicopters, and certain of these effects  may also be 
applicable t o  t i l t rwing configura%ions. Where these effects exis t ,  
application of the optimal control theory described here w i l l  be 
usef'ul i n  determining the maximum accuracy obtainable in  following a 
given nominal f l igh t  path. 
CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Conclusions
1. The possible terminal flight paths of most types of V/STOL
aircraft are limited by the aircraft's inability to generate the steady
aerodynamic forces required for low-speed deceleration and steep descent.
Increased drag/lift ratio, without sacrifice of low-speed lifting
capability, is required to overcome this limitation.
2. Stability derivatives, and maximum drag/lift ratios for tilt-
wing and deflected slipstream aircraft can be predicted if the full-
scale power-off characteristics are known. A new method for predicting
the maximum drag/lift ratio of general slipstreamed-wing aircraft con-
figurations is presented in this report. The method uses momentum
theory, plus power-off data. The method has been applied to the XC-1^2A
tilt-wing aircraft, and gives results which are in reasonable agreement
with measured descent boundaries.
3* Descent angle has only a small effect on most of the transfer
functions of typical tilt-wing and tilt-duct aircraft, as exemplified
by the CL-84 and X-22A. However, there is an important exception to
this generalization for the tilt-wing aircraft, relating to control of
flight path angle by thrust, at low speeds. For steep descents, a
right-half-plane zero appears in this transfer function. This causes
the response to move in the wrong direction, after a few seconds. This
phenomenon is believed to be a major cause of the difficulty encountered
in controlling tilt-wing aircraft to fly steep approaches. The zero can
be moved back into the left-half-plane by feeding back pitch rate and
pitch angle to the pitch control.
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4. The accuracy with which an aircraft can follow a given steep
approach path is seriously degraded when the above right-half-plane zero
is located near the break frequency of the input gust spectrum. This
is demonstrated in this report by calculating the gust response
characteristics of the CL-84 in a steep approach at h2 knots airspeed, using
thrust control only. For this condition the aircraft is stable, even
with the stability augmenter system switched off. It is shown that even
with the optimal feedback, the r.m.s. velocity normal to the desired flight
path can be reduced only to approximately kO percent of its value
with controls fixed. The effect can be partially removed by stability
augmentation using pitch attitude as well as pitch rate feedbacks.
5. A simple formula has been derived for calculating the minimum
achievable gust response of a given configuration. This formula gives
the r.m.s. . deviation from the desired -flight path in terms of gust
descriptors and parameters relating to lags in the control system and
right-half-plane zeros in the aircraft transfer function.
6* The limitations described in this report may seriously restrict
the usefulness of certain V/STOL configurations in operating in wind-
shears and gusts. Therefore, such limitations should be considered in
assessing the performance of V/STOL terminal guidance systems.
Recommendat ions
1. The results derived in this report have been obtained by con-
sidering a limited number of specific aircraft. It is believed
that the results are generally applicable to the appropriate configura-
tions, but further work is required to determine-whether the results are
typical.
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2, The method for calculating the descent boundaries of slipstreamed-
wing configurations should be extended to provide a parametric study of
the effect of configuration geometric parameters on descent/deceleration
capability. The possible improvement in maximum drag/lift ratio obtain-
able through the use of stall-delaying devices such as drooped leading
edges, blown flaps, etc., should be assessed.
3~ The path-following accuracy obtainable with various practical
feedback systems should be studied, using transfer functions specifically
calculated for steep descents, plus a representative variety of gust
spectra. Investigations should be made of the feasibility of approaching
the optimum path-following accuracy, and handling qualities should be
predicted, using analytic models of the human pilot.
4. The objectionable right-half-plane zero which occurs in the
example tilt-wing aircraft in steep descents should be traced to the
geometric and aerodynamic parameters from which it originates. The
feasibility of removing this zero through configuration modifications
should be explored.
5. Analytic methods of predicting descent boundaries of ducted-fan
configurations in terms of power-off characteristics should be developed.
This would facilitate rational design to obtain the best possible
descent characteristics.
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APPENDIX A
CL-814- TRANSFER FUNCTIONS AND DERIVATIVES
Introduction
This Appendix presents calculated stability derivatives and
transfer functions for the CL-8U. The flight conditions considered
are listed in Table 7 of the main text. Transfer functions are pre-
sented for all these flight conditions. For brevity, derivatives are
given only for flight conditions 1, 6, 9> 13> and 15. The main text
also presents dimensional data on the CL-8U and explains the pro-
cedure used to calculate the derivatives. For further details of
the procedure, see the description of the MOSTAB program in Reference
1. The MOSTAB program was used to calculate the derivatives.
Note that the derivatives presented here are referred to
stability axes. The hover condition is approximated by level flight
at 1.0 fps. The effect of the stability augmenter system is repre-
sented by appropriate changes in the derivatives. The printout of
derivatives contains some superfluous information (e.g., Mach number)
which is arbitrarily set to zero, without affecting the accuracy of
the calculated derivatives. The "primed" derivatives, listed in the
printout of lateral derivatives are derivatives which have been com-
bined so as to remove the product of inertia from explicit appearance
in the equations of motion (see Reference 40). Thus, the general
primed rolling derivative is
L.' = L. + (I /I ) N. / fl - (I )2 /I I ]i i xz' x i / L ^ xz ' x z J
and the general primed yawing derivative is
N.' = N. + (I /I ) L. / [~1 - (I .)2 / I I Ii i v xz ' z' i/ L v xz' ' x zJ
U9
The blending of the control surfaces on the CL-84 has been
taken into account in calculating the control derivatives. These
are referred to the stick and rudder pedals, not to the individual
control surfaces.
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—
~
-
z
c
=
- 5 9 n ?, _/ / u .
- . 5 3 4 B
,1467
- . D O U G
- . n o o n
- , DO 30
,1317
,1156
. 1 0 9 0
. 0000
, 7 o o n
- , 0000
-. on'oo
. G C O C
> 2 Q B ^
QpipMc
?;
-, l fc9' i !
-.i!;3fi
- • 421?
. 0 0 0 1'
. 0 i"' 0 0
.On an
"< 7 '•; < ,
. 332'i
T ;• ; ?'•. T .-,
4. -1 '> P. 7 n : i
T
 •. . C \^ L '.I'.:
+01 D70V
+G3 O Z D ?
OZDUH
.OZOWT
DZOQ1
4-13 \}l':;\^
+ -.V.5 iDZDT
+ 01 !J2
RHO
+ 01. I X Z
X I
LY
cc
+ 0^ IZ
lU'^'L ST
**' • ' t i T **" \/i .'3 •..- 1 L } '• y
- 0 C Z' . '
-01 Z-
- o c z 's
zu^
'7 : • r'^
i_ >; . •
"J ">
/., '•> '
- 0 0 Z ^
-n j ZT
•-. T ; T r Y f.
=
=
r
=
=
~
=
u
r
. s.
=
—
r
3
=
A3 II
A X r
=
=
=
^
s:
3
r
HT
,,(-,-
-. ''041 + 01
- . 4 5 4 9 + 0 2
- , 3 2 4 S + Q2
- , " ^ 0 0 0 •
- . O G D U
. -:-noQ
. 3 ft 7 1 + n 4
- . 4 9 6 3 * 0 5
,0001
. ? 3 B Q - 0 2
- , 9Q<H + 04
- , o o o o
- , "' D 0 0
. 0000
. ^ 3 5 1 + 0 ^
, l T v uERIvr
s
- , ?£6« -02
-.1 306-00
- . ^  6 S tf - 0 0
,
 n
 0 D 0
, ^
 ri !"' 0
,
 n
 0 G 0
, ;, H'JJ"* 0'
- , 1 <1'?7 + Q3
DHDU =
OtfD '•••<' =
D^DH =
O-IDUD =
D^IOWO =
D'lOQO =
DMp^ =
D^DT =
GA i^A =
•^ —
IV = •
TpT =
LZ =
W =
G •"
'• IvES, Pf?R
(V:f i S
fv: v:i 5
f^ r- s
MUO =
MW^ =
M 0 0 =
HO =
MT =
i onn + ni ;. Mr
.1681+03
- .7971 + 0?.
" .
 7
 0 0 2 + 0 ^
- .0000
- . O O O G
.oonn
.1Q68+Q6
.9394+ Q5
.1913+01
.2333+03
.2220*05
- . 0000
- .0000
.1120+05
.3220+02
R AC I AN,
.7572-02
-.35^1-02
- .33.54-00
.0000
.onoo
. on on
.4811+31
• . ^ 2 3 2 * 0 1
•» u r fi . O
;••! v =
- .9041+04
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Table A. 13
C/.N/OA IR CL-ft
! MPUT D A T A
0 1 i«£.\-S ! ONAL DEK IV AT I V'ES
U M J T S ARE 1 PKr< RAH UN
(STABILITY AXES)
RUN NO. 1
SAS ON
Stability Derivatives
I M E S I N E R T I A
DYDV
DYDP
DYDR
DYDVD
DYDPn
DYDHD
DYOA
DYOR
U
MACH
MAC
HT
LX
CL
IX
SPAN
YV
YP
Y«
YVD
YPD
YRn
YA
YDR
YV
YP
YR
YVD
YPH
YRD
YA
YDR
=
-
~
~
s
s
~
~
=
I
=
=
-
=
-
-
;
:
-
=
=
=
=
21
;
=
—
= .
3
r
;
=
-.8971+C1
-.5210+02
.1296-00
-.0000
- . 0 0 0 0
-.OOGD .
-.2773+01
.1598-DO
.1000+01
.B953-C3
' .7000+01
-.0000
-.DODO
.0000
.2089+05
.3330+02
DIMENSION
STAB
-.2579-01
-.14.95-00
,3732-03
.GOOD
.QOOO
.0000
-.7972-02
.4594-03
'; i HENS i ON
-.2579-01
-,149r--00
.3732-03
.OOGO
.0000
. D U 00
-.7972-0?
.4:294-03
DLOV
PL DP
OLOR
DLDVD
DLDPD
Dl.CRO
OLD A
DLDR
UZ
RHO
1XZ
XI
LY
CD
1Z
AL ST
ILITY
LV
LP
LR
UVD
LPD
LRD
LA
LD
AL DE
LV
LP
LR
LVO
L..PO
LRD
LA
LD
=
-
=
=
~
z
-
-
=
s.
s
^
-
s
-
AI3I
AX
=
=
r
• =
=
s
r
K =
PIV
^
=
s
;
~
-
-
F< =
-.,51^ 0*02
. -.6148*0:5
-,692^ 0"3
-.ooor
-.ocon
.OOCD
.1000+06
-.1533+04
-oooc
.23BQ-02
-,9CA1+Q4
-,OQCC:
-.ococ
•". r"' •*•* **
• LI 0 -J Li
,3351+05
LITY DERIVA
E.S
• -.260^-02
-,?943 + C'l
-.3315-01
,nooo
,00.00
., rooo
.4787+01
-.7434-01
ATIVES. PRI
-.3227-02
-.3246+01
.6290-00
,0000
,noco
.ncoo
.5256+01
-.*>.5S3-CO
;DWD-V :
•DNDP
•'J7NDR
ONOVD
DNDPD
DNORD
DMCA
DNDP
G A Ni A
c
JY
TOT
12
W
G
•r
=
.=
-
s
=
r
~
^
=
=
5
;
r
=
TIVES»PF.R
NV
NP
MR
MVD
NPD
NRD
MA
MDR
MED
NV
^P
MR
NVO
MFD
NRD
MA
NDR
™
=
^
=
r
r
£
r
-
r
r
=
-
-
-
-
,1903+02
-.5915+04
-.4564+05
-.0000
-.0000
,0000
,1122+05
,5294+05
,1913+01
.2333+03
.2220+05
-,.0000
-,0000
,1120+05
,3220+02
RAD UN.
,5679-03
-,1765-00
-.,1362+01
,0000 •
.coco
,0000
,3348-00
,1580+01
,1629-02
.7916-00
-,1734+01
,0000
,0000
.ncoo
-.1226+01
.2051+01
S T A 3 I L I T Y U = .1000+01
» I X X = I Z Z = - X7 = - , 904
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Table A.Ik
C A ' - a O A i . W CU-ii'4
IMP LIT P - i T A
KUM NO,
Stability Derivatives
rmOvS I. OMAL O f e ^ I V O i v f - S "MHES INERT] A
U N I T S A«E 1 Pfr'P <;HL'I/1K
( S T A B I L I T Y A X T - S )
DYDV . =
DYHP =
DYHR -
DYDVD =
DYDPD =
DYORD =
DYUA =
DYDR =
U =
M A CHs
M a C -
MT =
LX =
CL -
IX =
SPAN =
YV =
YP =
YK =
Y V D =
YFH =
YRH 3
YA -
YQR =
YV -
YP -
Y«f. -
YVD -
Y P1 D =
YRU -
YA =
YP;R =
-.ft 37.1 + Jl !ji_P\. - -.5440 + 02
-.536^+02 DL-Or " -.Li978 + G4
.2441-00 DLDR = -.1--303+04
-.0.000 DLuVf: = -.OOOQ
--.oooo DLDPD - -.noon
-.OuGU OLuRi; " .OjGO
-.?773 + Qi_ PLfj^ = . inoo + 06
. l!39r.-C)0 D:_Di:: = -.1.353 + 04
•lOCG+oi uz = .noon
. OO'JU WHO = .23^0-02
.7:00 + 01 : X Z = -.9041 + 04
~.C}QO x ; = -,0:100
-.010H LY = -.0000
• coco cr- - ,ooog
. 2 u H y + 0 5 17 s .3^51+05
.3330+02.
"p-1E'vSH>!AL STAbH-ITV D t ^ l V A T
STABILITY AXE-.S
-.23/9-01 LV = -.?604-02
-.1642-00 Lf" = -,:-S6P^-On
.7aiU-03 Lf: = -.H631-G1
•onno LVP = .OOQO
. OOGO LPK = . nriDO
• Oijoo .j'i, - .0.606
-.797^-02 If, = .47;.i7 + i,U
.4394-03 I rN= --.7434-01
' DIMEiK'SlONAL Dt:H ! V AT I VES , PK I [^
-.2:,>/9-01 LV = -.32?7-U2
-.1542-00 LF •= -.32^6-00
.7;.)16-G3
 Lp = . 161«-01
• POOO LVr - .HOnn
• 0000 LPT; = ..0000
.OnQO LRjj = . HOG-'."1
-.7^72-02 Lf- = . , ^236+01
.4594-03 L;;K= -,fJ3o3-nO
DNDV
. DN'OP
DNOR
DNiOVO
!)MDPO
nsin.^n
DN.I:?A
DNHR
G A M A
s
IV
TDT
LZ
w
G
! VESf <
NV
NP
NiR
Nvn
NPD
K'PO
M«
MPT
ED
NV
-PNR
N-VD
N:pn
v«b
K!A
NDi-
s
-
-
c
z
r
—r
=
=
=
=
=
-
=
!F.R
jj
=
-
=
z
s
-
' =
2
=
=
-
^
-
-
<,-
,1903+02
,3125+03
-.7769+04
-.0000
-.0000
,0000
,1122+05
,5294+05
,191.3 + 01
,2333+03
,2220+05
-.0000
-.0000
,1120+05
,3220+02
R A D I A N ,
,5679-03
.
fJ326-02
- ,?324-00
, 0000
,0000"
,0000
,5348-00
,1580+01
,1629-02
.1109+00
-,2661-00
, n Q o 0
,0000
,0000
-.1226+01
,2051+01
S T A B I L I T Y A X L 'i 1 U fj (5 + ! i 1
I X X =
Table A.15 'HJN' X 1 0. 6
C i N / « P / . I K CL- -M < s 2 . ; O J O T - UlVEl . P L I G H T SA;$ 0 ^
r !'•; P i j T D A 'i' •'•• Stability Der ivat ives
( ST/u3!LI" ! V A X C ' j )
" > x ' > u - -. 7 7 5 R + 0.-; :)/".) j = -. ;;!3n;;-':jg o^nu = - . i n - i + 9 3
:iX"h; " ,4 7 ?;6 +/ t l i -I?";.- = - / f^rf f*-']? : ' ) ' " " ) ' • ' = - '.'•»*> 34 + ."3 3• • • • • . . - . - . . n • * .u . • . / ' • • ' . / • / • • - » r- ' ' ™ -( -•
rui) - -, tJ 'Vi5.-*-o ^ , ) Z v v = - , 1 . 6 ' J j ^ O ^ o:i')0 = -. ^5^*05
n -.0:100 ' : . ;ZO. . - . 'P = - . r j o o - u ' O M D V O = - - ! o n o n
- . o o n o ->xo.n = . , n o n - fv^o.jn = . n n n o
,3575-33 O Z O f - s
• -•".
.70 7-1 + 0 •> j-? = ,^35^>Q1 G'A^A = - .30^7-03
.63 i J - :>-Oi ~<-10 - . ^ 3 ^ 0 - 0 2 ?> = • .2333 + 03
-'.•:• 0=111 T:)T = - ! O D O O
CT.) = ' , n : . ]0 • v = ! 1.1.20*0^
1 Z = .33^3^-05 G = .3223 + 02
S T f t S l L I T Y A X 6 S
Xi; - ' - . 2 2 3 0 - 0 0 Z ; r - .>//;9 ^ 00
Xw = .1359--;;], ;/l-- = - . •:•-:, :;2-nn
Xy ~ - , ^ r ] B ? - H n -^0 = - , ' , - . " '9•*-{}i
yj ;0 = . D O O O - 2-.;r." = , ^CrMJ
X ;^D s , non-- i 7,;-, = , m^t,
XCO = , COO;" ' ZO'"- = . . ' " :0 r : 0 ?-:C;n •= . 0000
,.-lu2!J + f;l 7r; =
 (. ">;/ 7 7 •<- i'j 1 MI'. ' = 3?!J? ft"*";"!"!
, J6'i !3-»-C<: Z"^ ~ - . 1.r ." :fe" '"03 MT = .1 .9 f !f t + 01
I'-: S T ' ^ B I L T T Y ',-:.. XE 5, -J = • ,7 i 'O 0-4-^2 Awn U = u,0
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Table ~.16 < i,,! : ,% <-, r. 
Cd '/?.'u, f 1:  Cl--i:< 4;1,Kp.!C;T'C; - : .  F I 7 .ik~ 
_  $A9 OFF 
1 t l : ~ l  r n r r  Stability Derivatives 
- * 775.,;+;2 ci:,, : z <, .". ? i f ' : i  7 - , <,.?<;*.C'1 - - .  p?/:;,;!; = -. 1.r-SI"I;:i 
- OXc'.<. - , 6372:?+.'21 i ;;7" . z - a .T ;: 3 .+ ;, .'> ?-,:,,,I . % - 
.- r .  .- i..! .I.., - -, 26 J4$+ij3 
e>c:;s e <-. ,." 2,- . - . .fF,,:C r 2: -; = - t 5 L* ,"' . c17h[, - .. ; i: kit.: ,2 = - A d _ - -  ?'>'57+3:3 
G x Z 8 , , C  2 - , f" f ?  ;j p l;;,:,.-; = - , f; <? ; C>y,F)i2ij : - , 3 (? :':I i3 
CXT",s[:  r - , ; [: c; :: ?.1 ... .,-. - i"j L, ,., ' , - -. r ,-. .q ." r.,*:s-. - 3  - 
. $, .* :-: , - :  . . .  L i i # q c i  - - .  nr:nn D x r : ' ' r .  - - 9 r! ;! r! -,-.. 
. L .. - - ,!"iI:.!?i-J r. ,,,,p ;;r; I-< - l ; I  .-, . c o n e  
~ x " E  F j!<-/s+pl s- -i '6 " ;  .I ,,- 7 : ' : ~  1.7s51,+.5d,r n~:>-.; = , G8h5+aF 
B%?T. = , 125: ;+~1 . j  c j 2 , ' % 7  = 3 1 373:;: A ) ? ?  - -2 1: *i' = .43;1,4*[]5 
7 : :  w 7;lg~9-P:i $ I ._.: >,:,I z - .  4$5@-C]2 
'7 .:' 2 .,. s ;>';.).lh'-f: ,' F i j  z -. 1.242-8.1. 
.d. 2,:. - -, 3 4 9 ~ . - c c :  8 ~ 2  = -. 992S;rm130 
-. : ,? - 
L !,.: .. - , R {;?I t j  p~ I-j p = . noon 
... L $$' 'I = , f i[ ,n$ !I+;C) z . OOiIf? 
'2 14 :" = , !-,I [I [j Yj 3 r 
. f100fl 
L L ,  = eft. ' 7 * " 7 7 * ~ : 1  p z . 7 -  ~ ~ 3 8 + 0 %  
Z r  = -, 1 g78+0-7. PIT .r .19813*U5 
Table A .17 H l l N  510, 6 
C A ~ J ~ ~ A I R  CL-84 4 2 . K t \ G T S  LEVEL FLIGHT 5,'iS ON 
INP \JT  E A T b  Stabil i ty Derivatives 
O Y C V  = -.3142+02 Q L O Y  = -,21:38+C3 Q Y ~ v  = ,345O+t,l5 
C Y ~ P  = -.7167+02 GLOP = - , 4 ~ 4 4 + ~ 5  MNOP = - ,55(9~ie04 
DYDR = ,4145+03 ~ L B R  = - ,7%44*05  DNGP = - ,  4473+05  
DYDVD = - . O O U O  ULDVC = -. cc'pei: D ~ ~ D V P  = - ,  r?OOf.l 
QYDPC = - * G ' C O O  CLCPD = a e 2 0 0 1  DFJDPCI = - 0 oC90il 
DYDHD = -.C00G DL[)RC = . c o w  DNDRD = , U O O Q  
DYDA = .5666-0Q U L ~ A  r ,3509*05 0 ~ 5 ~  = 5600+04 
DYDR = - . 3293+03  DLDR = ,4058+05 D Y @ R  = ,5!544+05 
u = .707i+a~ uz = , ~ > ~ E + o I  G ~ [ . : A  = - , 3 0 9 7 - ~ 3  
M A C H  = *6356-01 K Y Q  = , ;t'S80-P2 S = ,2333+03 
MAC = * 7 0 0 0 + 0 1  1 x 2  " -, 44501.54 I Y  = a2120+05 
kIT = -. BQQO X I  = - @ GCi00 TDT  = - 9  000Q 
LX = - , ClCUo LY = -, @nno t Z  = - 8  Q U O 0  
CL = . 0000 CD = t G G O Q  g r t112Q*05 
IX ' ,1837+05 1 Z  = t 33&3*05 G =I t 3220+02 
SPAN = .3330+02 
O I M E N S I O N ~ L  STABILITY D E A ~ V A T ~ V E S I F F H  R A D I A N ,  
STABILITY AXES 
Y V  = -,9033-01 LV = - ,2460-01 N\i = r 1261-01 
YP " - *  2061*00 LP = -92233+Wl I\iP = 1355-00 
YR = *I192+01 LR = * s 9 3 Q g - Q O  NR = 1239*01 
Y V O  = 01300 bVD -' , nc0t.l V v D  = n O Q Q O  
YPD = 
- 
, 9300 LPD = p QOOO YPD = n Di lOl !  
YRD - r OOOO LRD = + tlUOO NRD = 9 O Q O O  
Y A  s *1629-02 LA = * 3656*01 N b  = 2442-00 
YORE 9467-QO baR= n SiZhQ+Oi t4\1I?P= r 1441i*01 
IN STABILITY AXES# U =  ,7100+Q% 
I X X =  *1837+05 IZZ" ,33G3+05 1 ~ ~ = - , 4 4 5 0 + ~ 4  
Table A. 18 .-. _ RUN NO, 6 . . •
C A N A O A I R CL-64 4 2 . K N O T S Ut'VEL FLIGHT S A S - OFF
INPUT O ^ T A •
DIMENSIONAL
UN! ITS ARE 1
( S T A B I L I T Y
Stability Derivatives
D E R I V A T I V E S
PER R A D I A N
X E S )
TIMES I N E R T I A
/DY.OV:
.DYDP
DYDR.
DYDVD
DYDPD
DYDRD.
DYOA-
DYDR
1
 . U
.MACK
:• MAC
HT
LX
CL
. I-X
SPAN
.:
, =
•=
•s,
•s
'-
-
• 'S
^
-
=
• s-
s.
s
s
-.3142+02
-.7i32 + 0'2
.4149+03
-.0-000 -
•^  "\ — S -".
. - . g U L' u •
-.0000,- .
.5666-00
-.3293+03
. .7071+02
.6356-01
.7QQO+01
- ~.COOO,'
-.0000;
.OOQO
.1637+05
• .3330+02
DLDV -=•
DLDP..2
DL
OLD
DLD
OLD
DL
• -.2138+03
-.7379+04
DR = . ,3766+04
VD
PD
RD
DA
=
• =
~ •
-
, -,oooo
-.OQOC
. .GOOD
', ,5508+-C5
.DNDV
DNDP
DNDR
DNDVD
'DNDPD
DNDRD
.DNDA
a ,3480+03
,5611+03
=; -,1189+05
=
~
~ .
-
DLDR = . 4G3g + Q5 ".DNE>R" =
R
i
U-2
HO
XZ.
XI-'
LY-
CDiz-
'? .6358+.01
=
-
=.
r
r
. ,2390
N -.4450.
-,0000
-.OOQQ
,0000
-G2
+.04 .
= ;. ,3383 + 05
GAM A
-,,S'
.. IY
TDT.
LZ
w •
." •- -.G:
". '
s ,
r
~
,s
-.
r
—
• -,0000.
-, QOOO :
• ,0000
.5600+
'
04
,5544+05
-.3097-
.2333+
,2120+
-,o-ooo
-.0:000
,1120+
,3220+
03
03
05
05
02
SIONflL ST.ABJLlTY-DERlVATlVES.iPER R A D I A N *
STABILITY AXtS .. . ' . •
.Y-y; =•
. YR,= .
YR .=
YVD '=
YPD •=
YRD ••=•,-
Y.A. =
YOR-S .
• YV =
YP =
YR • =
YVD -=
YPD •=
YRD, =
YA =
YDRr
~.9'033-ul
-.2050-00
.1193+D1
.0000 .
.ooon . -
..0000-
.1629-02
-.9467-00-
DIMENSIONAL
-.9033-01
.-.2050-^00
•1193+01 .
.0000
.•0000 i -
.0000
,1,629-02 '
-.9467-00
• LV = •
LP =-
LP •= •
LVD =
LPD. =
LRD •= -
• LA =
. LDR =
.DhRIVA.
LV =
LP =- •
. LR -
LVD' =
L F D = • •
LRD = -
LA =
LDK =
-.1164-01 '
-.4017-00
.2050 -.00
',DQOO -
,OQOO
, .QDC-C-.'
. ,2996 + 01
.2196+01 .
TIVES'. PRIMED
-.1460-01 ...
-.41-92-00 -
• .2997-00
,0000
.0000: -.
•OOQU--
.3056 + 01 -.
. .1860+01
NiV =
NP , =
. NR-,=
NVD = -
NRD =
NRD'. =• .
• - I M A =
. -NDR=:
NV =
NP =
NR' ='
NVD =
NPD' =
NRD =
MA -.=. .
NDR =
,1-029-01
,1718-01
-.3515-00
,0000'
,0000
,0000 '
,165,5-00
,1639+01
.1261-.01
,7470-01
-,4038-00
,0000 -
,0000
.0000
-,2-44r2-00
,1440+01
IN STABILITY AX£S» U= ,?100+02 •
» I X X = .1837+05 112- ,,3383^05 IXZ=-.4450*04
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Table A.19 SUM MO. 9
IR C U - e < " 42. K N O T S DESCENT 16 .FT/SEC S&S
I M P U ' f C 5 T 4 Stability Derivatives
ON
U\'ITS- ;\R£ 1 PER
DIMENSIONAL O-R
(STABILITY AXF.S)
. \/F.S - T l r - i E S I N E R T I A
DXDU =
DXDW =
DXDQ =
DXDUD =
DXOVQ =
DXDQD =
DXOE =
OXOT =
U '
M/\CH =
M AC' =
HT -
LX =
CL *
IX »
xy =
xw =
XQ =.
•Xi)b s
X^D =
x'^ o =
xc =
XT =
-.6662+02 DZD'J =
,113? + Q2 DZD^! =
-.5375+03 DZ05 s
-.0000 OZDUO =
'-,OQOO DZDWD-=
-,0000 f)'2DQO =
.7269+Q3 D2DE =
.2633 + 04 L5ZDT =
,675*4 + 02' ' U7. -
,635-6-01 RHO =
,7000+01 IXZ =
-.0300 XI =
-.OGDJ LY =
, 0000 CO - .
,2106+05 IZ = '
01MEN5JO?v&L STABlt
STABILITY AX^
-. 2490-gy 2u =
.3272-'Jl Zx = •
-,l&l5-»gi
.0000
.000:3
. 0000
.2^90+01
.737u+Gl
Z'l =
zuo •= •
zwn =
2QO =
vn =
. ZT =
-.«4a3+02 DMDU s
-.7D25+02 o^DW =
^.1393+04 D^D9 =
r.OGQQ OMOUn =
,-,ocoo OMDWO =
• ,0000 O^iOQD =
.,?2?2+G4 DMDE =
-,3901+05 DMDT =
,2190+02 GAMA =
,7!3P<0-Q2 S =
-.7359 + 04- IY =
-,.^000 TOT =
-.HGOO LI -
.0000 W =
.3114 + C-5 G =
JTY DERIVATIVES, PER
;
:s
- . .?4 39-HO MU =
' r.;^020-00 Hw -
- , '5003 + 01 !viO "
.HGOO "lUC" =
,0000 '"IWO =
,;:-ono. ^QO' ='
,6532+01 NO =
-,:U?2'VC3 JiT =
-.lf.57 + 03
-,2730+03
-.5i92+05
-.0000
-.0000
.0000
.6391+05
.4334+05
-.1302+02
.2333+03
.2120+05
-.0000
-.ooco
.1120+03
.3220+02
FUDMN*
-.3759-02
-.12^Brni
- .2449 + 01,
.oono
.0000
.00:50
.3015+01
.2162+01
I"J S T A B I L I T Y A X E S t * . ' = . 7 1 Q O + n = 0.0
139
Table A.20 r?l^ \ 'Q. ;?
A M f t O A - ' T R CL-84 42 . K N O T S D E S C E N T 16 , FT/SEC SAS OFF
I H P U T D A T A Stability Derivatives
UNITS AHc. 1 P E R - R A D I A N
DIMENSIONAL [ \PRIV4T I VF:;3 TIMES INERTIA
( S T A B I L I T Y A X E S )
•>X"HJ =
D;<OW s
HXDQ s
DXD '.IP =
DXDWp =
DXPQP -
HX3E' =
DyOT.=
U s
>UCH =
MC =
WT =
LX =
CL =
IX =
xu =
x w -'
XQ =
x.;-'D z
XWC =
x^c =
xD "
XT -
-.0662-t-02
.1133+02
•^.5872 + 02
-.noon
-.0000
-. noon
. 7269+03
.2633+6-
.6754+02
,6356-01
.7000+01
• -,DOOU
-.0000
.0000
.2106+05
DIMENSION
STA?
-,2490-On
,3272-0:1
-.2551-DC
.0000
.CCOO
.COOO
.2090+01
. 7570+Qi
in STAB I L
ZlY
DZDU
i ) Z D v
OZl)0
n^ou.n
02DWOD^DV^
DID?
DZCT
U <r!
RHO
IX?
\; J
I Y
CO
! 7
AL ST
It I TV
zu
Z'v
?--
?IT
Z^O
ZOO
ZD
ZT
! TY ^
-
-
—
~
~
s
E
=
=
S
5
S
S
=
' =
=
iB
L
-
—
s
•
~
—
-
-
XE
,
-, "4:i3 + 0?
".
 7023+02
-.
 72-'3 + Q2
-,
:10DO
-. -ono
,
nOOQ
, 2272 + Q4
-. ?9f 1+C?
.219G + 0?.
. ''3^ '0-C?
-.73f:'9 + C^
-.0000
-.no no
.?0f'0
.3114+Q5
II..ITY tFRIVAT
XF£
-,-475-00
~ . .? c ? c - o o
-. PO^^^OO
.
 n
 c r o
, n Q o ri
o r- r> r;
.'- c- 1. '•..••
. ^ 53ti + Cl
-.1.122 + C3
S i • • = ,7
21 20 + 0 S> A;-D 'i
.SiMQU
OMOW
HMD 3
LM10UD
DMDWD
DflOQD
C/HDE
DMDT
LAMA
S"
if
TOT
LZ
W
C
IVES,
Mli
MV
MG
MUO
Mwn
?
-1QO
:^D
MT
tco+o:
1x2 =
= -.1R57+03
= -..^ 730 + 03
= -.1257+05
- -.ooon
- -.0000
= .noon
- .639.1. + Q?
= .4584+05
- -.13H2+Q2
= .2333+03
=
 m 2 1 2 i j + 0 5
= -.0000
= -.0000
= .1120+05
= .3P2P+C?
PER RADIAL,
= -.S759-Q2
= -,j.rB8-oi
=
 -.b929-00
= .oroo
= .OGOO
.occo
- .3015+01
= .2162+01
? AMH W = 0,0
-.7359+04
Table A. 21 RDM NO, 9
DYDV
DYDP
DYDS
DYDVD
DYDPD
DYQRD
DYDA
DYQR
U
MA CM
MAC
NT
LX
CL
IX
SPAN
YV
YP
YR
YVQ
YPO
YRO
YA
C.t
s
-
-
=
=
*
s
=
:
=
s
=
-
-
-
-
s
5
=
=.
-
S
~
YDS*
YV
YP
YR
YVQ
YPH
YRn
YA
YQR
S
s
ft
-
-
-y
S
^iAOAlR CL-S
INPUT DATA
DIMENSIONS
UNITS ARE
(STABILITY
-.2933 + 02.
.2779+02
.4Q95+03
-.COCO' r.
-.0000 L
-.0000 [.
.3943-00
~. 3040+03
.675-4 + 02
.6356-U1
,7000+01
-.coco
-.0000
-. 0 0 0 u
.2106+05
.3330+0?
r- 1 PENSION*
STAB1
-.8432-01
.. 79c7-Ql
.1177+01
.0000
.OOC'Q
.OOCfO
-.1-134-02
-.6763-00
DIKEMSIONA
-.6432-01
.79^7-01
.1177+01
. O'OCO
.CODO
.GOOD
.1134-02
-.J5763-OQ
4 f*
L P£K
1 PFS<
AXf.S
PLDV
QLOF
DLOF-
LuVC
l.JPC
LOftf.
DUO A
OLDF-.
U7
KH(!
IX/
x;
LV
CO
R
L ST/.
LITY
LV
LP
U<
LVD
i-PD
LRli
LA
LDR
L DLH
UV
LP
LR
LVD
. LPD
LHD
LA
LD*<
Ji.^NOTS OFSCB^T if .FT/SFC SAS Or
Stability Derivatives
IVATl.V'tS TIME.S INERTIA
kAiOUh-
)
-
-
=
=
=
-
•-
-
=
s
~
-
-
-
=
OT
A/
=
s
-
:
=
-
=
-
IV
s
s
=
3
=
S
3
-
-.l?fi? + t=3
-. <: 6 7 5 + 05
-,i:l72 + 05
-,oouo
-,oooo
.0000
.^ •3't'r-t-05
.5--211 + 05
.;;•! 90+02
,?3>>0-02
-,733V*(:4
-.0000
-.r-DOO
.::•;:) oo
. 7 1 1 '•' * 0 5
LITY 0£-:''!V'A
c. •"•'
-.V-121-C2
-.^22D+D1
-.1031+01
.0000
,0000
.('•oOC
.i547*01
,2474+Qi
;ATlVKSt PHI
-.1146-01
-.?372+01
-.7262-00
.1*000
' .noou
,D?JGO
,2i>6!5+01
,. 2243+01
DNDv
ONDF-
DNDP
ONOVD
DNDPP
HMDHr'
DNO/,
DNDF:
GAM/-
<"•
,.>
TV
TDT
u
'v;
(•;
TIVE51.
NV
NF'
!.jR
NiVr)
WP!?
NRii
r-i-'i
NO
MED
NV
NP
NH
MVU
NP!)
NRi.)
NA
Ml)
s
=
-
• =
s
r
-
=
s
=
r
=
-
=
s
PtIR
=
s
s
-
-
r
r
;<=
2
S
=
S
S
-
~
R =
,3933+03
-.3901+04
-,3^4 + Q5
-.0000
-.0000
.0000
-.7229+04
,3711*05
-.1302*02
,2333*03
,2120+05
-.0000
-.0000
.1120*05
,3220*02
RAOIA'U
,1263-01
-,1233-00
-, 1045 + 01
,0000
,0000
,ooon
-.2321-00
.1192+01
,1672-01
,4744-00
-.9520-00
,0000
.oono
,0000
-, 99.11-00
,7212-00
IN STA-3'ltJTY AXES* U=
177= .'.>2.1
,7100 + 02
I X 7 , = -
Table A.22 ^J\i NO, 9
C A N A D A 1 3 C U - B 4 4 ? . K N O T S OR'SCE^T 1 6 , F T / S E C " A S O F '
• M°'JT D A T A . Stability Derivatives
M M t N S I O N A L D £ K I V ^ T I V ' : S T I M E S I N E « T u
1 ^£R K; \DU=\!
DYDV =
OYHP =
DYDS =
DYDVQ =
DYOPO =
DYQ^O =
DYOA =
r,YCR =
U -
MA C H =
MAC =
M T =
L X' ~
CL =
IX =
SPAN s
^
YV =
yo s
YR =
YVD =
YPO =
YRO =
YA -
YOR=
YV =
YP =
•YR -
YVD -
YPQ =
Y«D =
YA =
YQR =
-.2^33
.2
• 4
-.0
•";
-.0
•\
. V
-.3
, 6
. 6
. 7
- . 0
""" •
 ;
.w
-•*.
. ?
.3
0 [ M
•- . '
:
',i
. cl
.1
. 0
. *./
. o
.1
- . -::>
•"'; r >••'•
"" • •••'/
t 'f*t
• i
' . 0
.-t
• . j
' 0
. 1
M
•"i
'.j
0
u
0
•>
•J
Of-
97
on
00
00
43
/! i';
75 A
3
•0
ij
0
0
1
i6
n -"1
0 0
00
n n
06
33 D
>-"
4
'"!
1
0
f]
.1
7
'r.
A
"J
1
:
'j
N 'j
i^
•• .-•
32
73
7 a
i j ' J
•*"! !*"*
00
34
63
;\i '•;
32
/3
/o
i] "
n """:
+ 02
+ 02
*03
0
r-i
"'^
-00
+ 03
+ 02
-01
+ 01
+ 05'
+ 02
I ON A
TABI
-01
-01
+ 01
-02
-OQ
I ON A
-01
-01
+ai
OLD
DiOO
DuD
LOV
LOP
LOSf
DLO
!"\ ; n
U-' U '••'
U
r! H
IX
X
L
*-
•„*
I
L S
UT
1
L
L
L, V
i P
t.R
L.
L
u 0
i_
Lj__
\i =
P -
',> ~
u =
•••) s
i.) =
,\ -"
*-*t
'S "
7 "
0 -
/ =
I -
Y =
n s
7 -•
L
T A ;-.
v /
v =
;:) =
-,12ft9 + Q3 DMijV -
-.7113+04 DMQP =
,304'5 + 0't ONQP =
-.0000 ONDVO =
-.0000 iONOPO s
.0000 DNO^O =
.-.V36?+03 • 0-MOA =
. ">211 + 0:3 DNQP =
,2l->0+'02 G A M A =
,23^0-02 S =
-.7359+04 IY =
-.oooc TDT =
-.0000 U -
.0000 w =
, 3 i 1 4 + 0 5 G ~
I L I T Y OF.-WATIV~.S.P^^
XOS'
-, 6121-02 MV =
-.3330-00 ^P =
.3933+
-,10*4+
03
04
-.1157+05
-,OOOD
-,0000
.0000
-.7229+
,3711+
-.1302+
,2333+
,2120+
-.0000
-.0000
,1120+
,3220+
f<A:)JAN,
04
05
02
03
05
05
02
,1263-01
-,3451-01
:
-i = , U.-4S-00 \R = -.3.713-00
• } ~*
"I -
) ••
A ~
DH =
tH]
'•/ —
P -
R =
LVO =
L.F T) ^
00 L^O =
134
- ,«763
-02
-oo
!
V-
L
A ~
f)R =
.0000 ^iVi) =
.OOQQ NPO =
.0000 MRD =
, 23-17 + D1 ' ''.iA =
. .247^*G1 NuP=
V/-.ri'./?5, P:^l:1 = D
-•ll4o-01 NV =
-,3497-CO ' NP =
, 2591-00 NR =
.0000 M v/ n =
.0000 NPD =
,0000 . NRO =
t •> .Vj /s 3 * fj i ' K; A n
72243+01'."" "HD-^S
•-» f--i ^  n
, U U u iJ
,0.000
,0000
-.2321-
.1192+
. .1672-
,5214-
-,'iS2Q-
,0000
,0000
' ,0000
-,V'V11-
.7212-
00
Gl
01
01
00
00
00
T M S T A B I L I T Y A X P S . ' U = , 7100+02
• I X X = - 2 1 0 6 + 05 l Z / { = .311^ + 03
Table A. 23 "w r- j ^ 0. 13
/^'A^I* C L - r « o D . K r / O T S LF.VEL F L J f . h T SAS .QN.
Stability Derivatives
U'vI £ R £ i P T j - N
D I M E N S I O N A L HPRIV,- , ! IvTJ; T'l r'iFS
( S T A B I L I T Y A X F S )
nyrc.;.-"r - . l$'i 9 + Q3 D70r' = - .?pB4- i -CH ori'OO = - . .75.60*05
DXP-D = - , o o o o DIDUD = - .nuno • HMDUD = - .noon
DXl< ; vu s - . O O O n 0 7 U W ^ = ' - . C G O O DH-n='D = - .0000
•Dxr. -o = - . o c i o n ' - oxo(;:n = ,ncriri Df-mtin = . G o o n
D^r-E = - . 4 7 0 7 4 - 0 3 ".'Zi-.F- = , 36J.!.':1'5 + 04 (^''[iF = . B99:5 + G^
- . 2436-02
G-t-Oi 1X7 = .6373^03 1Y = . i?D
o xi = - . n o o n JOT = - .noon
O t.Y = - . " O O U L7 - -.11000
S T A C U L I TV A v r s
.3^21-01 ?/' = ' - .6?n; ; "QO i - iW = -.2910-01
- .41 S3-(jr; 70 = -,. 7,-{29-'-r;.1. [-JQ = - .3493^0.1
,0000 /'(>!.: - ' .-;; ' ;H ' h'HJu = .0000
2'.-.- = . PQur; f^ = [) = .0000
/oi ; = .,-norifl i'-'Kr" = . oono
XT •- , ^'i?7-*-o;-' 7V = -.' fM}'">2"02 :1T = .^322-00
IY =
Table A.2U ?.- l . ih ' (}. 13
M £ O A ! R - C L - ? 5 4 ^ O . K M O T T IR/Fi, F L I G H T $Af ,
K:PUT DA! t, Stability Derivatives
( S T A B I L I T Y A > . T S )
- . 3 7 ? S 4 0 i f ' D . Z L U = - ; 1 . M " 4 Q 3 MC- ; ! = .11.35 + 03
cxn- .T =- - , Q C O O ez> j - = - . P C ° O - o<-oi,;: = - .0000
DXiVC - - , O v O C O S O i - - = - . n ' j f . ' C O M C - V - i . ' ' = - . 0 0 0 0
[ ) y r r : 0 s - . D ' i C O <'V:.Xyr- = . r C O O D v - P C ^ = . C O H p
"--•
r; i£ • s , •*> 7;' 7 *• ? -< r; /.% F = ^c;. '-• "i. •*• r ^ ' r. *••'; nf: = ft993+>ot^
L; = .13^5+03 : . ' 7 ' = - , r*01*C?- G A - > A = - .2436-02
. l - J O ^ + uO :;;!-'C = . ?3vO"02 ? = .P333 + Q3
, 7 n i o *• 0 3 IX? - , A s> 7 3 ^  " 3 f y = " n^D + O-
- • 0 0 0 0 x! = - , P D " 0 TOT = - . 0000
- . 0 0 n o L v =• - . 0 0 0 0 L? = - . O O G ' O
Sl j : \ iAL S T A b l M T y CFS I v / A T I y£S , FE- P A H I A K ; ,
'• ' iT.' .Bl'Ll i ' Y A A - H
r ..
:'^ s -.291.8-01
-'-: = -.17'15+01
!1
,O = . 0 0 0 0
>1:^^ = .0000
"Ki"; = . 0 0 0 0
ZT = - , ^ 9 ^ f + :2 r . r - - ".53^2-0^
• - • : S T A K l L r r r A » ; - - : - 3 , ; ! t - . i 3 « j O * ) 3 & W A = 0 , 0
Table A. 25 RUN NO, 13
CL-M 6 0 . K N O T S LfcVEL FLIGHT SAS
D«T/; Stability Derivatives
D I M E N S I O N A L . Df.Kl v ' A T ' l V f - 5 T IMES. I N E R T I A
U.-.'ITS ARE 1 P£K P A D 1 £M
( S T A B I L I T Y iX tb )
CYDV *
CYDP -
CYD3 =
DYDVD -
DYDpD =
r, Y n R D =
DYDA -
DYOR =
U =
MA CM =
MC ~
HT -
L.X =
CL =
IX =
SPAM =
Yy •-
YP =
YR =
YVD =
YPO "
YRQ =
YA =
YDR=
YV =
YP ~
YR s
YVD -
YPn -
YRO =
YA =
YQP =
-.2546+C3
.7642+03
-.0000
- . 0000
-.0000
.2747-OQ
-.1192+04
.1345+03
.1209+00
.7000+01
-.none •
-.0000
.ooon
.1U19+05
.3330+02
DIMENSION
STAB
-.1363-00
-.7320-00
.2197+01
.0000
.0000
,0000
.7898-03
-.3427+01
DIMENSION
-.1563-00
-.7320-00
..2.197 + 01
.0000
.0000
.0000
.7890-03
- . 3427 + 01
D' H'"
DLDR
OL-J-VD
DL-vF C
0 L. j S D
n;_r, ,\
Q\.L'K.
U2
:Vi«G
1X2
XI
LY
CO
12
.« L S T A
l u i T Y
LV
LP
1*
L \i ~'>
L.FD
uRD
LA
LOH
AL OE.^
LV
I_P
LR
L VD
LPC
LRD
LA
L C: K
-
=
—
s
-
-
*
c:
=
=
=
s
=.
c
BIL
AXr
=
s
s
~
-
s
=
=
I V A
=
-
~
-
r
=
s
s
I;:;;jt§5
,?127+05
-.noon
-.cooo
. n n o o
.933^+05
-.^728+05
-.1201+02
.2380-02
,6373+03
- , f i o n o
-,oooo
,ncoo
.'3451 + 05
1 TY 0£i:UVA
S
-,2700-01
-,•4146 + 01
,23 19+01
,0000
.0-0 CO
,0000
.5244+01
-.3699+01
TIVESf PR' I
-,2.65-5-01
-.4131+01
.2732+01
.0000
,0000
,0000
,5237+01
-.3566+01
DNOV
B*'y*
DNDVD
DNCFO
DNORD
ON:D A
DNOR
GA M A
s
1Y
TOT
L?
•- i
VN
G
:
=
r
r
r
z
^
r
-
-
-
~
-
-
,1677+05
- * ?• 4 i 1 + 0 5
- » 0 0 0 0
-,OQOO
.0000
-,9232+04
,1294+06
r, 2*36-02
,2333+03
,2050+05
-,0000
-,0000
,1120+05
.3220+02
TIVES»PE« R A D I A M ,
NV
XiP
\ f<
MVD
rj P n
NiVQ
hJA
NDR
MED
NV
vp
MP
MVD
•Mf-'D
NKD
jv A
NDR
=
=
s
=
~
-
-
~
s
r
r
s
-
-
-
-
,1308-01
,4659-00
-.2437+01
,0000
,0000
,0000
^-,2675-00
,3750+01
,1258-01
.4Q75-00
-.23B7+01
,0000
,0000
,0000
-.1679-00
,3684+01
S T A B I L I T Y U= M3&P + Q3
» I X X = I Z 2 = ' - . X Z C .6573
Table A. 26
L - a 4
fcWNf. 13
L t V C L F I I O T S « S O F F
Stability Derivatives
[MMf.^ I C ' - ' ^ L DtMV;, ! I V L S T | M £ ' 5
I 'M ITS AK 1 FTf- F . ; / : D l a f .
( S T A R I L ] T V / . X t f c )
PYLVV -
r.iY[;P -
DYUW -
DY'DVD -"
DYppo =
OYr=f?n =
[?YOA r
r Y 0 R =
t .*
MA CM -
i'-AC r
MT '
LX c
CU ;:
IX -
SPAN -
y\! --
Yp -
Y V -"
Y v n -
Yp:) -•
VRH -
Y/s -
YD"?-
Yy r
YP .5
YR -
Yvn :
YPQ =
Y^O . -
YA -
Y0^ =
- . b <\ 3 5 + [. 2
- • 25^ 5 + L 3
.76*^+03
- . C 0 D D 1
- , c o c.": D r
-.OCrt! [
,27^7-t n
-. ll9>- + [!'!
. . 13-C& + M3
.iPC^ + no
. /nnc + tri
_ n :••. r, r:
» '..' u t • ;.-
- . C U G C
.once
• IJil^ + il'i
.333&+02
niHEHEIOU/
ST^Bi
-.1363-00
-.7317-10
.2199+01
.QOUG
.'ODOO
.0000
,7b9B-03
-.3^27+Jl
DIMENSION
-.1363-00
-.7317-QQ
.2199+01
.0003
c*.
 ;-\ .T r»
• u u y :-'
.OQOO
.7398-03
-.3^27+01
Dl.LV -
Di.rr =
CU F-' =
'•LPvr =
^Ll-H' =
:ij'^ [: =
DL'.".'^  -
DI..:/^  =
!.•::-•
f;j..'0 =
ix: =
Xi -
L V =
ri? -
K: =
iL ST^.fJ
: L I T Y - A
L. V =
LP =
i _ r - =
~ v ; ' =
'3 ' t. ^
LAV =
.LA =
U);« =
\L OE;U
L./ =
i c :
u hs s
LVD =
LfQ =
L^C =
w. *•••* "
L0« =
- ,''i 91^+03
- . ; 0 B f> T D 5
.1323+05
-.nnnc
-,;;OOU
t '. '• i.i<-: V
, °i?3f' + Ci5
-./-??;••• + f;5
~, ?. ?Ci-*-C2
.^3f4i-02
,6573*03
~ . i" nnn
•. i t •"• 1 '•
,nnno
,3451+05
luITv OF. R IV AT
X u S
-,?7QQ-Q1
-.1 037+01
.7273-00
.^OQQ
.ilOOO
f*, ^  ;* ."\
< ! J U '-.J U'
.5244+01
-.3699+01
VATiVi'Sv PRIM
. -,?:ft?f>"01
-.1032*01
.7124-00
,nono
,pnon
.0000
.5237+01
-.3566+01
or!nv =
DMHP =
DNDR =
DNDVD =
DM!>t'D =
DHnRO =
D'!!;A =
Di.:r;,K s
G/1!-!^ r
S =
• Y =
":' H T =
!.Z =
\.; =
G =
TV:uS.FFK
MV s
\P =
;siR s
-jyo =
\pr) =
\!^ 0 =
^A =
;^DR=
eo
NiV =
l\p =
,VR =
NVD =
\PO =
N'rD =
^-A =
K:DR =
.4&14+Q3
.5'4i5 + 0'f
-,1476*05
-.nooo
-.QOCQ
,0000
-.9232+04
,1294+06
-.2436-02
.2333+03
,2050+03
-,nooo
-.0000
,1120'*--05
i 3220+02
RADIAL
,i3oa-oi
.1569-00
-.42.77-00
,cooo
,ooou
,0000
-,2675-00
,3750+01
,1258-01
,1374-OC
",4144-00
.0000 .
,OCOG
.r-ooc
-.-J679-00
,3604+01
S T A R I L I T V A X E S . U = ,1.350
rxx* ' + 5 4 = .6573+03
Table A. 2? PU ' J • - « Q . l!3
A N A D A ! f t CU-M w o . K N O T S - DF.sr.tNT 30.FT.snc SAS ON
JiMP;.;"!" D A T A Stability Derivatives
UMTS &.F.= I PC.H K A D I AN
O I M E N - S I O - M A L Q F R W . A T I y f S T IMES INE^TU
(STABILITY AXFS)
nxnu =
nxow =
OXHG =
OXIJJ'D =
DXIV'D s
DXn^n s
Ox'OF. =
TX'^T =
i 1 5
.MACH ~
;V| A. C] =
HT =
!_ X s
Si. =
. IX =
xy =
X'v s
XG =
X'JD s
XWD ^
XOP '
XO a
XT s
- .571^ + 02 0201;
-.l.'M'.l + D;^ DZDv/
- .3361+02 DZDO
- , n n Q O HZDUD
- .00 DO UZOWD
- . O O G ' J 'OZOQ^
-' - 2 0 9 9 + D3 DZDr
. H^7?+o& DZQT
.15^^+03 U7
, 12 O"? 4- nn RHO
. 7o-"jo+o-i ix;:
- . 0 3 0 0 X T
- . 0 r> f: n ! V
- . 0 0 0 0 CD
,1333+03 IZ
13! MEN-S 10!'.- A I. ST
S TAB I I.I TV
- . l -^- ' -OO Z.:.!
- ,4;-v~-oi zo
- . 9 6 6 3 - 0 1 ' 7^
. 0000 ' Z'JD
, 0 0 0 0 ZWH
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-. 1 7 '45*n<5 JY =
- . - O O Q TOT =
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".12«4+02
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. ooon
. •4363* 31
.1004*01
IN STABILITY AXtS. H = .1350*03 AMD w s 0.0
Table A. 28
A - A ' 3 4 I 3 Cu-'H ' < D , i < ^ ; C T S DESCENT 30, F T / S E C 3AS OF C
I -;PuT D A T A
U- ITS A*S t =>£.-< 3.A
Ol^cNSlOMAL O j E ^ W A
( S T A B I L I T Y f tXSS) '
Stability Derivatives.
A N
/PS n*:rS INERTIA
OXOJ
O X O : v
O X ' < S
DX!T !Q
DXD -'D
DXO-X;
O X ' - K
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=
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=
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. 0000
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Table A. 29
CAN A D A I R
INPUT
D-lMEKo
UNITS
(STAS!
JYDV = -,b23i.
)YDP
)YDR
'DVD
'DPD
'DRD
)YDA
)YDR
U
1ACH
MAC
HT
LX
cu
IX
SPAN
YV
YP
YR
YVD
YPD
YRD
YA
YDR
YV
YP
YR
YVD
YPD
YRD
YA
YDR
=
s
s
a
s
s
5
=
s
s
=
s
s
s
r
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
=
s
s
-.124:;
.799-
-.OOOfi
-.QOG-.i
-.0000
- . 1 Go 4
-.119;.
.134-
.120*
.7fjQf-
-.QC'D'5
-.uoon
.000;;
. l«3::-i
.3335J
DIHE'x'l
S
-.152-0
-.3073
.229 A
. 0 0 0 J
.ooco
. 0 0 G 'J
".305?
-.•34<}<
DI'ME^S
-.1320
-.3675
CL-0
lOSiJ
S.RF.
L. ITY
+ 02
+ 03
+ 03
D
r
D
+r;o
+•04
'+03
+ 0 0
+ 01
+ 0.3
+ 02
[ON A
TABI
-uo
-00
+ 01
-03
+ 01
IONA
-00
-00
s .2293+01
s
s
z
s
=
.OOHG
.0000
.0000
-.30i>v
- .3444
-03
+ 01
•4 JJO.iX
U .Dt'Plv/i
1 PFR HA
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DLOV =
DL.DP
DLDR
LDVn
LC'PD
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Dt.DA
DUDK
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-
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—
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L DER
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LVD
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LDR
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=
=
=
=
=
s
~
-
I V A
=
=
s
5
=
=
c
=
FUN NO. 13
MOTS DtoCENT 30.FT/SKC SAS
Stability Derivatives
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APPENDIX B
X-22A STABILITY DERIVATIVES
Introduction
The stability derivatives presented here are taken from
Reference 31- For the reasons explained in the main text, only lateral
derivatives are presented. The flight conditions are listed in
Table 8 of the main text.
The printout contains some redundant information, such as
Mach Number, which is arbitrarily set to zero, without .affecting the
accuracy of the derivatives. The yaw and roll derivatives are
referred to the stick and pedals, and include the effects of control
blending. These derivatives are denoted as NA, WE, YA, YR, LA, LR,-
and care should be taken to avoid confusion with the yaw rate
derivatives, which are also denoted as WR, YR, LR. The yaw rate
derivatives can be distinguished from the rudder pedal derivatives by
noting that the latter are always printed adjacent to the YA, LA,
WA derivatives. The inertias referred to stability axes are denoted
ZIX,ZIZ,ZIXZ.
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TABLE B-l RUN N<>, 1
BELL X-22A W=1677DLB HsOhT UCS 10.QFPS
INPUT DATA
DlilfeNSIONAL STABILITY DERIVATIVES
UNITS ARE 1 PER RftUUN
(BQDY AXES OIFFtR BY .4972+01 DEGREES,
FOR NOS£ UP, FROH STABILITY AXES)
-AX= D.QG
POSITIVE
YV =
Yp s
YR s
YVD -
YPD =
YRD a
YA =
YR =
U s
MACH s
MAC »
HT =.
LX -.
CL =
IX s
SPAN '
YV =
YP 5
YR =
YVD =
YPD -
YRI) =
YA =
YR =
YV =
YP R
YR s
YVD =
YPD s
YRD =
YA =
YR =
-,4700-0.0
-, 77QO-QO
-.0000
-,ooao
-,oooo
-,dooo
.0000
,oaoo
.100Q+02
,uuoo
.U'QQO
,ooon
,1600*02
,uuoo
,21753 + 05
.yuoo
Q I fifc.K! SIGNAL
SfABIL
-.4/00-00
-, ^671-00
.6674-01
,uuoo
,0000
.uooo
,0000
,0000
DIMENSIONAL
-,4700-00
-, 7671-00
,0074-01
.0000
.go DO.
,oono
,oquo
tUOOO
LV
LP
UR
LVO
LPD
u«.b
LA
L^
U7
Rr40
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XI
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L^
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LPD
LSD
L.A
UR
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UP
LR
LVD
LPD
L^T'
! A
L^
'
s
-s
s
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S
r
s
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s
s
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S
r
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?
r
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r
s
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.ouoo
,4^6U+D5
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^
-,116^+UO
-,2fr«l-UO
-,lii61-C-Q
, o u n o
. n u u o
,ouuo
.1VM6+P1
-,i^yj>-DQ
!"I\/bbi PKl!
^,1170+00
-.•2SB6-CO
-, 12^^+00
, 0 U U g
. n u o o
.oouo
.1VU.A+Q1
-(,1'W-OQ
NV
NP
NP
NVD
NPD
NRO
[\|A
NS
GAMA
5
IY
TDT
LZ
w
t;
TWf-.S.
!\i\/
NP
MR
NVD
NPH
NRO
NA
MR
:
':^ D
NV
NP
NR
MV!,)
NPD
NRO
NA
NH
s
s
=
=
s
s
s
r
~
~
-s
=.
PER
=
s:
5
s
=
=
c
=
-
-
~
••-
-s
5
3
,l9i>i>Qi
.UOOQ
-,14^0-00
-,UQt)0
-.UQOQ
-,oooo
,OOUQ
,/OUG-UD
-,1210+02
,OOUQ
, 316(,) + 05
,0000
,DOUO
,16/7+05
.3220+U2
RADIAN,
.23VJ-01
,23^0"01
-,l3va-oo
,uouo
,OOUO.
,0000
-.8063*01
.6935-00
.24V6-U1
.25V2-Q1
-, i3««-on
,uooo
,0000
.DQUQ
-,^B^6-U1
',6949-00
STABILITY AXbS,
AND ZU =
.1D04+.02, ZIX = ,2149+05
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TABLE B-2
SAS W=1677QLB UQ= IQ.QFPS , 1DEG -AX = O.OG
INPUT DATA
DIMENSIONAL STABILITY DERIVATIVES
UNITS AR£ 1 PER R A D I A N
{BODY AXES DIFFER BY ,4972*01 DEGREES*
FOR NOSE UP, FROM STABILITY AXES)
POSITIVE
YV
YP
YR
YVQ
.YPQ
YRD
YA
YR
U
MACH
MAC
HT
UX
CL
IX
SPAM
=
=
—
=
-
=
=
-
-
-s
=
=
=
s
z
-.4700-00
-.7700-00
-.0000
-.0000
-.0000
-,QUOO
.0000
.QOOO
.1000+02
,0000
.0000
.0000
.1600+02
.0000
.2175+05
.0000
LV
LP
LR
LVD
LPD
LRD
LA
LR
UZ
RHO
ixz
XI
LY
CD
IZ
s
=
-
s
-
=
~
3
=
S
5
=
S
=
s
-.1120+00
-.3610+01
",1770-00
-,oooo
-.0000
-.0000
,1970+01
.0000
,8700-00
,0000
.3530+04
,0000
,0000
,0000
..4580 + 05
NV
NP
MR
NVD
NPO
NRD
NA
NR
GAMA
S
IY
TDT
n.
w
G
-
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
-
s
=
s
s
s
s
1
1
- 1
— ,
" t
" »
t
»
- »
1
1
1
«
1
1
1950-01
QOOO
1726+01
0000
0000
0000
0000
7000-00
1210+02
DOOO
3160+05
0000
0000
1677*05
3220+02
DIMENSIONAL STABILITY DERI VAT IVES»PER RADIAN,
STABILITY AXES
YV
YP
YR
YVD
YPD
YRD
VA
YP
s
=
s
-
=
=
=
=
-.4700-00
-.7671-00
.6674-01
.0000
,0000
.0000
,0000
,0000
LV
LP
LR
LVD
LPD
LRD
LA
LR
s
s
=
=
5
=
=
s
«.1165+UO
-,3638+Ul
,4556-00
,0000
,0000
,0000
.1986+01
-,1293-00
NV
NP
NR
NVD
NPD
NRD
NA
NR-
s
s
r
s
s
=
-
-
,2390-01
,2950-00
-.1711+01
,0000
,0000
,0000
*,8Q63-01
, 6935-00
DIMENSIONAL DERIVATIVES, PRIMED
YV
YP
YR
YVD
YPD
YRD
YA
YR
=
-
~
=
=
s
s
=
-.4700-
-.7671-
.6674-
.0000
,0000
,0000
,0000
.0000
IN STAB
00
00
01
IL
AND
LV
LP
LR
LVD
LPD
LRD
LA
LR
=
s
=
=
=
s
=
=
ITY AXES,
ZIZ s
*? 9
V
 f
9
9
t
9
9
v
 t
U
1170 +00
3644+01
4«8a-
oooo
OQOO
0000
QO
1988+01
1427-
a
00
.100
NV
NP
NR
NVD
-NPD
NRD
NA
NR
4 + 02,
-
s
• . '
=
z
s
a. '
s
ZIX
,2496-01
,3279-00
', 1716+Q1
,0000
,0000
,0000
',9858-01
,6949-00
= ,21
,4606+05
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TABLE B-3
BtLL X-22A WS1677ULI?
D A T A
RUN NO, 3
UOS 67.5FPS GAMMA* ->'.
DIMENSIONAL STABILITY Ufc«Iv*T
UNITS ARE I PE-K RA D I A L
(8QPY AXES DIFFER bY ,4979+01 DEGREES, POSITIVE
FOR NOSE UP. FROM'STABILITY AXES)
YV
YP
YR
YVD
YPQ
YRQ
YA
YR
U
MACH
MAC
HT
LX
CL
IX
SPAN
YV
YP
YR
YVD
YPD
YRD
YA
YH
YV
YP
YR
YVD
Y^P
YHD
YA
YR
=
s
s
r
s
s
=
=
s
s
s
s
s
-r
s
s
=
:
s
£
S
r
=
s
c
r
-
-
s
s
s
-,3030-00
-,1270+01
-.0000
-,bgoo
-.uyoo
-.0000
,0000
,0000
.0750+02
,0000
• OGQO
,0000
,1000+02
,UOGO
,2175*05
-.UOOO
DIMENSION
STAB
-.3030*00
~.126S + 0:L
,1102+00
,0000
,0000
,UODO
,ggoo
, OP 00
QlMfiNSION
-.,30.30-00
•-,1263*01
,1102+00
, DOCK!
,DUQU '
.0000
,0000
.noon
uv
LD
LR
LVD
LPH
LRD
LA
UR
U7
«HO
1X2
XI
LY
CD
17
AL ST
!.LITY
uv
LP
LR
LVD
LPi)
L;^D
LA
- u»
AL DK
uv
LP
LR
LVD
LPD
- L^U
LA
LR
. s
s
s
s
~
s
=
S
~
=
-s
-s
z
A.B ILJ
'AXES
s
=
E
;
=
=
S
S
H I V A T
:
r
5
s
:
-E
S
s
-,5<JOO"U1
-.9-5UQ-OU
.ZO4U-CHJ
•^.oyoo
* . 0 u o n
-,-ouoo
.2U7U+Q1
.3220-01
,5^'«0 + 01
, n u o o
,253.0 + 04
,OUOQ
,nOuU
,nyuu
. ,4i?p(j-t-Q!?
TY UEHIVAT
-,SyBb-oi
-,9lb4-oO
,3f?6b-OU
.OvUU
.OUUU
, QUOU
.2U73+D1
-,ii)904-oo
'IVKS', PR]!'
-,5b97-Cl
-,91>b-00
, 3 v 4 1 - u U
, n u n u
,ou'no
- .UUDO
.2U73+01
-.;U3b+00
NV
NP
NR
NVO
IMPD
NKD
MA
MR
QAMA
S
IY
TDT
17
¥
c;
'IVtS,F
!'JV
IMP
NR
NVD
NPD
NR!1
N*
NR
,ED
NV
P^
NR
Myn
NPD
NKO
IMA
MR
S;
-
™
S
=
S
=
-
-
s
S;
s
r
«
a
>P.R
s
=
~
=
»
£
=
2
5
S
=
s
s
s '
s
=
,2290*02
-,2310-00
",4010«00
-.0000
-,UOUQ
-,uOUQ
.76^0-01
, 76b'u^OD
-.71UO+01
,oouo
,3160+05
,OOUQ
,oouo
,16/7+05
,3220+02
RAOI.A'V,
,45i>7-'U2
-.1547*00
-.3BOI.J-00
,UOUU
,uouu
,UDUO
-,V1^6-02
,75§6-00
,5Q«6-02
',1465*00
",3924-QO
.oouo
.0000
.UOUQ
-.27/3-01.
,75/d-OO
"AX= 0,OG
IN STABILITY .67/6+02, zix = ,2149+05
TABLE HUN NO,
2 + SAS W=16770LB H=OFT U0= 67.5FPS GAMMA* -7.1DEG -AX = O.OG
INPUT DATA
DIMENSIONAL, STABILITY DERIVATIVES
UNITS ARE 1 PER RADIAN .
(BODY AXES DIFFER BY ,497y+Ql DEGREES* POSITIVE
FOR NOSE UP,.FROM STABILITY AXES)
YV
YP
YR
YVD
YPD
YRD
YA
YR
U
MACH
MAC
HT
LX
CL
IX
SPAN
=
=
=
=
=
r
s
=
«
=
=
S
=
-
-
-
-.3030-00
-.1270+01
-.0000
-.0000
-,oooo
-.0000
.0000
,0000
.6750+02
.0000
.0000
,0000.
.1600+02
,0000
.2175+05
.0000
LV
LP
LR
LVD
LPD
LRD
LA
LR
UZ
RHO
IXZ
XI
LY
CD
12
s
=
-
-
s
=
=
2
=
r
s
s
=
=
s
"•,58DQ"Q1
-.4190*01
,1625-00
-,oooo
-.0000
-,0000
,2070+01
,3220-01
,5300+01
,0000
,2530+04
,0000
.0000
,0000
,4580+05
NV
NP
NR
NVD
NPD
NRD
MA
NR
GAMA
S
IY
TDT
L7
W
G
s
=
s •
B
B
r
s
r
=
s
s
r
=
B
=
,2200-02
^,3510-00
",2101+01
-,0000
-,0000
-.0000
, 7640-01
,7650-00
-,7100+01
,0000
,3160+05
,0000
,0000
,1,677 + 05
,3220+02
DIMENSIONAL, STABILITY DF.R I VAT I VES » PER RADIAN,
STABILITY AXES
YV
YP
YR
YVD
YPD
YRD
YA
YR
YV
YP
YR
YVD
YPD
YKD
YA
YR
-
-
~
=
=
—
-
mi
s
=
-
-
=
-
=
=
-.3030-00
-.1265+01
.1102+00
,0000
.0000
,0000
,0000
.0000
DIMENSIONAL
-.3030-00
-.1265+01
,1102+00
,0000
,0000
.0000
.0000
.0000
LV
LP
LR
LVD
LPD
LRD
LA
LR
DER
LV
LP
LR
LVD
LPD
LRD
LA
LR
=
=
=
=
-
-
-
~
I
r
=
=
s
s
=
z
=
-,5888-01
. -, 4191 + 01
,9112-00
.0000
,0000
,0000
,2073+01
-.1090+00
VAT I VES, PR I
-.5897-01
-.4192+01
,9510-00
,0000
,0000
,0000
,2073+01
-,1.235+00
NV
NP
NR
NVD
NPD
NRD
NA
NR
MED
NV
NP
NR
NVD
NPD
NRD
NA
NR
s
=
s
r
-
-
r
s
s
=
s
s
r
s
s
s
,4557-02
,5962-02
-,2065+01
,0000
,0000
,0000
-,9146-02
,7566-00
,5066-02
,4343-01
-,2074+01
,0000
tOOOO
,0000
-,2773-01
,7578-00
IN STABILITY AXES, U = ,6776+02, ZIX =
AND ZIZ s ,4606+05
,2149+05
155
TABLE B-5 RUN NU,
BEUL X- - A X 3 0 , O G
INPUT DATA
DIMENSIONAL STAbR
UNITS ARE 1 PER RA
((3QOY AXES DIFFER
PUR NUSE UP.
ITY Ut-.Rl VA'flVCS
01 AU
cJY .4970 + 01 DEGREES, POSITIVE
(-'ROM STABILITY AXES)
YV
YP
YR
Y'/p
YP!)
YRU
YA
YR
U
MACH
HAC
HT
UX
CU
IX
SPAN
«5
=
=
=
r
=
s
s
s
s
s
=
=
=
-,2.HQ*aQ
-,1160*01
-.0000
-.0000
",'ooon
^.QOOO
,0000
,0000
,1012+03
,uuoc
,OUGO
,0000.
,1600+02
,uooo
,2173+05
,0000
LV
UP
L»
uvc
LPD
URD
U^
UK*
UZ
RHC
1x7
XI
UY
CD
12
3
~
-3
S
'
3
S
s
S
Z
S
z
0 I NEWS I ON A L STAB
YV
YP
YR
YVD
YP[)
YRQ
YA-
YR
YV
YP
YR
YVD
YPD
YRD
YA
YR
s
s ,
5
.S
s
s
=
s
=
*»
=
=
s
s
E
=
STA8IL
-,2310-DQ
-,1156+Ql
,1005+00
,PUOO
,0000
,0000
,0000
,0000
DIMENSIONAL
-,2310*00
- 1156+01
1005+00
0000
UO-00--
UUQO
UOOQ
,0000
ITY
LV
UP
•L*
UVD
UP?)
LHD
UA
UR
DE
UV
UP
LR
UVD
UPD
URD
UA
U«
A
s
s
s
s
-r
S
S?
RI
3
5
'
S
—S
S
=
*,4oUU-Ql
-.1300+.01
,3020-00
",QOOO
w.OUOU
•s,QUQU
,2iirjQ+-ul
,0000
,8^00+01
,ouoo
.2530+04
..ouou
,ngoo
,PUOO
. 43&0 + 05
lUlTY UKRIVAT
XF,S
->4y24^ai
^,1317+Ql
,5645-un
.uu'ou
,0000
.0000
,22ia+oi
», 1209 + 00
V A T I V E ^ » PK1M
7,4V37-01.
•». 1316 + 01
,5/19-00
,ouoy
,-ouo-o -
.OUOJ
,2220+01
-.1335-00
N V
NP
NR
NVD
NPD
NRO
NA
NR
QAMA
•S
I'Y
TDT
uz
w
r,
IV'ES,
NV
NP
NR
NVD
NPD
NRD
NA
NR
ED
NV
NP
NR
NVD
NPD
NRQ
NA
NR
=
z
s
-
z
y
-
3
S
S
' 3
;
.=
PER
s
r
*
>
s
s
=
=
=
s
=
s
s
s
s
=
.4600^02
-.1520-00
-.37VO-00
".OOUQ
-.uouo
^.OOUQ
.oouo
,655Q^Qn
-.1000+02
.UOL'U
,3100+05
• QOUg
,ooug
,16/7+05
,3220+0?
RApIA^,
,6521-02
«.6315-01
-.3312-00
,uooo
.UOUQ
,UQUQ
',9000-01
,64»9«00
,.6969»02
-,5126*01
-,3»b4^UO
.0000
.ug-u-o
.OOUQ
-.1101+00
.65U2*00
IN STABILITY- AXES,
AND ZIZ B
,1016+03, ZIX = ,2149+05
T56
TABLE B-6
X-22 + SA5 W = 16770L.B H = QFT
INPUT DATA
NO, 5
= 101, 2FPS ODEG -AX = O.OG
DIMENSIONAL STABILITY DERIVATIVES
UNITS ARE 1 PER RADIAN
(300Y AXES DIFFER BY ,4970+01 DEGREES.
FOR NOSE UP, FRQM STABILITY AXES)
POSITIVE
YV
YP
YR
YVD
YPD
YRD
Y6
YR
U
i"!ACH
MAC
NT
LX
CL
IX
SPAN
=
s
s
=
s
-
-s
s
-
-s
s
=
'
r
-.2310-00
-.1160+01
-.0000'
-.oooo
-.0000
-.0000
,0000
.0000
,1012+03
,0000
,0000
.0000
.1600+02
,0000
,2175+05
,0000
LV
LP
LR
LVD
LPD
LRD
LA
LR
UZ
RHO
IXZ
XI
LY
CD
IZ
s
=
j;
S
Z
=
=
=
:
s
s
tz
s
s
=
-,4800-01
-, 3920+01
•3B20-00
-,oooo
".QOOO
-,noon
,2200+Ul
,0000
,8800+01
.0000
,2530+04
.0000
.OOOQ
,0000
, 4580 + 05
NV
NiP
NR
NVD
Npn
NRD
NA
NR
GAMA
S
IY
TDT
LZ
W
G
=
s
s
=
:
s
=
s
-
s
s
s
s
s
s
,
- ,
- ,
— ,
"I
" 1
t
1
- 1
,
,
,
I
,
,
4600^02
1520-00
1859+01
OOOO
OOOO
nooo
nooo
6550-00
1000+02
0000
3160+05
OOOO
oooo
1677+05
3220+02
DIMENSIONAL STABILITY DERI VAT IVES,PER RADIAN,
STABILITY AXF.S
YV
YP
YR
YVD
YPD
YRn
Y'A
YR
—
s
=
=
=
=
s
=
-.2310-00
-.1156+01
.1005+00
.0000
.0000
,0000
,0000
.0000
LV
LP
LR
LVD
LPD
LRD
LA
LR
5
s
-
-
=
s
=
=
-.4924^01
-.3972+01
,1065+01
,0000
,0000
,0000
.2218+01
-,1209+UO
NV
NP
NR
NVD
NPD
NRD
NA
NR
s
s
X
s
=
s
s
s
,6521-02
,1706*00
',1851+01
,0000
,0000
,0000
",9000-01
,6489-0.0
DIMENSIONAL DERIVATIVES, PHI MED
YV
YP
YR
YVD
YPD
YKD
YA
YR
=
=
s
s
=
=
•s
=
— ,
" ,
,
,
,
«
.
,
2310- 00
1156+01
10Q5 +
OOOO
OOOO
QOOO
oooo
OOOO
00
LV
LP
LR
LVD
LPD
LRD
LA
LR
= .
=
=
s
s
=
s
=
",4937-Ul
-.3976+01
,1101+01
,nooo
.OOOQ
,0000
.2220*01
",1335^00
NV
NP
NR
NVD
NPO
NRD
NA
NR
s
s
-
s
-
s
s
s
,6969-02
,2066-00
",1861+01
,nooo
,0000
,0000
",1101+00
,6502^00
IN STABILITY AXESi U =
AND ZIZ s ,4606+05
.1016+Q3, ZIX = ,2149+05
157
TABLE B-7
B E L L X-22A- ^ = 167/01,- H s i l h T
INPUT DATA
, 9FH5 GAMMA = "13 , 5DfcU *AX=
U STtBll,, i'Ty l/cK! VATIVBS
1 PflK RAP I AN
(ROQY AXES D.IFFtK BY ,4974 + 01 DEGREES, POSITIVE
YV
Yp
Yp
YVD
YPC:
YUL!
YA
YF-;
Li
MACH
MAC
HT
LX
CL
IX
SPAN
YV
YP
YH
YVD
YPp
YRD
YA
YR
YV
YP .
YH'
YVU
YPD
YRD
YA
YR
s
,•:
m
5
S
*>
•
-
3
3
£
S
«•
s
s
=
5
s
*
s
s
3.
S
=
=
S
S
*
3
S
3
=
FGK N
-,*36Q-Gn
-.1140+01
-,ouao .
-,UQDO
-,UUijO
-,uooo
• uuoo
,0000
,1689+03
,UQgO
, U U 0 0
. OUOO •
.1600+02
,UUQQ :
,2175+Qb
,uooo
DI^tNSlONA
STAbl
-, 2360-00
-.1136+01
,V<J84-Ql
,0000
«OUDO '
.oonrj
.uooo
,0000
OIUKNSIONA
-.23.60-00
-.1X36+01
,y«B4-01
.UUOO
.uuon
.onno ..
,uooo
.OPOO
iQS|£ L.'P>
LV
Lp
LR
uvn
U°D
L.X[>
U*
1 £-'
uz
RHO
IX?
X!
UY
cr
!/:
L ST«
UITv
Uv
LF^
' LM
uvn
L,PD
UKD
U/*
LR
U DtH
L,V
UP
UR
UVD
UPD
URP
UA
UP
ft
- .
s
=
=
-
=
-
~
t
=
=
s
s
B
t< I L,
AX?
= •
?
=
s
s
=
s
c
IV A
s
=
5
s
5
s
j:
=
t-^Oi'-i S V A f c lLlTY A
-,4/OQ-Ul NV
-,5.<i4g+(j3! NP
, «6'4(i-oo . fviK
-. nuou NVD
-, nunu NPD
-,OUOG NRD
, 2U20+01 N;A
-.i^yu-ou NR
, ?.4/ij + y2 GAflA
.CUOli S
.xiiicj+u-* IY
,nuou TOT
.nuon tz
,nuoo w
. ^ i>6U + UU G
1TY u>i;.Klv'ATIVtS.»
b
-,4?12"L}1 NiV
-,i*-1.h + QA MP
.H06 + UX NH
, nuon NVU
. .ounu NPH
,nooo NRD
.2U32+UI NA
T,2^''V-Qa NK
TIVEb. PKlhED
-.4&24-U1 NV
-,lv>l./*ij3. Njp
,lil4+01 NR
.ouoo NVD
'.ouuo NPD
. • .0000 - - ' NRD
•,2U>t*Ui NA
-.2^93-00 NR
XES:
r
=
2
s
- •
s
.s
£
s
s
=
s
=
s
s
PER
s
=
s
8
s
s
s
=
=
s
;
-a'
r
s
5
)
.4090-02
-.7900-01
-,42i>0-o6
-.OOOQ
-,uouo
-.oouu
.21»0-0l
,&3^0*00
-.13^0+02
,oouo
.3100+05
.ooua
,oouo
.16/7+03
,3220+02
R Apl AN,
.S8M7-02
.3666tO'l
-.4544-00
..UOUO
,ooua
,oouo
-.6112^01
, ^ 3i?3.-yO
.6323-02
,i>3*2-01
-,4646-00
.OQUO
,UOUO
.UOUO
".7944,0!
,b375-00
IN LITY AXES, U s .1695+0:
AND ZI/ «
•2IX = ,2149+05
1-58
TABLE B-8 HUN N
' X-22 + SAS WS16770UB H=OFT UO=163.9FPS GAMMA=-13,5DEG -AX = O.OG
INPUT DATA
YV
YP
YR
YVD
YPC
YRD
YA
YR
YV
YP
YR
YVD
YPD
YRD
YA
YR
DIMENSIONAL STABILITY DERIVATIVES
UNITS ARE 1 PER RADIAN
(BODY AXES DIFFER BY ,4974+Qi DEGREES*
FOR NOSE UP, FROM STABILITY AXES)
POSITIVE
YV
YP
YR
YVD
YPQ
YKQ
YA
YR
U
MACH
MAC-
NT
LX
cu
IX
SPAN
-
=
a
=
=
=
s
5
5
:
s
s
=
s
s
s
-,2360-00
-.1140+01
-.0000
-,0000
-,QOOO
-.0000
.0000
.QOOO
,1689+03
.0000
.0000
,0000
,1600+02
.0000
.2175+05
.0000
L.V
LP
LR
LVD
LPD
' LRD
LA
.t-R
uz
RHO
IXZ
XI
LY
CD
17
-
-
=
=
=
s
2
=
s '
-
s
-
-
-
=
-.4700-01
-.2112+01
,1153+01
-,oooo
-,0000
-,CGOO
,2020+01
-,1290-00
,1470+02
.0000
,2530+04
,0000
,nooo
,nooo
,4580+03
NV
MP
NR
NVD
. NPD
NRD
MA
MR
GAM A
S.
IY
TOT
LZ
w
G
s
=
s
-
-
e
-
-
-
s
s
s
r
s
=
,4000-02
-,8190-01
-,1635+01
-,0000
-,0000
-.0000
,2180-01
,5330-00
-.1350+02
,0.000
,3160+05
,nCOO
,0000
,1677+05
,3220+02
DIMENSIONAL STABILITY DERI V AT IVES.PER RADIAN,
STABILITY AXES
•.2360-00
,1136+01
.9884-01
.0000
.0000
.0000
.0000
.0000
LV =
LP =
LR =
LVD =
LPD =
LRD =
LA =
.4612-01
.2233+01
,1642+01
,0000
,0000
,nooo
,2032+Gl
.2289-00
DIMENSIONAL DERIVATIVES,
,2360-00
•.1136 + 01
,9884-01
.0000
.0000
.0000
.0000
,0000
LV =
LP =
LR =
LVD =
LPD =
LRD =
LA =
LR =
,2236+Ul
',1675*01
.0000
.0000
,0000
.2034+01
,2393-00
NV
NP
MR
NVD
NPD
MRD.
MA
NR
MV
NP
NR
NVD
NPD
NRD
NA
NR
,5887-02
,1499-00
-,1661+01
,0000
,0000
,0000
-.6112-01
,5353-00
,6323-02
,1700-00
,1677+01
,0000
,0000
,0000
•,7944-01
,5375-00
IN STABILITY AXES, U = .1695+03(
AND 212 - .4606+05
ZIX = ,2149+05
159
TABLE B-9
BELL X<-22A W~t&7/7/OL6 HsOKT UQ = 21<9 .,i>FPS
INPUI DATA
DIMENSIONAL, STABIL ITY '
Q.ODEU *
AXES - D I F F E R - b Y - ,4973*01 DEGREES, P O S I T I V E
FOR NOSE UP, FrtQM S T A B I L I T Y A X E S )
YV
YP
YR
YVD
YPD
YRD
YA
YR
U
MACH
MAC
HT
LX
CL
IX
SPAN
YV
YP
YR
YV/D
YPD
YRD
YA
YR
YV
YP
YR
YVD
YPD
YRD
YA
YR
s
5
S
5
S
S
-
S
S
s
s
s
s
s
5
S
S
~
S
S
S
S
55
s.
s
s
s
s
s
a
s
-,3670-00
-.1050*01
<-, ggQO
-,UffQO
-t'UOOO
-tOUO'O
,oodo
,yuQp
,2195*03
,0000
,0000
,0000
,1600*02
,6000
,217b*Q5 .
' ,UOQO
DIMENSIONAL
STASJL
-,3670-00
-.1046+01
,Vi02=-01
,0000
.0000
• ,0000
• UUQO
,UOQO ..
DIMENSIONAL.
-,3670-00
"-,1046*01
,ViOH«01.
,0000
• OUQO
,0000.
,UQOQ
tooob
LV
LP
L>
LVD
LPD
LRD
LA
L*
U7
RHO
I'XZ
XI
LY
CD
17
s
3
s
s
s
=
5
s
5
r
-S
s
B
STAB 1 1,
ITY
LV
LP
LR
LVD
LPD
LRD
LA
L^
DEH
LV
LP
L,R
LVD
LPD.
LRD
LA
LR
AXF
=
r
s
-s
s
r
S
IVA
s
r
B
=
S
5
=
9
r,4VyQ-01
-,4040-*0l
,4600-00
«,ouuo
",OUOO
»,,o.uou
.234U+01
,1/40-00
,iyio*Q2
, 0/U.Q 0 "
,2'>30*04
,OUOQ
• OUOD
,OUOO
, 43^0 + Q!?
P'Y U E R T V A T
S
T.3U27-U1
",4097 + Cll
,8V21-UU
,OUDO
• ,0000
.nuuu
,232'B + Ul
,9^4 /-(jl
ri\/!:i3* PRIH
^,5-u4o-m
»,410-1*-U1.
,<?uq*-ug.
.OUOC
.nuou
..Dung
.232V+01
,fHO«-Ul
- . N V
NP
ixiR
NVD
. NPD
NRD
NA
MR
GAMA
S
IY
TUT
17,
W
r,
-
£
Sf
S
s
5
= :
>
S
z
-
-
~
—
IVES,,PER
NV
i\lP
NK
NVD
NP!)
NRD
NA
NR
ED
NV
NP
NR
NVD
NPD
NRD
. NA
NR
5
- •
S
S
r.
-
5
"
=
r
=
r
s
s
s
s
.47UO-Q2
",36UO'U1
-,42iiO-00
~.ouuo '
",oouo
-,uouo
.166U-00
,44VQ-iJO
.OQOO
, UQUO .
, 316Q+05
.UQUO
.OQUQ
•, 16/7*05
.322Q+U2
RADIAN,
,6662-0?
,16&1^00
-.4463--00
,OOUQ
,0000
.UQUO
,6Sb"6-oi
,43/7-QO
,7118-02
,2Q*1^0D
-, 45^5^00
.oouo
,OUMO-
,UQUU
,47/0"01
,4370-sOO
IN STABILITY. AXES, U v
AND III ' ,4600*0$
.2203*03, 2IX -. , 2 t 49 + 05
160
X-22
TABLE B- 10 RUN! N0' 9
SAS W=16770L8 H=nFT UO=219,5FPS GAMMA* O.QDEG -AX* OtOG
YV s
YP =
YR =
YVQ =
YPD =
YRD =
YA s
Y.R =
U =
MACH s
MAC =
HT =
LX =
CL =
IX =
SPAN s
YV .?
YP =
YR =
YVD =
YPD =
YRD. -
YA =
YR =
YV s
YP =
YR =
YVD -
YPD s
YRD -
YA s
YR s
INPUT DATA
DIMENSIONAL STABILITY DERIVATIVES
UNITS ARE 1 PER R A D I A N
(300Y AXES DIFFER BY .4973+01 DEGREES*
FOR NOSE UP. FROM STABILITY AXES)
POSITIVE
^ •
™ •
~ t
™ •
™ •
*»
 t
•
9
*
*
*
f
t
•
t
•
DI
* f
~ •
f
»
9
t
f
»
DI
~ »
* *
*
*
*
t
f
*
IN
3670-00
1050+01
oooo
oooo
OOO'O
oooo
OOQO
OOOO
2195+03
oooo
OOOO
0000
1.6QO + 02
OOOO
2175+05
oooo
f'iENSIQNAL
STABIL
3670-00
1046+01
9102-01
ooon
oooo
oooo
oooo
ooco
MENSIONAL
3670-00
1046+01
9102-01
oooo
oooo
OOOO
oooo
oooo
LV
LP
LR
LVD
LPD
LRD
LA
LR
UZ
RHO
ixz
XI
LY
CD
IZ
s
=
S
S
.
=
-
=
3
S
*
s
s
5.
-S
STABILI
ITY
LV
LP
LR
LVD
LPD
LRD
LA
LR
DER
LV
LP
LR
LVD
LPD
LRD
LA
LR
AXES
3
S
~
3
S
s
s
=
.
IVAT
=
s
3
s
—s
s
•^
STABILITY AXES,
AND ZI Z 3 ,
-.4900-01
-,404Q+U1
,8500-Ql
-.0000
-,0000
-,0000
,2340+01
,1740*00
.1910+02
,0000
,2530+04
,0000
,0000
,0000
,4580+05
TY DERIVAT
«, 5027-01
-.4080 + 01.
,6949-00
,0000
,0000
,0000
,2328+01
,9247-01
NV
NP
NR
NVD
NPD
NRD
NA
NR
GAMA
S
IY
TDT
UZ
w
G
IVES,
NV
NP
NR
NVD
NPD
NRD
NA
NR
' 3
S
s •
-
~
S
S
S
-
S
s
s
s
s
3
PER
3
=
S
-
S
S
s •
3
1
-'t
*• I
-1
"1
- f
t
,
,
,
,
«
1
•
,
RAD
i
,
c,
i
?
,
,
,
4700-02
:3800-01
1397+01
OOOO
oooo
oooo
16.60-00
449Q-OfO
OOOO
oooo
3160+05
OOOO
oooo
1677+05
3220+02
IAN,
6662*02
2475-00
1393+01
OOOO
OOOO
oooo
6866-01
4377-00
IVES, PHIMED
-,5040"01
-f4086+01
,7219-00
,0000
,0000
,0000
,2327+01
,8404-01
NV
NP
NR
NVD
NPD
NRD
NA
NR
U = ,2203+03
4606+05
X
S
S
-
3
E
S
B
• ZI
,
»
-"•
i
,
i
i
i
X =
7118*02
2944-00
1400+01
OOOO
oooo
oooo
4770-01
4370-00
.21
161
TABLE B-11 KUN NU, 12
BtUL X-2
INPUT P A T A
QI?! fcN8lQNAL S T A B I L I T Y Ut*I VAT I VfcS
UNITS Aft t 1 PF-K HAUUY"
CBQUY AXES DIFFfc?? BY ,9000+02
FOR N'QSfc UP , • KR'QH S I Ats i LIT Y A XfcS )
P O S I T I V E
YV
YP
YR
YVU
YPD
YRD
YA
YH
U
MACH
MAC
MT
LX
cu
IX
SPAN!
=
s
s
s
5;
s
s
s
s
s
S
-S
-.47.00-00
-,OOQU.
-.0000 .'.-'-
-,UQQO .
.CIOQQ
, , OOQ.n. .
. " \
.0000
,UOQO
,0000
.16QO+02
,ooop
, 'eL 1 7 b.+ 0 5 .
,0000 " "
LV
'. 'UR
UPD
LRD
LA
•
 LR
UZ
K'HO
rxz
XI
LV
CO
'17-
DIMENSIONAL S.T
YV
YP
YR
YVp
YP[)
YRO
YA
YH
YV
YP
YR
YVU
YPD
YRl).
YA'
YR
5
-
=
S
=
S
=
-
s
s
3
-
S
s
s
—
5TA8IL
-,4/00-00- .
,106.7-07 ,
. //OO'TOO, '
.0000 :.' .
,uoou .'
,0000 : '
,ouoo
,000.0 .. .
DIMENSIONAL,
-.4700-00
,1067-07 :
, /"/o'o-uo;
,'yooo ' , .
, ciouo
,0ogo
,0000
,0000 ' ..' .
UY
LV
LP
LP
t.,vn
LPD
LRO
. LA
,
 L!X
DE
uv
' LP
L><
LVD
t P fl
1 K? ^
L.A
I15
• s
-
=
=
s
e
s
s
5
=
:
s
ALSILl
AXEb
r
s
s
=
=
=
JZ
*
R I V t T
s
=
=
=
c
=
s
=
-,1120+uu
- , o u o u
T..OUOU
- ',1^70 + 01
. '.OUOD
.,0000
• ,'nucu
. 2!?3U + y4
.flU 00
Youou
•-, uy'ou
, 4 s y Q + p_s
T'Y. Ut.HIVA
-,lVbO-01
'-. , i <* B Q - o 0
'- . !5 1? V i; - C H
'.ouuu' •
. vogoo
.nyou
-',3,296-07
-.7UUU-UO
IV^, PR{
-,1->4U-01,
- , 155tS-00
-" . 1 3 5 1 m Q 1
. y y o o
',f)UOO
_,OUDU
rYluvts+oo
r , 7u4b-CP
/ NV
^ . NP
. NVD
N'PD
f^RD
x
 . NA
^ NR
GAMA
S
IY
. TDT
LZ
vl
- G
TWhS..
MV
MP
NR
NVD
.; NPQ
WRD
:' ' NA
. 'MR
MED .
;M\/
MP
NK
; I'^VD
iNiPP
" NRD
:
( NA
NR
s
s
s
s
-
s
s
s
5
s
5
S
PfcB
s
s •
s
r
s
c
=
J3
=
s
s
s
s
2
=
=
,1V>0«01
• ,0000 "
-',00 'HI
" » OQUU
-.OQUU
,oouo
,/ouo-oo
.ooucj
.oou'o
..31&0 + 05
. OQOO
' JJOUO
.,16/7*05'
,3220*02
RADIUM.
.1120*00.
-',17/0-0.0
- , 2800-00,
,aooo . '
.OQOO
.OQUO
-,19/0 + 0.1
-.20^2-07
,1112+00
- , 1967*00
- , ^ 836-^00
.OQUO
. .,0000 .
,ogu o
-.19*6+01
-. »2^3-Oi
IN. S T A B I L I T Y A
AND 2 1 Z " B
U. a , U O U Q , Z tX . 8 ,4580+05
TABLE B-12
X-22 + SAS W = 16770L,B
INPUT D A T A
r
'
JO
- 12
= OFT 00= Q . O F P S O . O D E G -AXs ,21 lG
DIMENSIONAL, STABILITY DERIVATIVES
UNITS ARE 1 PER R A D I A N
(BODY AXES DIFFER BY ,9000+02 DEGREES*
FOR NOSE UP. FROM STABILITY AXFS)
POSITIVE
YV
YP
YR
YVO
YPQ
YRD
YA
YR
U
MACH
MAC
HT
IX
CL
IX
SPAM
«•»
s
s:
s
X
=
z
5
S
S
=
z
=
5
5
S
-.4700-00
-.7700-00
-.0000
-.0000
-,0000
-•.0000
.0000
.0000
.0000
.0000
,0000
,0000
. 1600+02
,0000 '
.217.5 + 05
.0000
LV
UP
LR
LVD
L.PO
LSD
LA
LR
UZ
RHO
ixz
XI
UY
CD
IZ
=
-s
=
5
=
s
=
=
s
s
=
=
s
=
",1120+00
",3610+01
".1770-00
-.0000
.-...0000
-.onoo
,1970+01
.0000
,0000
.0000
,2530 + 04.
.0000
,0000
,0000
.4530+05
NV
NP
NP
NVD
NPD
NRD
MA
NR
GAM A
S
IY
TOT
12
" W
G
c
=
=
s
-
-
-
-
:
s
5
=
s
Z
S
tl950-01
,0000
,^172.8 + 01
-,-0000
*,oooo
-.0000
,0000
,7000-00
,0000
,0000
,3160+05
,0000
,0000
,1677+05
,3220+02
DIMENSIONAL, STABILITY DERIVATIVES* PER RAD.IAN,
STABILITY AXES
YV =
YP =
YR 5
YVO =
YPQ =
YRQ
 =
YA z
YR s
YV =
YP =
YR s
YVP =
YPD =
YRD *
YA B
YR s
-.4700
.1067
.7700
.0000
.0000
,0000
,0000
,0000
OIMtNS
-.4700
-00
-07
-00
IONAL
-00
,1067-07
.7700
,0000
,0000
,0000
.0000
.0000
-00
LV
LP
LR
LVD
LPD
LRD
LA
LR
PER
LV
LP
LR
LVO
LPD
LRD
LA
LR
=
-s
~
=
=
z
-
IV
=
s
=
=
s
-
-
-
-.1950-U1
-, 1728 + 01
-,4769-07
• ooon
,0000
,0000
-.1296-07
-.7000^00 .
ATIVE3, PKIMED
-,1340-Ul
-,1749*01
-,2007-UO
,0000
,0000
,nono
-,1095+00
-,7045-00
NV
NP
NR
NV'D
NPD
NRD
NA
NR
NV
NP
NR
NVD
NPD
NRD
NA
NR
=
r
s
s •
-
s
r
s
=
a
s
s
:
s
s
s
,1120+00
-.3770-00
-, 3610+01
,0000
,0000.
,0000
. -.1970+01
.-,2042-07
. ,1,1.12 + 00
-,3»29-00
-, 3657+0.1
,0000
,0000
,0000
-.1996+01
-.8248-01
IN S T A B I L I T Y AXES, U = ,OQOO
AND ZIZ = ,2175+05
ZIX = ,4580+05
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